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(iii) 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the fundamental connection between categories of 
topological spaces and locally convex topological vector spaces , and its 
application to elementary integration theory. The word "free" in the title 
refers not to the usual algebraic notion, but to the categorical idea of 
algebras over a monad. If X is a compact space , and M(X) is the space 
of Radon measures on X, then the usual operator-norm topology on M(X) 
has certain undesirable properties; in particular, the Dirac embedding 
: X -+ X taking to the (linearly independent ) set of point measures on . 1.,x X 
X is not continuous unless X is fin i te . If FX is the subspace of M(X) 
generated by the set of point measures , M. Katetov [b] noticed that M(X) 
was the completion of FX when both spaces were given the strongest locally 
convex topology such that . 1.,x was cont inuous . A.A. Markov [a] had already 
shown that F X w·as the "nearest ", or free, locally convex space on X • 
This provided the germ of an idea for a categorical-type approach to 
integration theory, which, because of it s global nature , could be easily 
generaliz ed in many direction s . It enables us to construct , in one stroke, 
all the measures on X, and turns the integral sign J into a natural 
equivalence of functors . 
' Here we are concerned with relaxing the restrictions on X as far as 
is sensibly possible . In order to find the right topological context in 
which to work, several new categories are introduced , roughly corresponding 
to metric spaces and uniform spaces with a boundedness structure . Several 
different constructions of the topology of FX are given , and the elementary 
properties of the functor F established , overlapping some areas of 
topological research . 
Whereas the study of FX belongs to topology, the study of its 
completion belongs to functional analysis. The main result is to show that , 
if X locally fine complete uniform space , then the completion of FX 
is the space of measures of compact support on X . Results like the Fubini 
. 
lS 
theorem can then be very satisfactorily stated in a tensor product form . 
The categorical theory provi des a convenient method of converting topological 
and measure -theoretic results into general theorems about locally convex 
spaces. He conclude by indicating briefly how the study of convex sets 
might be considered as algebra rather than geometry . 
(iv) 
APOLOGY 
This work covers a wide spectrum of ideas which have not previously 
been interrelated, and it has been my experience that there is possibly some 
literature of which I am unaware that could be considered relevant. If it 
is not clear whether a result is original then it is probably not clear to 
me; in any case my approach is almost certainly very different from previous 
authors. It was particularly disturbing to discover some two months from 
the original date of submission that R.B. Kirk [a] had published what at that 
time were the main results of the thesis (Theorem 7.7 (a)). There can be no 
doubt that this result was obtained independently, since the paper Flood [a] 
was submitt ed to a journal before Kirk ' s work became available in Australia, 
and was given to my supervisor for examination some twelve months previously. 
At least this led to a complete revision of most of the thesis, which now 
contains much stronger results. 
Thanks are due to Professor B.H. Neumann and the Australian National 
University for providing the wherewithal to complete this work, to Barbara 
Geary for her usual impeccable typing, to my wife Adele for her help with 
proof read ing and her financial and moral support, and especially to Dr John 
F. Price, who cheerfully agreed to supervise a topic not his own. 
(v) 
PREFACE 
Over the last few years a quiet revolution has been gathering momentum, 
as categorical ideas have superseded more conventional notations. 
Particular successes have been recorded in homology, algebraic geometry, 
intuitionistic set theory, and to a lesser extent topology; that only a 
limited activity has occurred in analysis is probably more due to the 
predilection of researchers than the unsuitability of the medium. 
Anticipating projected advances in intuitionistic topology, this thesis 
examines the transition, or boundary, between topology and functional 
analysis. 
It must be made clear that the approach is not simply due to a perverse 
desire to make these subjects unreadable to their established practitioners. 
Rather it stems from a belief that the language of category theory is a 
better language than, or at least a complementary language to, the language 
of set theory, for subjects in which the interrelation of objects through 
maps is as important as the objects themselves. True category theorists 
share with physicists and Gestalt psychologists an even stronger ideology: 
that objects cannot be recognised in themselves, but only through their 
interreaction . 
In many ways, this dissertation is an examination of the Dirac delta 
embedding. In the language of advertising, this map is a "marketable 
categorical product", for it has at least a dozen different uses as the unit 
of an adjunction. A. Grothendieck [c], in 1949 , was the first person to use 
its univer sal properties . 
The first mention of free topological vector spaces occurred in the 
abstract of a paper by A.A. Markov in 1941, but wh en the paper appeared in 
1945, no material was included. In 1964, D.A. Raikov used the new influences 
of category theory to perform the construction for uniform spaces, while M. 
Katetov [ b] showed the completion had properties relevant to integration 
theory. V. Ptak [d], in 1967, generalised these results to pseudocompact 
spaces, and in 1973 R.B. Kirk [a], independently of the author, extended 
them to Tychonoff spaces, with an emphasis on measure theory. Meanwhile, 
Arens and Eells [a] (1 956 ) and E. Michael [c] (1964) were interested in the 
norm properties of FX, and in a new space .AX. The present approach 
brings all these ideas together, implicitly motivated by the desire to find 
a constructive categorical foundation for analysis . 
(vi ) 
CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
It is expected that the reader is familiar with the elements of set 
theory, category theory, topology, and the duality theory of locally convex 
linear spaces. The usual symbols N, R, C are reserved for the natural 
numbers, reals and complex numbers respectively. 
Dal o Excellent introductions to category theory have been provided by 
Mac Lane [Mac L] and Semadeni [ZS, III]; the latter author has an· 
analytical emphasis. We assume the reader knows the meaning of the 
following terms: category, functor, full and faithful, natural trans-
formation, adjointness, reflection, mono, epi, limit, colimit, equalizer, 
coequalizer, generator, dual category. We denote by C(X, Y) the set of 
arrows between X and Y in the category C. If X and R are in some 
category C , we use the abbreviation C(X) for C(X, R) (and also for 
C(X, C)); thus C(X) may be a set of functions, of continuous functions 
or of uniformly continuous functions. C(X) is usually given the structure 
of a vector space or vector lattice under pointwise operations. C defines 
a contravariant functor by composition. A zero set on X is a set 
{x: f(x) = O} , for some f in C(X) . 
The symbol F --1 U means that the functor F is left-adjoint to the 
functor U, while D used in text denotes a forgetful functor. Special 
categories are: the category Set: of sets and functions, the category Top 
of topological spaces and continuous functions, the category Un of uniform 
spaces and uniformly continuous functions, and the category Ban of Banach 
spaces and linear contractions (maps of norm S 1 ). The symbol 1 is an 
identity function or functor. If A is any scalar, then bold face A 
means the constant function of value A. But 1 may also be a one-point 
object of some kind; the meaning will be clear from the context. 
Composition of functors will often be denoted simply by juxtaposition; 
for example, Fila is the composition of three functors (§5). Categories 
will usually be denoted by script symbol rather than by lengthy verbal 
description once defined, and the reader who finds this confusing should 
take advantage of the list of notation. 
In §5, the categorical notion of a monad (triple ) is introduced. 
Proper expositions of this idea are contained in [Mac L, VI] and Semadeni 
[a]. 
( vi i) 
00 2. If X is any set, a semimetric (pseudometric) d on X defines in 
a canonical way a metric space d(X) and a quotient mapping 
¢a: X + d(X) . The space d(X) is obtained by defining an equivalence 
relation rv on X , where x rv y if d(x, y) = 0 for x, y in X, and 
giving the quotient space the obvious metric defined by d. A semimetric 
d on a topological space X is said to be continuous if it is a continuous 
function from Xx X to R when the former space is given the product 
topology. A special example is the semimetric df defined by 
df(x , y) = lf(x)-f(y)I for x and y in a set X and f in C(X) ; if 
f is continuous then so is df . Some familiarity with the theory of rings 
of continuous functions ([GJ]) is expected in 5 . 10 and 7 . 1 . 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the equivalent 
definitions of a uniformity on X by either a family of semimetrics (Weil) , 
a family of open coverings (Tukey) or a family of neighbourhoods of the 
diagonal on Xx X (Bourbaki ). See the book by Isbell [I] . The completion 
A 
of the uniform space X is , as usual , designated X . If X is a uniform 
space , a subset E of C(X) is uniformly equicontinuous (or equiuniform) 
if the semimetric dE on X , defined for x and y in X by 
dE (X, Y) = sup lf(x) - f(y)I , is uniformly continuous on X . Topological 
fEE 
spaces X will often be considered as uniform spaces by taking their fine 
coreflection aX , where a is the strongest uniformity on X compatable 
with the topology of X . Such uniform spaces are called fine spaces ([I, 
p . 10]) . The symbol X+ denotes the one- point compactification of the set 
x . 
Oo3o If L is a real vector space , and p is any seminorm (pseudonorm) 
on L , then the kernel of p , ker p , is the subspace of L on which p 
vanishes . We have a canonical normed space p(L) and a linear quotient map 
¢ : L + p(L) defined in analogy with d(X) in 0 . 2 ([K , p . 124]) . For any p 
set X, we have the product topology p on C(X) , which is a locally 
convex vector topology defined as the topology of uniform convergence on 
finite subsets of X . A subset B of C(X) will be bounded in the 
p-topology if , for each x in X , {b(x) : b EB} is bounded . 
If L is a locally convex linear space, L ' denotes its topological 
dual . If M and N are two seminormed spaces , we use [M , N] to represent 
the vector space of bounded linear mappings between M and N equipped with 
the operator seminorm , and M* for [M , R] If F is any ordered vector 
(viii ) 
space ( Riesz space), we use F+ to indicate the positive cone of F. In 
particular we have R , the set of nonnegative reals. 
+ 
The seven most important reference works are denoted by abbreviations 
thus: [GJ]. The Halmos symbol D is used to denote the end of a proof or 
example, or, if used after the statement of a theorem, that the proof is 
elementary or contained in the given reference. For convenience, a list of 
notation has been included at the end of the text. 
PART I 
FREE TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Introduction 
This introductory part is concerned with developing the main categorical 
embeddings employed in this thesis, without concern for criteria of 
separation or completeness. The aim is to find the right generalization of 
all known embeddings of classes of topological spaces in topological vector 
spaces, and it is felt that the embedding of §4 is a fair candidate for 
this distinction. 
Chapter 1 defines and illustrates the principal categorical notion, 
namely, that of a universal arrow. In §2 this concept is applied to 
constructing the classical free locally convex topological vector space FX 
on a topological space. The treatment differs from previous authors in that 
not only Tychonoff spaces are considered, not so much because any particular 
expertise is involved or mathematical enlightenment attained, but because 
the categorical principles involved are illuminated in simple fashion. In 
fact, one can conceive of certain situations where the development here 
would serve as a definition of a Tychonoff space. The real innovation is 
the notion of seminorm pair on a set (2.5), which provides the original 
material for the rest of the chapter. This device permits a constructive 
approach to the whole subject, given a decent scalar field with which to 
work, without involvement in the pitfalls of duality, and succeeding theorems 
tend to use 2 .7 where possible instead of more dynamic methods . 
Because of the novelty of seminorm pairs , Chapter 3 is devoted to the 
study of their relationship with seminormed vector spaces , and the relevance 
of two embeddings of metr• · c spaces as linearly independent subsets of nonned 
spaces, the first due to Arens and Eells [a], which used an interior point , 
and the second to Michael [c], using an exterior point . The proliferation 
of categories and functors which begins to occur at this point is not 
exactly to the author ' s taste , but it is felt that all are worthy of some 
sort of mention in mathematical literature , and especially in a study of 
this kind . It is probable the category SPaJA might be put to work else-
where , particularly in algebraic topology . In any case , it is hoped that it 
is not just another promising but con trive d addition to the trophy-room of 
category theory , as certain other much-vaunted categories appear to be . 
) 
In §4 the process of generalizing metric spaces to uniform spaces is 
adapted to the case in hand , obtaining the category of uniform pairs , which , 
with its attendant functors , appears to be the most natural topological 
setting in which to consider locally convex linear spaces . 
j 
CHAPTER 1 
UNIVERSAL ARROWS 
1.1. Suppose U : U + V is some functor , and that v is some object in 
the category V . The comma category ( V 4, U) of objects U- under- v has 
as objects all pairs < f' u > , where u is an object of u and 
f V + Vu , and as arrows h : <f, u>+<f', u '> all those arrows 
h u + u ' in u for which f' = Uh 0 f • Diagrammatically , 
Vu y 
V Uh 
~ 
Vu ' 
commutes. Composition is given just by composition of arrows in U • 
A universal arrow from v to U is an initial object in the category 
(v 4' U) . That is , a universal arrow is a pair <r, u> , where r v + Vu , 
such tlat for any arrow f: v + Vu ' in V there is a unique arrow 
f' : u + u ' such that Uf ' or= f. 
If < y,, u >, < r ', u ' > are two different universal arrows from v to 
U , there must be a corr@uting isomorphism from u to u ' , since any two 
initial objects in a category are isomorphic . 
1.2. Free vector spaces provide a preliminary but key example of universal 
arrows . Let VctK denote the category of all vector spaces over a field 
K , with morphisms linear transformations , and let U VctK + Su be the 
forgetful unctor taking morphisms to functions between the underlying sets . 
For any set X we may form the familiar free vector space FX with X as 
basis by constructing FX as the vector space of all K-valued functions of 
finite support on X . The map ~X X + U(FX) taking each x in X to 
its characteristic function imbeds X as a basis for FX . If V is a 
vector space over K , suppose f: X + U(V) i s a function . Then f extends 
by linearity to a unique linear function f ' : FX + V such that 
Uf ' o ~X = f , since iX(X) is a basis . But this is exactly the statement 
that 
~x is a unive sal arrow . 
1.3. In category theory , the main use of universal arrows is in the point-
wise construction of adjoints. 
THEOREM (Kan-Lawvere) [Mac L, p . Bl]. A functor U U -+ V has a 
left adjoint F if and only if for each object v of V , (v + U) has an 
initial element n : v-+ Uv', where 
V 
VI E u . In the latter case F . 1,8 
defined by F(v) = v' 
Ff be the unique arrow 
on objects, and, if 
v'-+ w' such that 
n is the unit of the ad.junction. D 
f v-+ w in V, by letting 
U(Ff) 0 n = n of. Then 
V W 
This will be the general method of obtaining adjoints employed in the 
sequel. A common error in the use of this theorem is to assume that 
universal ar11ows are defined only up to isomorphism, which forces the 
assumption of the class-valued axiom of choice to construct an adjoint (see 
[ZS, 10.3.7]). We will always construct from the outset a particular 
example of a w1iversal arrow, the universal arrow. In this way no 
difficulty will arise. 
It follows from the above theorem that the functor F: Sex.-+ Vc;tK 
defined by Ff: FX-+ FY, Ff - ( i y o f) ' , where f : X -+ Y . is a 
function, is the left adjoint or reflector of the forgetful functor U. In 
pictures, 
Ff ) Fy 
. 
i, X 'l, y 
X f ) y 
In this case the adjoint equivalence , . . 
' 
defined by ' : f-+ f' , is a linear isomorphism, for ('Af+µg)' = 'Af' + µg ' , 
where f and g are functions and A and µ are in K, by the 
uniqueness in the universal property. 
Notation. If no confusion ensues, denote the element iX(x) of FX 
by x. Then in this notation a typical element 'A of FX has the form 
n 
L A .x. , x. E X , 'A . E K , i = 1 , ••• , n , and if f 
1 1,-Z, 1, 1, 
X -+ U( V) is a 
n 
function, "'( 'A) = > 'A .f(x .) . 
._, 1, 1, 
1 
Th ·cl rs A. will be known as the coefficients of A • Since F 1,, 
is a functor , sometimes we will say F(X) instead of FX when an 
expression fo X becomes unwieldy. 
1.4. There is a theorem which also deserves mention comparing the behaviour 
of functors in an adjoint pair with that of the unit or counit of the 
adj unction. 
Recall that a map f: a-+ b in a category C is called a split epi 
(split manic) if f has a left (right) inverse in C 
THEOREM [M c L , p . 88]. Let F ---1 G be a adjoint pair, and let n, E 
be the unit and counit of the ad.junction respectively . Then 
(i) G is faithful if and only if every component Ea 
of the counit is epi; 
FGa-+ a 
(ii) G is full if and only if every Ea is a split manic. 
Hence G is full and faithful if and only if each Ea is an 
isomorphism, since an epi split manic is an isomorphism . 
Dually , F is faithful if and only if each component na is mono , is 
full if and only if each na is split epi , and is full and faithful if and 
only if e ch na : a-+ GFa is an isomorphism . 0 
In the example of 1.2, each 1,,X is mono but certainly not epi in Se.,t, 
so the free vector' space functor lS faithful but not full. That lS, if X 
and y are sets , we can have functions f: X + UFY whose image does not 
lie in Im(Y) c UFY 
• If M is a vector space , each counit component 
EM . FUM-+ M is epi in Vc:t.K but not mono . Obviously u is faithful but 
. 
not full , since not every function between vector spaces is linear . 
CHAPTER 2 
FREE LOCALLY CONVEX TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
We begin by considering the prototypical example, which is fairly well 
documented in the literature (e.g. [Mac L p. 56]). 
2.1. Let K be either the real or complex numbers. If X is a 
topological space, the free locally convex topological vector space on X 
over K, designated also FX, will be defined with the following 
property: the free linear space on the set X is to be endowed with the 
strongest locally convex topology, not necessarily Hausdorff, such that the 
injection ix: X + FX is continuous (such a topology exists because the 
supremum of any family of locally convex topologies on FX is locally 
convex, and the indiscrete topology is locally convex). 
) 
Give FX the vector topology defined by the set of those seminorms p 
such that the semimetric dp on X, dp(x, y ) = p (~-y ) for x and y in 
X . continuous . Equivalently, absolutely convex absorbent subset u 
' 
lS an 
of FX 
. 
lS taken to be a neighbourhood of zero if and only if for all X in 
X and 0 > 0 in R {y E X . x-y E oU} lS a neighbourhood of X in 
' 
. 
X . For then the gauge p of u satisfies the above condition. 
This locally convex topology may be seen to be the strongest such that 
iX is continuous, using the following fundamental property. 
PROPOSITION. If f: X + L is a continuous function from a topological 
space X to a locally convex topological vector space L, there is a 
unique continuous linea1'1 function f' : F X + L such that f' o i,X = f . 
Proof. Let f' be the unique linear extension of f to F X • If p ' 
is any continuous seminorm on L , let p - p ' of ' Then 
p(iX(x) -iX(y)) = p '( f(x) -f(y)) , for any x and y in X ,which defines a 
continuous semimetric on X by the continuity of p ' and 
is a continuous seminorm on FX, and f' is continuous. 
f. 
0 
Therefore 
Let Lacon be the category of locally convex topological vector spaces 
and continuous linear maps and let U be the forgetful functor from Lacon 
to Top. The above proposition states that i,X is a universal arrow from 
p 
X to U There ore F defines a functor F : Top-+ LOQOn as in 1 . 3 , 
which is a left-adjoint to U 
vector space isomorphism 
In particular , when L = K , we have a 
, the ( topological) dual of 
2"2. PROPOSITION. (a) FX ~s Hausdorff if and only if C(X) separates 
points of X . 
(b) The injection ~X ~s a homeomorphism into FX if and only if X 
i s completely regular . 
n 
Proof . (a) If C(X) separates points of X and A = I A .x . 
- J-;J 
. 
lS a 
l 
t ypical nonzero element of FX , where 0 t- A . E K for J = 1, ••• , n , 
J 
choose g in C(X) 
n 
such that g (xn) = 1 and g (x .) = 0 
J 
for j < n • 
Then g , (~ ) = I A .g (x.) = A t- o • Since g ' is a continuous linear 
l J J n 
f unctional , FX is Hausdor ff . 
Conversely , if FX is T 2 and x and y are distinct e lements of 
X, then i(x) t i (y ) , s o ther e is a g ' in (FX}' s uch that 
g '(i x( x )) "I- g '(iX(y )) , s howing t hat the f unction 
separ ates x and y • 
g I O -i' vx in C(X) 
(b) We know from 2 .1 that f is a continuous K-valued func t ion on 
iX(X) c FX if and only if f o i x is continuous on X, s o if X is 
completely regular it has the week topology by C(X) , and must be a 
homeomorphism . Conversely , if X is homeomorphic to a subspace of the 
complete regulars ace FX , it is c . r . D 
·1 
It is for this reason , and the discussion of the following section , that 
the study of free topological vector spaces has always been restricted to 
Tychonoff (c . r . T2 ) spaces , even by the earliest authors . 
2 3. Composition of universal arrows. The following lemma is extremely 
useful where a number of functors are involved . 
LEMMA Supp ::e u . u -+ V and V : V -+ W are two functors . If . 
u , V , W are objects in u, V, w respectively , and if r V-+ Uu , 
s : w -+ Vv ar•e universal arrows from V to u and w to V , then 
Vr o s : w -+ VUu is a universal arrow from 1.J to the composite functor 
8 
vu . 
Proof. Suppose f . 7.J + VUu ' is some map in w then there is a . 
' 
unique map g V + Vu ' such that Vg 0 s = f and a unique map 
' 
h . u -+ u , such that Uh 0 r - g by universality of s and r Then . - . 
( i ) f = V(Uh 0 r ) 0 s = VUh 0 Vr 0 s . 
' 
(ii) if J . u + u ' is such that VUj 0 Vr o s = f Uj o r - g . 
' 
-
and . - h by D J - uniqueness . 
1Jow the following theorem may be deduced from 1 . 3 . 
THEOREM ([Mac L p . 102 ]). If U U -+ V and V : V + W are functors 
wi t h F -1 U ., G -1 V ., then FG -1 VU . D 
To provide some applications , first some more easy examples of 
universal arrows are required . 
EXAMPLE 1. The inclusion functor I : Tye. -+ Top from Tychonoff 
spaces to topological spaces has a left-adjoint ( reflector ) T . 
PROPOSITION ([ GJ , 3. 9]). If X i s a topological space , define an 
equivalence r•elation on X by sayi,ng x "-' y if f(x) = f(y ) for all f 
1,,n C(X) . Give the resultant quotient space X/1'.J the weak topology by 
the functions in C(X) and call this Tychonoff space TX . Then the 
quotient map rX : X-+ TX i s a universal arrow from X to I . D 
Clearly T(TX) =TX . 
EXAMPLE 2. The inclusion functor from ( locally convex ) topological 
vector spaces over K to Hausdorff (locally convex) vector spaces has a 
left-adjoint T . In fact , if X is a topological vector space , and {O} -
is the subspace which is the closure of {O} , the quotient space 
TX= X/{0} - is Hausdorff , and any continuous linear function f : X + L , 
where L is T 2 , must vanish on {o} - , and hence must factor uniquely 
through the quotient map rX : X-+ TX . Thus is a universal arrow . 
It is easy to see that this T is just the restriction of the functor 
T of Example 1 to (locally convex) topological vector spaces , since these 
are completely regular . D 
Now we h ve a commutative diagram of forgetful functors 
LHV-6 -+ Loe.on 
+ + 
Tye.-+ Top 
where LHv6 is the full subcategory of T 2 spaces in Loe.on . By the 
theorem above , both TF and FT are adjoints to the forgetful functor 
LHvf> + Top , composing adjoints in this diagram . In terms of the above 
Lemma , both and X TX are universal 
arrows. Thus FTX --~~~ 
TFY\ 
TFX defines a natural isomorphism by 1.1 (since 
FTX is in LHv-6 by 2. 2) . 
It clear that . . isomorphism, the image of X is since 1.,TX is an in 
TFX is isomorphic to TX 
' 
providing an alternative construction of this 
space. From a categorical point of view it does not really matter which 
adjoint we use. We will refer in the sequel to TFX as the free Hausdorff 
locally convex topological vector space on X, call the universal arrow 
jX: X + TFX , and retain the convention x of 1.2 for elements in the 
image of X As before , a seminorm p on TFX is continuous if and only 
if p(x-ri_) defines a continuous semimetric on X. 
2.4. The dual pair (TFx, ex) . As in 2 .1, since K is T2 , the dual ex 
of TFX is isomorphic as a linear space to e(X) . We ascertain the 
equicontinuous subsets of ex . 
Denote by p the product topology on e(X) (also known as the 
. 
topology of pointwise convergence). Since jx(X) generates TFX , p is 
the weak topology on ex , if we identify this space with e(X) . 
PROPOSITION. A subset B of ex is equicontinuous if and only if B 
-is p-bounded and equicontinuous as a subset of e(X) . 
Proof. If B c ex is equicontinuous , it is weakly bounded , and 
{b o jX : b E B} is an equicontinuous subset of e(X) . 
Conversely , if B is p-bounded in e(X) define, for A in TFX, 
Then 
Since p8 (x-u) = sup jb(x)-b(y)j bEB 
pB(l) < co , and B is a seminorm on 
defines a continuous semimetric on 
X by the equicontinuity of B , pB is continuous on TFX . Hence B 
corresponds under the isomorphism to an equicontinuous subset of ex . D 
10 
Thus by duality , we have a realization of TFX as the dual of 
(CCX), p) given the topology of uniform convergence on bounded equicontinuous 
subsets . 
2.5. Seminorm pairs. It is desirable to give a family of seminorms on FX 
(or TFX) which may be described in terms of semimetrics and functions on 
X, and which define the topology of FX . 
Let d be any continuous semimetric on the space X 
' 
and let a be a 
function . C(X) a~ O such that I a(x )-a(y) I S d (x, y) for all in 
' ' 
X 
and . X ; that . a is a contraction . y in is, 
DEFINITION. Let 
B(d, a) = {g E C(X) . jgj s a and I g(x )-g(y) I < d(x , y) . 
-
for all . X} x, y in 
This set is equicontinuous , p-closed , absolutely convex , and closed under 
suprema and infima in C(X) . It defines a seminorm p(d , a) as in 2.5 by 
p(d, a)(~)= sup{lb'(~)I : b E B(d , a)} , which restricts to a semimetric 
d8(x, y) = p(d , a)(x-y_) which is smaller than d on X . 
DEFINITION. We say (d, a) is a seminoy,m pair if we obtain d 
again; that is , if sup{lb(x)-b(y )j b E B(d , a)}= d(x , y) , for all x 
and y in X • 
. 
• 
For a given d there will be many a such that (d, a) is a seminorm 
. pair. 
PROPOSITION. Given a continuous semimetric d on a topological space 
1.,s a seminorm pair if and only X and a contraction . C(X) , (d, a) a -i.n 
if a(x) + a(y) ~ d(x , y) for all X 
(d, dx) is a seminorm pair', where d 
X . 
and y 
(x) = 
Xo 
1.,n X • 
d(x0 , x) 
In particular, 
for fixed x
0 
Proof. The condition is necessary , for clearly if b E B(d , a) , 
jb(x)-b(y)I s a(x) + a(y) . 
. 1.,n 
Conversely, if a(x) + a(y) ~ d(x , y) , let a (x) = a(a) - d(a , x) 
a 
a , x in X . Then a E B(d, a) , since 
a 
la (x)-a (y )I = ld(a , y) -d(a, x)1 < d(x , y) 
a a 
a (a) - a (x) = d(a , x) for all a , x 
a a 
in 
ja(a)-d(a, x) I < a(x) , and 
Furthermore, 
X , so 
for 
sup la (x)-a (y)j = d(x , y) for all 
a a 
X and y in X • Of course a ~ O , 
a 
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since a(x) + a(x) ~ d(x , x) for all x in X. 
Clearly the function d satisfies the lat er condition of the 
XO 
Proposition . D 
Consequently , given any continuous semimetric d on X, there are a 
number of seminorms p (d , d ) Xo on FX which res rict 0 d on X . 
The above proposition is used to define a seminorm pa.1.r on a set X , 
which may be regarded as a topological space with the discrete topology. 
Thus a seminorm pair is a pair (d, a) , where d is a semimetric and a 
is a nonnegative real function such that 
!a(x)-n(y)! ~ d(x , y) < a(x) + a(y) 
for all x, y in X . 
A typical example is the pair ( e , I I ) on K , where e is the 
Euclidean metric and I I is the absolute value function . 
A pair (d ' a) lS bounded if a lS bounded (or if d lS bounded on 
xxx ) . It is sepa1-iated . if d is a metric . or a norm pai.r 
2.6. A rationale for the name " seminorm pair" resides in the following fact . 
PROPOSITION. If E . K- vector with seminorm and if X i.s a space p , 
is a subset of E , then the restriction of (dv , p ) to 
norm pair on X , where dp (e 1 , e 2) = p (e 1-e 2) ,. for all 
(xxx, X) 
e1 and 
. . i.s a sem1.,,-
in E. 
Conversely , if (d, a) is any seminorm pa1.,,r on a. et X, X may be 
embedded in a seminormed space (E , p) such that dp = d on Xx X and 
p = a on X • 
Proof. For all x , y in X , lp(x)-p(y)I < p(x-y) < p(x) + p(y) , 
therefore (dp ' p) is a seminorm pair on X . 
Conversely, if 
p = p(d , a) Then 
(d, a) is a seminorm pair on 
embeds X in E, and 
X , let E = FX 
(x-y_) = d(x, y) , 
and 
p(~) = a(z) for all x, y and z in X b; defini ion (remembering hat 
a is in B(d , a)) . D 
2.7. There is an explici definition for seminorms p(d , a) , essentially 
due to Arens and Eells [a], which is of a geometric nature . The proof of 
equivalence is surprisingly lengthy , but points u some undesirable 
properties of the complex case . first an elemen ary pre aratory lemma is 
required . 
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LEMMA. Let E be a 
N u {x . . 1., . 
1., 
- 1 , - ... ' n} 
finite - dimensional vector space over K, and let 
be a total subset of E , with absolutely convex 
subspace of E . If p is the gauge of r , then r , uJhere N . cover 1.,S a 
N is the kernel of p. r . the unit ball and 1.,S 
Proof . The unit ball of p is always the p-closure of r in E . 
Let r : E + E/N be the quotient map and let p ' be the quotient seminorm 
on E/N • Then p ' is the gauge of r(f) , which is the absolutely convex 
envelope of the finite set {r(x.} : i = 1 , ..• , n} . Then r(f) is 
1., 
Euclidean-bounded in E/N and contains no subspace , so p ' is a norm, and 
ker(p) = N • 
n 
Give the product norm -Ila .I . 1 1., Define a 
n 
bounded linear map ¢ n K + (E/N , p ' ) by ¢(a1 , .. . , a) = L a .r(x .) . n 1 -i 'l, 
Since the unit ball B of Kn . compact , and ¢(B) = r(r) r(r) . l .S 
' 
lS 
p ' -compact and hence p ' -closed . Theref, ;:"'e r - r-
1 (r(r)) J.S p-closed in 
-
E 
' 
and is the p-unit ball . 0 
n 
DEFINITION. If A = I A .x . . a typical element of FX for set lS some 
- 'l,-4., 
1 
X , where ).. . f: 0 E K , and 1 X , for i 'I: . , the support of A x. J 
' J 1., -4., 
supp(~) , is the set {x . 
1., 
i - 1 , ... , n} c X . 
THEOREM. If (d , a) is a seminorn1 pair on a set X , define seminorms 
P1 , P2 , p3 on FX as follows : 
(1) p
1 
= p(d , a) ; 
(2) p2 is the gauge of the absolutely convex cover r of Nu D , 
where N is the subspace of FX generated by all elements 
(x-y_) and z in FX such that d(x , y ) = o or a(z) = o , 
and D -is the set of all elements -1 >,. (x-u_) -1 µ z , where and 
d(x, y) = A -; o and a(z) = µ # O . -in R ; 
n m 
(2) if p -is any expre~ i.on of the f orm I A. ~--u.J + Iµ .z . , l 1., l J-;J 
here E X , A. ' E K (that . element X •' y . ' z . µ. 1.,. , p 'iS an 1., 1., J 1., J 
of F((xxx) u x) }~ p defines an element F(p) of FX and 
n 1n 
a real nwnber N(p) = ~ IAijd(xi' Yi) + L Jµjja(zj) . 
l l 
Let P3(~) = inf N(p) , where F(p) = A ln FX Then P1 = P2 = p • 3 
and each lS the largest seminorm on FX such that p(x-u) = d(x , y) and 
p(z) = a(z) for all X' y ' 2 ln x. The subspace N is the kernel of 
this seminorm. In the case where K = R, the infimum of (3) is attained, 
and it is sufficient to take all x., y . and z. to be restricted to 
'l, 'l, J 
supp(l) . Then f is the unit ball in FX . 
Proof. (a) We show 
n m 
(i) If f E B(d, a) , and ~ = L Ai ~-u_,J + L µj~ is an element of 
l 1 
n m 
lt'C~)I = L A.(f(x.)-f(y.)) + L µJ.f(zJ.) l 'l, 'l, 'l, l 
n m 
s L p, · 1 d ( x · , Y ·) + L Iµ - I a (2 ·) , 
1 i, i, i, 1 J J 
so 
(ii) Hote that A Er , where r is the absolutely convex cover of 
n m 
Nu D, if and only if A - I1 Ai ~ -u.z:) + I µ . z . 
1 J~ 
and 
n m 
L jA. jd(x., y .) + L Jµ .Ja(z .} s 1 • Therefore A E Mr for real M > 0 if 
1 i, i, i, 1 J J 
and only if there is a p in F(XxX u X) such that F(p) = l and 
N(p) = M, so p 3 is the gauge of f . 
' 
(iii) Because (d, a) is a seminorm pair, p1 (:E_-li_) = d(x , y) and 
p1(~) = (z) for all x, y , z in X , that is, p 1 (D) = 1 and p1 (N) - 0 . 
If q is a larger seminorm satisfying this condition, then for any 
functional f' on FX such that lf ' I _ q , f ' o ix E B(d, a) so that 
lf'I s p 1 . Since q = sup{jf ' I : lf ' I sq} by the Hahn-Banach theorem, 
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Therefore p1 = p 2 = p 3 as required. 
(b) To show ker(p1) = N , by induction on the size of supp(~) , 
;\ . FX may be written f + ?:.. , where n E iV and every in as 
-
k 
1=I E; .x. , where a(x.) -/-: 0 and d(x.,x.) I O for i # j < k • If -
1 
7,.-Z, b 1, J 
1 i 0 
' 
there is a function f in B (d, a) such that f, (~) t 0 • (If 
k = 1 take f = Cl If k > 1 take f = inf d /\ a . ) Th ere fore 
' x. 2-sisk 1, 
P1 (.s_) - P1 (~) i 0 So if P1 (l) - 0 A E N - . - ' • 
(c) In the real case, to show it is sufficient to take X • ' y. 1,, 1, and 
z. to be in supp(~) in the infinum of (3) will require some combinatorial 
J 
manipulation. Let 
k 
A = L A .x. , where the 
1 1,-Z, 
x. 
7,. 
are distinct and the 
non-zero. If p, a are two expressions in F(Xxx u X) such that 
F(p) = F(a) E FX, say o Sp if N(a) s N(p) • 
are 
Say an expression p is irreducible if any two mentions of an element 
x of X in p have the same sign ; for example, if 
p = ;\(x-y_) + µ(z-x) + vx, x # y t z , then p is irreducible if 
sgn(A) = sgn(v ) = - sgn(µ) • 
Note that if p is an irreducible expression such that F(p) =~, we 
must have the sign associated with x. in p equal to sgn(>..) , and if x 
1, 1, 
is not in supp(~) it cannot be mentioned in p • So if we show that for 
any p there is a smaller irreducible expression, we are finished . 
(i) Suppose p = A(x-u_) + µ(x-~) , x, y , z EX, where 
sgn(:\) t sgn µ , and suppose without loss of generality that l>.I > jµj . 
Let a = (A+µ)(x-li_) + µ(y-~) Then F(a) = F(p) , and 
N ( a ) - I >. + µ I d ( x , y ) + I µ I d ( y , z ) = s gn C >. ) ( >.d ( x , y ) ) + l-1 ( d ( x , y ) - d ( y , z ) ) 
s l>.ld(x , y) + jµjd(x, z) = N(p) . 
Since sgn(;\+µ) = sgn(-µ) = sgn A , the sign associated to y in pis 
not interfered with in o , and o is irreducible . 
(ii) 
take a = 
Suppose p = A (x-It_) + µx 
l;\+µl(x-It_) + µ(y) . If 
and sgn(;\) I sgn(µ) . If IAI ~ 11-11 , 
11-11 ~ l>.I take a= (,\+µ)x - A'Y_ . Then 
a< p , and a is irreducible , as in (i). 
(iii) Now for a general expression 
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n m 
p = L A • ( x . -u . ) + I µ . z . , for any 
l 1.,. -z, "l, l 1.,.-Z, 
x mentioned in p as x. , y . 
1.,. 1.,. 
or z . , we may reduce 
J 
p by repeated 
application of (i) or (ii) till we obtain a ax Sp such that any two 
mentions of x in ax have the same sign. As these processes do not 
interfere with the sign of any y # x in p , we may perform the reduction 
for each x., y. , finally obtaining an irreducible expression a Sp • 
1.,. 1.,. 
(d) It follows that if ~ E FX 
' 
and if F>.. is the subspace of FX 
generated by supp (_~) 
' 
the restriction of P3 to F "'A is the gauge of the 
absolutely convex cover of (Nu D) n FA . By the lemma above , if 
P3(~) s l then A . . this cover , since D n FA finite. Therefore 
' 
lS ln i s 
r is the unit ball of (FX' p 3) . 
If p 3(~) = 0 , A E N by (b), and the infimum of (3) is attained. If 
p 3(~_) = M # 0 , say, then there is a y in r such that My=;\. Then by 
(a)(ii) the infimum is attained. D 
None of the results of (c) and (d) hold for the complex numbers. The 
chief reason for the failure is the fact that the complex numbers do not 
form an injective metric spac (see Appendix). The re s ult (c) is 
easier to prove using 
COROLLARY. If X is a topological space, the set of all seminorms 
p(d, a), where d i.s any continuous semimetric on X ~ define the topology 
on FX . 
Proof. It is required to show that for any continuous seminorm p on 
FX 
' 
there is a larger seminorm p(d , a) on FX . By 2.6 , (dp' po ix) 
. 
a seminorm X , where d p (x' y) p(x-y_) Then is pair on = 
p (dp , p o ix) ~ p by the theorem . D 
NOTE. It should be further remarked that in (c) of the above theorem, 
n l n 
if A = I A .w. 
' 
and p 
= I v j ~-1Lj) + I' µk~ lS an irreducible expression 
- 1.,.-Z, l l l 
for "'A , we may further reduce p to an irreducible expression such that all 
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n 
the \) . and have the same sign (necessarily the sign of L A. ) • For 
J 1 '2, 
suppose µk
1 
and µk
2 
have different signs. If lµk
1 
I ~ lµk
2 
I , then 
N((µk -µk )z1, +µk (z 1, -2 1, )) S N(µk z1, +µk z1,) , and the signs associated l 2 "-Kl ·2 -Kl -K2 l~l 2~2 
with 
~l 
and are not changed in the formal expression. By repeated 
application, we eventually obtain a 0 1 Sp such that 0 1 is irreducible 
n 
and all the µk have the same sign (that of L Ai}. 
l 
If some \J. does not 
J 
have this sign, change \J. ~ .-;l_ .) to -\J. UL .-x .) • 
J -;) -;) J -J -J 
2.8. We have until now failed to distinguish between the real and complex 
cases. It is true that real FX is just the topological subspace of 
complex FX of those A with real coefficients, or, regarding FX as a 
space of complex valued-functions on X, real FX is the subspace of 
functions taking real values. 
PROPOSITION. For a fixed set X and . . (d, a) semi,norm pa-ir on 
let . X-+ FR , . X + FC be the canonical embeddings of X i,R . -ic . 
free real and complex vector space on X respectively. 
sem-inorms p(d, a) on FR and Fe respectively. Then 
ic : (FR, pR)-+ (Fe, Pc) is an isometric embedding. 
Let PR, Pc 
X , 
in the 
be the 
Proof. Obviously is well defined, since Fe is a real vector 
space, and takes FR to the real subspace of Fe generated by Im ic . 
Let on q ::'.'.: p , for if . lS an Then be the seminorm q 
element of FR, q(~) = suplg'(~)I , where g is any complex function in 
B(d, a) , while for 
But q(x-;l_) = d(x, y) 
p(~) only real functions are allowed in the supremum. 
and q(z) = a(z) for all 
by Theorem 2.7, q = p , and . , 
'Z, C is an isornetry. 
x, y 
D 
and z . in X , so 
It follows immediately from Corollary 2.7 that if X is a topological 
space, real FX is the topological subspace of complex FX which is the 
real subspace generated by the image of 
2.9. DEFINITION. The positive cone of FX (real or complex) , denoted by 
F+ . X , is the subset of all elements with positive real coefficients . 
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The positive cone of FX has always been of importance in measure 
theory , where it has been knovm as the set of nonnegative point measures on 
X, because of the following criterion . 
LEMMA. The follcruJing statements are equivalent for an element ;\ of 
F X , where X is a Ty chono ff space : 
(i) F+ . X , 
(ii) for each . of scalar valued functions f , g on the set pai.r 
X satisfying lfl < jgl If' c~) I < I g I 'c~) . - , - , 
(iii) for any continuous function f on X taking nonnegative 
scalar values , f' ( :\) is nonnegative. D 
The seminorms p(d , a) , where (d , a) is a seminorm pair, are 
particularly easy to visualize on F; . 
PROPOSITION. If (d, a) is a seminorm pair on a set X, and if 
n 
>. = > >. .x. 
l...J 1,-1., 
1 
. . 
1.,s 1.,n p(d , a)(:\) 
n 
- L A.a(x.) . 
l 1., 1., 
Proof. If f is a function in B(d , a) , then by the above lemma 
n n I f ( A ) I s L A • a ( x . ) . 
- 1, 1., l 
So p(d , a)(;\) s L :\.a(x.) s p(d , a)(;\) • Or one may 
1 7., 7., 
n 
observe that L "'i~ is the only irreducible expression for A , if ;\ 
l 
nonnegative . D 
. 
lS 
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CHAPTER 3 
FREE NORMED SPACES 
3.1. The important category M of metric spaces and contraction mappings 
leaves much to be desired. For instance, it does not even have coproducts, 
for there is no " largest " way to adjoin even a single point to a metric 
space. The remedy for this defect is to apply some kind of boundedness 
principle, hopefully obtaining a category with behaviour similar to that of 
normed spaces. This, along with the case of embedding into seminormed 
spaces, justifies the introduction of the category of seminorm pairs. 
DEFINITION. SPa.A.Jt is the category whose objects are sets X equipped 
with a seminorm pair (d, a) and whose morphisms f: (X, d, a)+ (X', d', a ' ) 
are contractions (that is, d '(f(x), f(y)) S d(x , y) for all x and y in 
X) such that a.' of Sa. ("boundedness" is preserved). 
A function f: X + X' 
mapping C(f) : C(X') + C(X) 
. . 
lS in SPCUJt if and only if the composition 
takes B(d ', a') into B(d, a.) To see this, 
suppose the latter condition is true. 
Then a.' of s a , and 
d' (f ( x) , f(y)) = sup { I g (f ( x)) -g (f ( Y)) I g E B(d ', a ')} s d(x, y) , 
. 
since g O f B(d , a.) . . is in for all B(d ', a') . The opposite g in 
implication is equally straightforward . 
EXAMPLE. A scalar function g on (X, d , a.) is in B(d, a.) if and 
only if g is in SPCUJt ( ( X, d , a.), ( K, e_, I I ) ) , where e_ is the euclidean 
metric on K • 0 
DEFINITION. Let SNv~ be the category of seminormed spaces and linear 
contractions. Let D : SNv-0 + SPa.A.Jt be the obvious forgetful functor (2.6), 
defined since any linear contraction is a SPa.A.Jt map. 
PROPOSITION. A function f : X + X' between two objects (X, d , a) , 
(X', d', a') of SPa.A.Jt -is a SPCUJt map if and only if 
F(f) : (F X' p(d , a.)) (F X ,, p(d ', a ')) -is a contraction . The function 
ix: X + FX is a universal arrow from (X, d, a) to the functor 
D : SM; -0 + SPa.AA • 
Proof. By the discussion above , and the definition of p(d , a) , F 
defines a functor from SPCU:.~ to SMJ-0 • If F(f) is a contraction , it is 
a SPCUJt map , and so i' s i' t restriction f to X . 
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The function 
-ix . (X , d , a)-+ (FX ' p(d , a)) lS a SP{U,J[ map , and if . 
f : X -+ N is any SPa.AA map to a seminormed vector space (N , p) 
' 
then 
because p (f ' (µ - l (x-u_))) ~ 1 and p (f' (A- l~) < 1 where d ( x , y ) = µ -f. 0 
' 
-
and a( z ) = "- -:/; 0 
' 
for all x , y and z in X , and f ' is the unique 
extension of f to FX , f ' is a contraction by Theorem 2 , 7 . Therefore 
. 
-ix is a universal arrow from ( X , d , a ) to D • D 
3.2. There is a marked improvement in the categorical behaviour of SPct-Ut 
over that of its parent category SM of semimetric spaces and contractions , 
PROPOSITION. SP{U,J[ has all small products and cop1"oducts . 
Proof . The empty metric space ¢ is an initial object in SPlUJr. , while 
the one- point metric space 10 = (1, O, 0 ) is a terminal object , since any 
fun ction to 1
0 
is a contraction , and it is terminal in Set . 
Let (A., d ., a .) be an I - indexed family of objects of SPa.ilt. Let 
i, i, i, 
n A . be the set of all elements 
I i, 
(x .) 
i, 
i n the cartesian product of the 
A. such that 
i, 
are i n n A . 
I i, 
{a . (x .): i EI} 
i, i, 
is bounded . Then if 
, {d. (x., y .) } 
i, i, i, 
is also bounded . Let 
d( X, y) = sup d . ( x . , y . ) 
I i, i, i, 
and let a (x) = sup a . (x.) 
I i, i, 
X - (x .) , 
i, 
Then d satisfies 
the triangle inequality on n A . 
' 
and (d , a ) lS a seminorm pair . Each 
I i, 
of the projections n. . n A. -+ A . . in SPa.AA and if . lS 
' i, I i, i, 
f. . ( X , (3 ) -+ (A . ' d .' a .) . I - indexed family of SP£U.Jt then . e , lS an maps , i, i, i, 'l 
for each in X { a , (f . ( X)) } . bounded by SCx) and the (Su) X 
' 
lS 
' i, i, 
product f : X n A. well defined by n. f = f . for all . map -+ lS 0 i, 
I i, i, i, 
I and SPCUJt Then n A . . the product in SPa.AA of the 
' 
lS a map . lS 
I i, 
A. It should be noted that if the A . are in SNV.6 
' 
nA . lS the 
i, i, I i, 
l - product of the A. ([ZS , §5 . 4 . 3]) . Furthermore , a product of nonempty 
i, 
spaces may be empty . 
On the disjoint union 
d . (x , y) 
i, 
if X 
LJA . -
I 1,, 
U A . , let 
I 1,, 
a = a. . 
i, 
on 
and y are in the same A. , or 
1,, 
A . , and let 
1,, 
. ln 
d(x , y) = 
d(x , y) = a . (:x;) + a . (u) if X E A . ' 7., y E A. , 1 Then d satisfies 1,, J 
the triangle inequality, for if X E A. ' b y ,zE A ., J j i i ' 
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d(x , z) 
d(y' z) 
- a.(x) + a.(z) s a .(x) + a.(y) + d .(y , z) - d(x , y) + d(y, z) , and 
& b & J J 
= d.(y, z) s a.(y) + a.(z) + 2a.(x) = d(x , y) + d(x , z) , while 
J J J & 
other cases are satisfied trivially . 
each injection a. :A.-+U A. 
b & I & 
. 
lS a 
Also (d, a) is a seminorm pair, and 
SPaiJt mapping. If 
f. : (A., d ., a.)-+ (X, d ', a') is an I -indexed set of functions in 
b & & b 
SPCUA, the function f define d by f O a .= f. & & is in SPaiJt , because if 
x E A . , y E A . and i i j , 
& J 
d' (f(x), f(y)) s a' (f(x)) + a' (f(y)) s a .(x) + a .( y) = d(x , y) , 
& J 
and all other requirements are trivially satisfied . Therefore 
(UA., d , a) 
I b 
Note that 
SPaiJt 
' 
for if 
X defined by 
is the SPaiJt 
the space l o 
' 
coproduct of the A • • 
& 
though a generator in 
X lS an element of (X' d , a ) 
' 
the 
. . SPct-Ut if and only if a(x) X lS in 
D 
SM . 
' 
lS 
function 
= 0 • 
not so in 
from 10 to 
3.3. Pointed semi metric spaces. A more familiar category enjoys a close 
relationship with SPaiJt It is this category which has been used in all 
previous comparisons of metric spaces with normed spaces . 
DEFINITION. The category PSM (pronounced "possum'1 - see eµ below) of 
pointed semimetric spaces has as objects (X, d , x) semimetric spaces 
(X, d) with a distinguished point x , and as functions contractions which 
preserve the point . Thus PSM is the common category (1 0 4- SM) , ( 1.1), 
where SM is the identity functor on the category S i , 1 
There is a natural embedding 
point- pair functor . 
DEFINITION. If (X, d , x) 
p 
p 
lS ln 
PSM-+ SPaiJt, which we call the 
PS { , define p 
p on objects by 
letting P (X, d, x) p be (x, d , dx) , where, as we re call from 2 . 5, 
1 In strict categorical parlance an object is an identit map . 
d (y) = d(x, y) for y in X • 
X 
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p . functor, for if f (X' d' X) -+ (X', d ', X r) in PSM , then lS a p 
d' 0 f(y) = d' (f(x) , f(y)) < d(x, y) = d (y) for all . X , so that - y in 
x' X 
the function f . SPCUJt So we identify f and p (f) as is is in 
' p 
common with categorical embeddings. 
PROPOSITION. 
Pp PS~f[(X, d, x), (X', d', x')] -+ SPlUlt[(x, d, dx), (X', d', d;,)] 
is onto for all x' in X' if and only if d' is a metI'ic. 
Proof. Note that a scalar function h . B(d , d ) if and only is in 
X 
if h contraction and h(x) = 0 If f . SPCUJt from is a . is a map 
(x' d, d ) to (x' d' d, ) d' 0 f . B(d, d) by definition, ' ' x' ' x' lS in X X 
and d'(x', h(x)) - 0 If d' a metric, x' = f(x) and f . . - • is is in 
PSM • 
If d' is not a metric, choose points x' # y ' in X' such t riat 
d f (X I , Y r ) = Q , Define f: X-+ X' by 
SPcu.Jt but not in PSM • 
f(x) = y , 
D 
for all X . in x. 
Then f . . is in 
For this reason it is more natural to consider only pointed metI'ic 
spaces. 
The functor P has a left-adjoint Spot (if i t 's good enough for a p 
dog it's good enough for a functor) . 
If (X, d, a) is in SPcu.t , let Spot(X , d, a) be the coproduct 
(X, d, a)+ (1, O, 0) (see (3.2)). This space is often best regarded as 
the space Xu {a} with the extension sernirnetric d(x, a) = a(x) , for all 
x in X. Distinguish the point a in this space . 
PROPOSITION. The injection e : ( X, d , a) -+ ( Spot ( X) , d , d ) 
a a 
. i.s a 
universal arrow from (X, d , a) to p p The functor Spot thus de fined 
(1.3) is faithful but not full. 
Proof, Suppose f: (X, d , a)-+ (Y, d ', d ') y 
1 ~ Y selects a distinguished point y of Y • 
is in SPCUJt, where 
Let fa be the SPCUJt-
function f + y : X + 1 -+ Y • (under the above convention , fa IX = f , 
Then f : Spot ( X) -+ Y is in PS~i • By definition , 
a 
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P (f) o e =fix= f , and f ' is unique with this property . 
p a a 
The last remark follows from Theorem 1 . 4 , since the counit of the 
adjunction , f:.X : Xu {dx}-+ (X , d , x) in PS M is epi but not mono . D 
The functor Spot determines an embedding of SPCUA as a coreflective 
subcategory of PSM . The image of Spot consists of those functions in 
PSM which map exactly one point of the domain into the distinguished point 
of the range . 
3.5. Lipschitz functions. The construction of Spot gives a useful 
interpretation of the dual of (FX , p(d , a)) , for (X , d , a) in SPCUJt 
Recall that the Lipschitz cons tant M( f) of a function 
f : (X , d) -+ (X ', d ') between two semimetric spaces is equal to 
i nf {MER : d '( f(x) , f(y)) :::Md(x , y ) for all x and yin X} . A 
+ 
function is Lipschitz if M(f ) < 00 • If X' is a seminormed vector space , 
M provide.s a seminorm on the vector space of Lipschitz functions from X 
to X' . Denote this seminormed space by Lip(X , X' ) . If x is a point 
of X , write Lip (X , X ' ) 
X 
for the seminormed space of X' -valued Lipschitz 
functions on X which vanish at the point X • This space is normed if X' 
If X' . the scalar field K , write simply Lip(X) Lip (X) is . lS or . X 
If the semimetric X . bounded , both these spaces of functions. on lS are rings 
Now (X ' d , a ) . an object of SPCUJt and N is in SNV6 suppose lS 
' 
• 
Let L be the subspace of the vector space of all N-valued functions on X 
generated by SPctUr.(X , N) , equipped with seminorm the gauge of this convex 
set . From 3 . 1 it is easy to see that L is SNv~-isomorphic to the semi-
normed space of operators from (FX ' p(d , a)) to N , [FX ' NJ . 
If f is a function in L , and cf is a SPCUJt map for some scalar 
c , we may extend f uniquely to Spot X so that the extension f 
a 
vanishes at a , just as in the last section , and so that cf a 
. is a 
contraction . But then f-+ f provides a SNv~-isomorphism from L to 
a 
Lip (X , N) . When N = K , this isomorphism also preserves pointwise 
a 
products , so in particular the following holds. 
PROPQ, TION. Let (X , d , a) be in SPctUr. 
(Fx , p(d , a))* is norm- iso~orphic to the space 
Then the dua L 
Lip (X) If 
a 
(hence d ) 
is bounded, the subspa e of C(X) generated by B(d, a) is a subring . D 
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3.6. The space AX. If E is in SN v~ , E is a semimetric space with a 
distinguished point, namely the origin, which is preserved by linear maps . 
So there is an obvious forgetful functor Or: SNv~ + PSM , and the diagram 
of functors 
SNvJ.> D 
PSM 
commutes. 
So far this chapter has been devoted to discussing the adjoints F and 
Spot 
Or. 
of the functors D and P The remainder looks at the adjoint of p 
To this end we consider an important subspace of FX. 
DEFINITION (Arens-Eells). If X . a set , let AX be the subspace lS 
of FX generated by all elements of the form (x-y_) for 
. X 
' 
x, y in • 
Since for any X : x EX} . a basis for AX AX has XO in 
' 
{x-x lS 
' -=-o 
n 
codimension l . FX It readily seen that A = I A .x. . . I\X in . lS lS in 
l 1,---1,; 
n 
if and only if 1 ' (A) = I A • = 0 , where 
l 1, 
1 is the constant scalar function 
on X of value l. In other words, AX is the kernel of the functional 
1 , 
• 
If (X, d) is a semimetric space , give AX the seminorm pd, where 
pd is the gauge of the absolutely convex envelope of D' N ' , where N ' 
. the subspace generated by elements {x-u_ : d(x , y) o} and lS --
' 
D' { -1 d(x , y) = µ i- o} This Ax - 11 (x-u) . convex set lS absorbent in - . 
(but not in FX). As in Theorem 2 .7, if A . AX lS in 
' 
n n 
pd(~) = inf I 111,ld(x., y .) where A = Iµ. ~-y .) and N' . the kernel 
' ' 
lS 
l 1, 1, 1, l 1, ~ 
of pd . If d lS a metric on X , pd lS a norm on X 
The semimetric structure of d is rather more closely related to the 
seminorm than to any p(d , a) , as we shall see . First the dual of AX 
is required. 
Recall (0.3) that [ , J refers to the linear space of bounded 
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transformations between serninorrned spaces M and N , equipped with the 
uniform seminorm . 
PROPOSITION n If (L, p) is a seminormed space , [AX, L J . -is SNv6-
isomorphic to the space of Lipschitz functions from X to L , Lip(X , L) , 
modulo the subspace of constant functions C . 
Proof. If f X -+ L . a Lipschitz function , the extension . is . 
f' F -+ L . bounded on the w1it ball of AX C PX by the Lipschitz . is . X 
constant M(f) . The extension f' vanishes on AX if and only if f is 
a constant function . Therefore we have an injection 
Lip ( X , L ) / C -+ [ AX , L ] in SN VJ.> • If . function in [AX' L] g is any 
let g' be any linear extension of 
Lipschitz constant less than or equal 
II !' a ixCx)-f' a ixCy)II ~ p(gCx-u)) < 
preserving and onto. D 
g to PX • Then f' 
to the operator norm 
llglld(x , Y) So , . 
. has 0 -i X 
of g 
' 
since 
is semi norm-
3.7. Unlike the situation in PX, in the real case at least, pd is 
essentially the only " free" serninorm on AX corresponding to a semimetric 
d on X • 
PROPOSITION. Suppose d is a semimetric on a set X , and x0 ~s a 
' 
point of X • Then p(d , d ) restricts to pd on the subspace AX. In Xo 
the real case , if (d, a) . . . -is any sem-inorm pa~r on X , p(d , a) restricts 
to on AX • 
Proof. For . . (d, a) X the restriction of any serninorm pair on 
' 
p(d, a) to AX less than . in the notation of 2. 7, r n AX is pd 
' 
since , 
contains the unit ball of pd , by definition. If XO lS a fixed point of 
X define a function q>Xo from X to AX by ¢ (x) - X - X Then 
' 
- . 
Xo - =-0 
q>Xo 
. (x' d , d ) (AX, pd) SPcu'..Jt if . X -+ lS ln since x, y are in . 
' ' 0 
p d(x-y_) ~ d(x , y) Then ( ¢ ) ' : (PX, p ( d, d ) ) -+ (AX, pd) Xo Xo 
. is a 
contraction, by Proposi ion 3 . 1, and ( ¢ ) , 
Xo 
is the identity on AX 
Therefore p(d , d ) - pd Xo 
, since 
for any x, y in X, 
AX • 
¢' (x-u) = x Xo _iL IL . on 
In the real case , if A is in AX, then by Note 2.7, 
m n 
~ = L \J j ~-y_j) + L µk~ , where all v . 
l 1 
and have the same sif!TI , and 
l 
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m 
p (d, a)(~) = I jv .j d(x ., y .) 
1 J J J 
But since ;\ E AX , we must 
m 
have all equal to zero . Then pd(~) < I jv.jd(x., y.) - p (d, a)(;\). 
1 J J J 
So pd= p(d , a) on /\X. D 
3.8. The Arens-Eells embedding. As is the case with FX, /\X is the 
recipient of a multitude of universal arrows. However , instead of varying 
the seminorm (for a fixed semimetric on X ), the embedding is varied. It 
has virtually been s}:iown in 3. 7 that if (x, d , x
0
) is in PSM , the PSM-
function <pXo of 3.7 is a universal· arrow from X to Or • In fact, if 
. SNv.ti and if f: X -+ N . PSM that f(x 0 ) 0 restrict lS ln is in so = ' ' 
the extension f' . F -+ N to the subspace (M' pd) Certainly the . X • 
restriction is a contraction by Propositions 3.7 and 3.1, and 
N 
f' o ¢ (x) = f' ~-~) = f(x) , for any x in X • If g : AX + N is such Xo -v 
that g O ¢ Xo 
restriction of 
= f, then 
f' to 
is a universal arrow. 
g o ( <f) Xo ) r = f 1 
AX , since ( ¢ ) ' Xo 
PROPOSITION. There is a fwictor A 
by universality, so 
is a r etraction. 
g is the 
Therefore 
PSM + SMv.t, so that A ~ or . D 
The map ¢ : X-+ AX, for X a metric space , is known as the Arens-
xo 
Eells embedding . Arens and Eells in fact performed the embedding for pointed 
uniform spaces , by taking one on AX for each uniformly continuous 
semimetric d on X , thus defining an adjoint to the forgetful functor 
from locally convex spaces to pointed uniform spaces. We shall have occasion 
to mention this in 4.5. 
Proposition 3.8 gives an isomorphism between the dual of AX and the 
space of Lipschitz functions on X which vanish at a fixed point x 0 • This 
does not contradict Proposition 3 . 6 , since there is a contraction from 
Lip(X) to Lip (X) 
XO 
vanishing on the constant functions , namely the 
transformation taking f to f - f(x 0 ) . 
It should be remarked that the construction of AX was independent of 
the distinguished point x 0 , and that A can be regarded as a functor from 
S 1 to SNv.t, • However , this does not fit in o our adj ointness schema . 
NOTE. The construction of FX and I\X is entirely analogous to the 
construction of free Markov topological groups ( arkov [a]) and free Graev 
topological groups (Graev [a]). In our case the two constructions have 
rather more similar properties . 
¢ = ( ¢ ) ' : ( FX , p ( d , d ) ) -+ ( AX , pd) 
x o xo 
3.9. The retraction is in fact 
seminorm preserving, since if A is in FX , 
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pd ( ¢ ( ~_)) = p ( d , d x 
O
) ( ¢ ( ~_)) = p ( d , d x 
O
) ( ~_) , since if f . is in B (d, d ) , 
Xo 
f' o ¢ = f' . So if d is a metric, AX must be the normed quotient space 
T(FX) of 2.3, Example 2, with quotient map ¢. 
PROPOSITION. If (X, d ) is a metric space, and (d, a) is a seminorm 
pair, there is a linear retraction ¢ from FX to AX with kernel the 
kePnel of p (d, a) if and only if a = d Xo for some point 
. 
i,n X. 
Then ¢ is the extension to FX of the function ¢ : X-+AX. 
Xo 
If the 
point-pair functor is restricted to the subcategorj of pointed metric spaces 
P ~ , there is a natural isomorphism of functors T o F o P ~ A : PM -+ N\).6 ., p -
where Nv~ is the full subcategory of normed spaces in SNv6 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, if 
(that is, N # O ), there is an 
d is a metric and p(d , a) is not a norm 
x0 in X such that a(x0) = O • Then 
a= d (as a(x) - o < d(x , x0 ) < a(x) + o) . ,Xo 
If ¢: FX-+ AX is a linear retraction, then for any x in X, 
x - ¢(x) = A is constant in FX, since x - y_ = ¢(x-!L_) - ¢(x) ¢ (y_) for 
n 
X and y in X Because X - A is in AX A - I A .x. where . 
' 
-
' 1 1.,--1,, 
m 
LA. = 1 and ¢ (A) - ¢(x-¢(x)) = 0 so p(d , a) (A) - 0 by hypothesis, 
' 
-
' 
-
1 1., 
and A where a = d Therefore ¢ 0 = ~ ' . Xo 
The converse has already been shown, as 
generated by ~ , which is the kernel N 
. 
- cpx required . 
-i X as -
ker ( ¢ ) ' is the subspace of Xo 
of p(d, d ) . We have 
0 
already remarked that TF(Spo X) is isomorphic o AX , and the isomorphism 
is natural. D 
3.lO o We have seen how some of the constructions of this sec ion in 
prototypical form arose from he desire of Arens and Eells to consider a 
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metric space as a linearly independent subset of a normed vector space using 
the embedding cp : X+AX . 
Xo 
Michael [ c] imbedded his metric space (X, d) 
in a different fashion . He considered his space to be contained in a metric 
space with one more point a , then considered the normed space L 
a 
of 
Lipschitz functions on Xu {a} which vanish at a . In view of 3.5, this 
space is just the dual of the normed space (FX' p(d , a)) • Then he 
embedded X 
for x in X 
in the dual of L 
Ci. 
and f in L • 
a 
using the point functiorals x(f) = f(x) 
But this is essentially just the embedding 
He seemed to be unaware of the universal property 
of this embedding , although he used the universal property of 2.1 in [],and 
also seemed not quite sure of the relation of his embedding to that of Arens 
and Eells . It is hoped that the preceeding discussion has made this point 
clear. As a final result , it is shown that every Michael embedding is an 
Arens-Eells embedding 
PROPOSITION. If 
linear isometry (ea)' 
commutes . 
(d, a) is a serrrinorm pa1--r on a set 
(Fx, p(d , a)) + (A( Spot X) , pd) 
( e ) , 
a 
X , there is a 
such that 
. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2 . 3, because O = P o Or , both p 1-- X and 
cpa are universal arrows from X to the forgetful functor O : SNv~ + SPcUA .D 
3.11. Forgetful functors to SM. Although none of the forgetful functors 
from SNvo, PSM or SPailt to the category of semimetric spaces SM has an 
adjoint , it should be mentioned that if a bcund is placed on the diameter of 
the s2mimetric spaces involved , we can have all the adjoints we require . Some 
mention should also be made of the generating set {l : µ E R} µ in SPailt . 
DEFINITION. l is the one point set with seminorm pair (0 , µ) for µ 
µ a nonnegative real number - that is µ : 1 + K i s the function with value 
µ . 
If (X , d , a) is in SPa.itL , and x is a point of X , there can be a 
function 1 + X in SPa.itL taking the value x if and only if a(x) S µ • µ 
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Let be the full subcategory of SPa-Ut of objects generated by 
1 - that is , of objects (X , d , 0:) so that a(x) s µ for all X in x . µ 
Let SM be the full subcategory of SM of objects with diameter s µ . µ ~ 
that is , the function d . xxx-+ R is bounded by µ . . 
+ 
Each SPa-Ut is a coreflective subcategory of SPa-Ut 
' 
with coreflector µ 
the functor which takes each (X, d , a) to the subspace [l , x] µ of all x 
in X such that o:(x) S µ , and SPa-Ut-functions to their restrictions . If 
we compose this coreflector with n : SNvJ.i -+ SPc:uA , we have the 
µ-ball functor O , which takes a seminormed space [N , p] to the ball µ 
{n EN p(n) S µ} , with the usual pair (dp ' p) . 
Now there is a diagram of functors 
0 µ 
where 7 and 2 are forgetful functors , all of which have left- adjoints . 
The adjoint of 2 is the functor which assigns to each set X the discrete 
metric d(x , y) = 2µ for all x ¥ y in X . The adjoint of 7 assigns to 
each semimetric space (X , d ) of d-diameter < 2µ the pair (d , µ ) , where 
µ is the constant function . If (X , d, a) is in SPa-Ut , µ 
ix : (X , d , o:)-+ Oµ(FX ' p(d, o:)) is a well-defined universal arrow from X 
to O , and µ F is the adjoint of 0 µ Adjoints of composite functors may 
be formed as usual by composing adjoints . 
The total composite , or set valued unit ball functor , for µ = l , is 
of some inter1est, as is its adjoint , which takes a set S to F S equipped 
with the "strong" norm p(2 , l)(I A.x.J = I IA .I . 
1 i,--i, 1 i, 
The latter functor has 
been given the descriptive but lengthy title of "free unit ball of normed 
space functor", and it has been used to investigate the monadici t y (see §5) 
of the category of normed sp ces over set s . 
I have seen the category SM1 introduced in differential topology 
simply because it s coproducts (just t ke them in SPa-Ut ) . But this 
category is of very limited use ulness, and in matters such as this it is 
inevitably better to use SPa.A..Jt in the first place. 
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CHAPTER 4 
UNIFORM PAIRS 
4.1. Limits and colimits in Spa.iJr.. By [Mac L, p. 109], as is well known, 
a category has all limits (is complete) or all colimits (is cocomplete) if 
it has all products and equalizers, or all coproducts and coequalizers, 
respectively. In 3.2 we showed SPa.iJr. had all products and coproducts, 
and it is no longer possible to avoid mentioning equalizers and coequalizers. 
Details are not included, as the resemblance to the constructions for Top 
and M is quite close. 
L 
If X Y are two arrows in SPa.iJr., the 
-r 
Equalizers are easy. 
g 
equalizer• E ~ X of the diagram is simply the subspace 
{x EX I f(x) = g(x)} with the subspace seminorm pair inherited from X. 
If X or Y is metric, E is closed in X. 
Coequalizers are rather harder. Suppose (X, d, a) is in SPa.iJr., 
and ¢ : X-+ Y is a function onto some set Y. Then Y may be given a 
quotient seminorm pair (d', a') so that if Z is in SPa.iJr., a function 
f: Y-+ Z is in SPaut if and only if f o <P is. In fact, let B be the 
set of those real-valued functions on Y whose composition with ¢ is in 
B(d, a) • Define a seminorm pair (d I' a I) on y by setting 
d'(y, y') = sup lbCy)-bCy')I a I (y) = sup I bCy) I Then if (Z, e, S) 
' 
• 
bEB bEB 
. SPewr. and " y -+ z the composition C(f) takes B(e, S) in J . mapping . 
' 
to B(d', a') - B if and only if C(f o cp) takes B(e, S) to B(d, a) -
so by the discussion of 3.1, <P has the quotient property in SPa.iJz. • 
An alternative explicit definition of the quotient is obtained using 
the embedding Spot of 3.4. Add an extra point a' to Y and give 
Yu {a'} the quotient semimetric by the natural extension of <P to 
Spot(X) =Xu {a} 
function, and d 
which takes a to 
is a semimetric on 
n 
a' (If ¢ : X-+ Y is an onto 
X , the quotient semimetric d' on 
' 
lS defined as d ' (y' y ') = inf L d(x ., x~) , where { X.}' { x~} are finite 1 1., 1., 1., 1., 
subsets of X ¢ ( xl} - y cp(x') = y ' and ¢ ( ~ ~) = cp(xi+l) for -
' ' ' n 1., 
1 ~ i < n .) Then give Y the pair (d', d~ ,) . 
is 
y 
Any quotient map is a coequalizer i n SPa.iJz., for in the above situation, 
let E be the equivalence relation on X generated by ¢ , that is, 
< x, x' > is in E if ¢ (x) = ¢ (x') , or equivalently 
E ~ xxx 
¢on 
l 
¢on 
2 
y 
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lS an equalizer diagram , where Tr 1 and Tr 2 are the projections from XX X 
Til 
~
to X . Then y lS the coequalizer of E X • 
Tr 2 
L 
X y 
~ 
Conversely, suppose are two arrows in SPailt. Let E be 
g 
the smallest equivalence relation on Y such that ( f(x), g(x) > is in E 
for every x in X. If ¢ : Y + Y/E is the quotient map, give the 
quotient space Y/E the quotient pair. Then ¢ is the coequalizer of f 
and g in SPa.ilt. 
THEOREM. The category SPCU,Jt i.s corrrplete and cocomplete. 0 
Several particular examples of limits and colimits are of importance. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let f: X + Y be any SP(U}[_ map . Let ¢ : yxy + Z be 
. 
'Z, 1 
a coequalizer of the composite pair of arrows X-+- y f Y+Y, where . 
1., 2 
and are the two insertions into the sum . Then 
<Poi 1 
Im X ~ Y z 
is an equalizer diagram . In particular , every subspace of Y is an 
equalizer. 
EXAMPLE' 2. Suprema and Infima. Let {p.} = { ( d . , a.) : i E I} be a 
1., 'l, 1., 
set of seminorm pairs on a set X. If {d .}, {a.} are pointwise bounded 
'l, 1., 
sets of functions on X X X and X 
' 
on the diagonal in n (x, p.) . If 
I i. 
indiscrete pair ( 0 ' 0) 
' 
(x, V p.) 
1., 
define V p. to be the subspace pair 
1., 
X0 is X equipped with the 
is the pullback of the diagram 
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in SPCUA, where each e . 
1, 
is the identity function on X. By definition, 
(V d.) (x, x' ) 
I i, 
= sup d. (x, x') , and 
I i, 
(V a.)(x) = sup a(x) , for x and x' 
in X • V p. 
1, 
i, I 
is the smallest seminorm pair larger than each p. , if we 
1, 
say (d', a') S (d, a) for two seminorm pairs on X if (d, a)~ (d', a') 
as a real function on ,x x X) u X. 
Similarly, define an equivalence relation on L (x, pi) by saying 
I 
(x) . rv (x) . for all X and . I where (x) . the X ln 1, ' J in 
' 
lS 
1, J 1, 
element X in the i-th summand. Then the quotient space lS isomorphic 
the set X with a . . I\ p. the intersection of the seminorm pair 
' 
p. • I i, 1, 
to 
/\p. may be constructed by adding a point a to X, giving Xu {a} 
1, 
the Spot-semimetric extension of each d. , and then taking the infimum of 
1, 
the extended semimetrics. The infimum of a family of semimetrics { d.} 
J 
n 
a set Y is defined as Ad .(y, y ') = inf L d. (yk, yk_ 1) , for {yk}~ J k=l J 
any finite subset of Y 
d. 
J 
allowed to use any 
such that y = y 0 and yn = y 
1 
, where we are 
for each term in the sum. 
on 
Spec X has even more structure. For p 1 = (d, a) , p 2 = (d', a') we 
may define P + p = (d+d' a+a') 1 2 ' and for C cp 1 = (cd, ca) . 
PROPOSITION. The set of all serm,noI'lTI pat.rs Spec X on a set X foI'lTls 
a conditionally complete lattice-ordered convex cone. D 
The set of all seminorms Spec L on any linear space also forms such a 
cone, and in particular Spec FX is a 1 ttice. The order preserving maps 
p + (dp, p) and (d, a)+ p(d, a) define a Galois connection between 
Spec FX and Spec X , since p(d, a)~ p if and only if 
(d, a)~ (d, p) . Therefore the first functor preserves suprema, since 
p 
these are products in the ordered-set category Sec FX and as it has a 
left-adjoint, while the second preserves infima (see [Mac L, pp. 93, 114]). 
4.2 Cones of pairs. Semimetrics were used in §3 rather than the more usual 
metrics mainly because they are required to define a category which bears 
the same relation to SP~ as does Un to SM or LH IJ6 to L~Jv.-6 • 
DEFINITION. A set P of seminorm pairs on a set X is an ideal if it 
is a lattice ideal in the lattice of all seminorm pairs on X. That is 
(i) if p lS in p and q s p , then q lS ln p . 
' 
(ii) if p and q are in P , then p v q is in P • 
An ideal is called a cone if, for c a positive constant, and 
(d, a) in P , the pair (cd, ca) is also in P . 
An ideal or cone lS separating if for any two points X and y of 
X 
' 
there is a (d, a) in p such that d(x, y) # 0 • 
A set s of pairs X . subbasis for p s on lS a a cone 
' 
or 
generates p 
' 
if p lS the smallest cone on X containing p • A 
subbasis is a basis for p if for and s there . any P1 P2 in lS a P3 
in s such that P3 ~ P1 V P2 • 
EXAMPLES. 1. If U is a uniformity on X , the set of all. (d, a) 
such that d is uniformly continuous (in U) is a cone, and such a cone is 
called uniform. 
2. The subset of a uniform cone consisting of those (d, a) such that 
d (or a) is bounded is called a bounded uniform cone. 
3. If T is a topology on X, the set of (d, a) such that d . lS a 
continuous semimetric in the topology is a topological cone. If aX is the 
strongest uniformity on X compatible with the topology, then the topological 
cone is the uniform cone corresponding to a . 
4. The cone generated by the set of (d, a) such that a is continuous 
in the topology T is an order cone. A base for an order cone is the set 
(rf', a} , where cf(x , y) = a(x) + a(y) is the largest semimetric such that 
(d, a) is a seminorm pair , for continuous a . An order cone is larger 
than the corresponding topological cone . 
5. The discrete cone on a set X is the whole of Spec X • 
4.3. Construction of pa1rs o Given a set of pairs in a cone, certain other 
pairs may be constructed. Suppose ¢ is some nonnegative order-preserving 
n 
subadditive real function on the order space R , where n is some integer, 
+ 
which vanishes at the origin of That is, if we have n-tuples 
... ' xn >' < Y l' . . . ' y > n of nonnegative real numbers, then 
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( a) 
... ' X +y )) n n < cp (< x 1' · · · ' xn >) + <P (< Y l' · · · ' y n >) ' 
(b) i. f X. ~ y. 1., 1., for i = 1, .•. , n , 
... ' X ) ) n 
Suppose p. = (d., a.) : 1., = 1, ... , n are 1., 1., 1., n seminorm pairs on a set x. 
Then ¢ (p 1 , ... , p n) is a seminorm pair on X , where each p. 1., . lS 
regarded as a function on (XXX) u X. That is, we may define a seminorm 
pair (d, a) on X by saying d(x, x') = <P(<d1(x, x'), ••• , dn(x, x')>) 
and a(z) = ¢(<a1(z), ... , an(z) >) , for the properties of ¢ ensure that 
d satisfies the triangle inequality. 
With extra conditions on ¢ we may ensure that the application of ¢ 
to a finite number of pairs in a cone gives a pair in that cone. 
PROPOSITION. (a) If P is a uniform cone on a space X., and 
¢ . Rn . 
+ 
at the 
-+ R 1.,S 
. . 
ong1.,n, 
subadditive, order preserving, and vanishes and is continuous 
then for (p 1 , ... , p n) in P , we have ¢ (< p 1 , •.• , p n >) 
. p 1.,n 
• 
(b) If p is any cone on a set X, and is subadditive, 
order-preserving and is bounded with respect to the sup-norm on (that 
is, there is a constant M such that ¢< x , ••• , x > < M sup 1 n i=l, ... ,n 
IX., ) , 1., 
then for (p 1 , ... , pn) in P , we have ¢(<p1 , ... , pn>) in P . If ¢ 
is a serrrinorm on Rn ., these conditions are satisfied. 
Proof. (a) It is sufficient to s how that the semimetric 
d = <P(d1 , ... , dn) is uniformly continuous with respect to the semimetrics 
d. , where p. = (d., a.) for i = 1, ... , n . But this is inunediate from 1., 1., 1., 1., 
the continuity of ¢ at O • 
(b) If (p
1
, pn) are pairs in P , and p = ¢(<p1 , ... , pn>) , then 
p < M sup 
i=l, ... ,n 
. Rn seminorm on 
norm. 0 
p. , so by the definition of a cone, 1., p lS in p • A 
is always bounde d with respect to the sup-norm, or any other 
3 
COROLLARY. (a) If p . 1.,s a cone on a set X , and if 
P, then for any nwnber . µ 1.,n R , the pair 
1.,s in P • If A1 , ... , An are positive constants, then 
p • D 
4a4. Uniform pairs. Suppose f: X-+ Y is a function in Set. Then there 
is a function f* : Spec(Y)-+ Spec(X) defined by 
f*(d, a)= (do (f><f), a of) , which preserves suprema and the cone 
structure of Spec(Y ) . 
DEFINITION. The category UPCUJt of uniform pairs has as objects sets 
with a separating cone of seminorm pairs, and as arrows f: (X, P)-+ (Y, Q) 
functions from X to Y such that f*(Q) c P • 
Each of the examples of 4.2 defines a left-adjoint to some forgetful 
functor from UPcu.~. 
1. The uniform cone on a uniform space gives the action on objects of 
a left-adjoint II ( the "twinning" functor) to the forgetful functor from 
UPCUJt to uniform spaces. 
2. A bounded uniform cone gives a left-adjoint bll to the forgetful 
functor from the category of bounded uniform pairs to uniform spaces. 
3. A topological cone gives a left-adjoint Ila to the forgetful 
functor from UPa.ut to Top. 
4. An order cone gives a left-adjoint to the forgetful functor to 
Tychonoff spaces and functions dominated by a continuous function (say 
f: X-+ Y is dominated by a continuous function if for each continuous 
function S : Y-+ R+ , there is a continuous a: X-+ R+ such that 
S o f s a on X ) • 
Every separated locally convex topological vector space E is in 
UPa.-ut when given the cone of pairs generated by the basis (dp, p) (see 
2.6) where p is a continuous seminorm on E , and then every linear map 
becomes a UPCUJt map. Conversely , if (X, P) is in UPCUJt , the seffilnorms 
p(d, a) 
' 
for (d, a) ln p 
' 
define a locally convex topology on FX such 
that if L . locally function f . (X, p) -+ L . UPCUJt if is convex, a . lS in 
and only if f' . F -+ L is continuous, just as in 2 .1 and 3 .1. As in 2.4, . X 
the dual of FX in this topology is the subspace of C(X) which is the 
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union of all sets B(d , a) for (d, a) in P , and then the equicontinuous 
subsets of the dual are just those sets contained in some B(d, a) • 
FX will have a separated topology if for each x in X there is 
(d, a) in P such that a(x) t O ; then we say P is strictly 
separating. All of the above examples are strictly separating, but the cone 
on a locally convex vector space is not, since p(O) = 0 for all seminorms 
p • If P is not strictly separating, it will be necessary to take the 
Hausdorff quotient TFX as in 2.3 in order to obtain a functor, 
F : LJPa.ifz.. -+ Lf-lv~ • We will still refer to this quotient space as F X as 
long as no confusion arises. 
THEOREM. The fwictor F: UPa.ifz..-+ LHvJ defines a left-adjoint to the 
forgetful fwictor from LHv6 to UPCUJt If (X, P) is in UP£UA , F X 
is isomorphic to the dual of (UB(d , a), p) , where p is the product 
topology, equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on all sets 
B ( d, a) ., fo1· ( d, a) in P • 0 
This , as promised , generalises all previous constructions where the 
topology rather than the norm structure of FX is the principal 
consideration. For by composition of adjoints (2.3), the functor Fil is a 
left-adjoint to the forgetful functor from LHvJ to Un, as studied by 
Raikov [a], and Flla is a left-adjoint to the forgetful functor from LHv~ 
to Tye, (Markov [a]), which is the functor tentatively named F in 2.1. 
Raikov also observed that a bounded uniform cone has a useful universal 
property. If (X, U) is a uniform space , Y is in UPa.,ur_, and a uniformly 
continuous f: X-+ Y takes X to a bounded subset of Y, then if X is 
given the bounded uniform cone B , f: (X, B) -+ Y is in UPa.,uz_. 
Consequently, if L is in LH , f: X-+ L 
f(X) is bounded in L , f' : F(X , B)-+ L 
left-adjoint to the forgetful functor to Un 
is uniformly continuous, and 
is continuous. We then have a 
from the category of bounded 
subsets of locally convex spaces and restrictions of continuous linear 
functions to these sets. 
Other adjointnesses have been obtained (Raikov, [a]) by fiddling with 
functors on Un and then applying FIT We shall do a little of this in 
§ 7. 
4.5. Fundamental constructions in UPailt. The fundamental constructions 
in UP(UJt are obtained in much the same way that fundamental constructions 
in locally convex spaces are obtained from those of normed spaces . 
If (Y, P) is a set with a cone of pairs P and X is a subset of 
Y, X may be given the subspace cone by restricting all the pairs in P 
to X. If f: Y + Z is an onto function, Z may be given the quotient 
cone, which is the inverse image of P under the mapping 
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f* : Spec Z + Spec Y. The quotient cone may also be obtained by taking the 
quotient pair on Z for every pair in P • The separated reflection of 
(Y, P) is obtained by taking the quotient of (Y, P) by the equivalence 
relation {<y, y '> : d(y, y') = 0 for each (d, a) in P} • 
The product of a family (Y., P.) 
1., 1., 
in UPCUA is obtained by giving the 
cartesian product n Y. 
1., 
the smallest cone of pairs containing the image 
II1(P.) 
1., 1., 
for each projection JI . • 
1., 
The coproduct of this family is obtained 
by giving the disjoint union UY. 
1,, 
the intersection of the cones ( *)-1 {, . p. 
1., 1., 
for each injection {, . 
1., 
Y. + UY. • 
1., 1., 
Equalizers and coequalizers are obtained from subspaces and quotients 
as for SP(U)t (4.1). 
NOTE. The fundamental constructions have been performed by H. Herrlich 
[ a] for a large class of categories including SPCUA, UP(U)t, Top which are 
defined as sets with some kind of structure . 
The functors A and Spot of 3.6 also have UP(U}t-counterparts . If 
. . (U, P) is in UPaiA 
' 
adjoint an extra point a to u 
' 
and for each pair 
(d, a) lD p give Spot u = u u {a} the Spot -semimetric of 3.4. Then 
' 
Spot u . a set with of semimetrics which separate points. lS a cone 
Similarly, given any set U with a cone of semimetrics D which 
separate points, we can define a separated locally convex topology on the 
subspace A(U) of F u using all the seminorms ( 3. 6) for d in D • 
We have Ao Spot = F: UP(U)t + LHv~ as in 3.10. The functions A and 
Spot have universal properties similar to their SP(U)t-analogues. In 
particular , A provides a left-adjoint to the forgetful functor Or from 
LHv~ to the category Me.tc.one
0 
of sets with a separating cone of metrics 
and a distinguished paint . The composites All and Alla are often rather 
easier to handle then FII and Fila in defining free topological vector 
spaces on uniform spaces or topological spaces, and Spot U (with no 
distinguished point) is often rather easier to visualize than U itself, 
for U in UPai.Jt. 
PART II 
PROPERTIES OF THE FREE FUNCTORS 
Introduction 
Now all the main categories and adjoints have been defined, and we 
represent them pictorially. 
bll 
II L 
UPaift +-- LHV-6 
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(II~·,) 
F 
-~ SPcu.Jt +-- SNvt, • 
The lower arrows are all forgetful functors. 
Many properties of these functors may be treated simultaneously. To 
F 
this end we use the generic diagram T ->-
+--
V , where V lS LHvt, or 
u 
SNv~ , T is any of the other categories, U is the forgetful functor from 
V to T , and F is its left-adjoint. 
In §5 the main categorical notions of this thesis, monads and comonads, 
make their first appearance, justifying the title of the work. This leads 
naturally to the interesting question of when free functors preserve 
subspaces. The material overlaps work by other authors as indicated. 
A problem originally raised for free topological groups is the main 
concern of §5 - when are FX and FY isomorphic in V? Some of the 
constructions are loosely based on an idea of Graev [a], but our results are 
more general. We conclude with some remarks on tensor products, important 
for the Fubini theorem of §8 . 
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CHAPTER 5 
MONADS, COMONADS AND EXTENSION 
5.1. Monads. The use of monads (triples) in analysis is of late proving a 
popular pastime. This powerful categorical technique can demonstrate a bond 
of an algebraic nature between categories where no algebraic structure is 
suspected. We recall certain basic information [ Mac L,VI]. 
A monad on a category Y is a triple (T, IT, n) consisting of an 
endofunctor T on y and natural transformations 2 TI : T + T and 
n : ly + T, called the multiplication and unit of the monad, which satisfy 
the associative law TI o TIT= TI o 111 and the unit laws 
no nT = 1T = rr o Tn . 
If U: X + Y is any functor having a left-adjoint F, the 
adjunction gives rise to a monad on Y , defined explicitly by 
(T = VF, IT= UEF, n = v) , where € and v are, respectively, the unit 
and counit of the adjunction, F -l U. 
Especial interest centres in the category YT of algebras over T. 
The objects of YT are all pairs (Y, ~) , where YE Y and ~ : TY+ Y 
is such that ~ o ny = ly and ~ o T~ = ~ o ITY; an arrow 
g (Y, ~) + (Y', ~') is an arrow g: Y + Y' in Y such that 
go~=~, o Tg . 
The canonical semantical comparison functor T t: X + y 
£X = (UX, VEX) and 1f = Uf , for X, f in X • The functor 
to be monadic when £ is an equivalence of categories. 
is defined by 
U is said 
Certain criteria are known for the monadicity of functors with an 
adjoint. If U : X + Y is a functor, and V is a class of diagrams in 
X, we say U preserves colimits of v· if for every colimit C of a 
diagram t in V, UC is a colimit of the diagram Ut in Y , and we say 
U reflects colimits of V if the opposite implication is the case. A 
colimit is absolute if it is preserved by every functor. A diagram t in 
X is U-absolute if Ut has an absolute colimit. 
THEOREM (Beck) [Mac L, p. 147]. 
adjoint F is monadic if and only if 
A functor 
X has and 
U: X + Y with a left-
U preserves and reflects 
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coequnlizers of U-ahsolute diagrams L X 
---+-
y X • D 
g 
EXAMPLE 1. Most of the forgetful functors mentioned so far are 
monadic . If Tv~H is the category of Hausdorff topological vector spaces 
and continuous linear maps , the forgetful functors D: LHv~ + Tv~H , 
0: Ban+ Tv.6H preserve and reflect all coequalizers. The first functor 
has a left adjoint , so is monadic. The functor P : PSM-+ SPaift of 3.3 p 
preserves and reflects all coequalizers , so is monadic . 
All the forgetful functors D : SNv~ + SPCUJt, Or 
and all the composites in the diagram 
LH U6 -+ UPCUJt. + Un + Tye. 
SNv~ -+ PSM 
are monadic . We will show it for the total composite D : LHv~-+ Tye. and all 
others are similar . The method has become quite standard [Mac L , p . 152] . 
Firstly , D reflects all coequalizers , since if A B ~C is any 
diagram in LHV.6 (or Tv~H ) which is a coequalizer diagram in Tye. (or 
Top ) , let y : B -+ D be a function in LHv~ satisfying Ya = YS . Then 
there is a unique continuous function ~: C-+ D such that ~q = Y . Since 
lJq and q are both linear and q is onto , ~ is linear. Therefore the 
diagram is a coequalizer diagram in LHV,6 
L 
Now suppose we have a diagram L L ' of arrows in LHv~ such that 
there is a ¢ : L' -+ T . ln Tye. 
g 
such that L L L ' 
---+-
g 
is an absolute 
coequalizer in Tye. . To show that D preserves coequalizers it is 
sufficient to show that T can be given the structure of a topological 
vector space so that ¢ lS linear , since then T must be locally convex 
and ¢ a coequalizer. 
In the diagram 
KxL 
lxf > 
KxL ' lxp > KxT 
~1 1 mL 1 I 1xg 'm f> '. T ... 
L' L T 
g 
where m and "t , are vector multiplication on L and L ' , both the L 
left-hand diagr ms (with f and g ) corrunute since f and g are linear. 
Applying the functor Kx- to the bottom line, the top line is a 
coequalizer diagram , so there is a unique map mT in Tye. such that the 
right-hand diagram corrunutes , since ¢ o m1 , o (1xf) = ¢ o m1 , o (1xg) 
Similarly , applying the functor X + xxx on Tye. to the bottom line, we 
find an addition +T: TxT + T . All the identities for a topological 
vector space are routinely shown to be satisfied by +T and mT, using 
the uniqueness property of coequalizers, so that T has the structure of 
a topological vector space and ¢ is linear . D 
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EXAMPLE 2o The above method, without the shortcuts, is of considerable 
generality in determining monadicity of functors . The procedure was 
formalized by Lawvere [a] and generalized by Linton [a, b]. Another 
approach to operational calculus on categories of topological spaces is due 
to Wyler [a]. 
In particular we should mention the following remarkable result of 
Lawvere. 
THEOREM. A subcategory of Set -is a category of algebras over a monad 
on Set if and only if it is a variety of {possibly infinitaxy) universal 
algebras, with algebra maps for morphisms . D 
This theorem well-and-truly justifies the use of the term "algebras 
over a mona ", and makes it possible. to determine a variety of algebras 
given only the free ones . D 
EXAMPLE 3. :here · s a artic l~r case when mo adicity is very easy to 
determine . A monad (T, TI, n) is called idempotent if the mult{plication 
TI is a natural isomorphism . A functor U reflects isomorphisms if Ua an 
isomorphism implies a an isomorphism. Any monadic functor reflects 
isomorphisms. 
PROPOSITION (Folklore). If (T, TI , n) -is an idempotent monad on C , 
and if A is the full subcategory of all objects T(C) , CE C, then 
CT A.J A, and on A, T is a natural equivalence . An adjoint pair F--; U 
generates an idempotent monad if and only if U is full , and -in this case 
A -is naturally equivalent to a full coreflective subcategory of V, where 
U: V + C . U is monadic if and only if it is faithful , or if and only if 
it reflects isomorphisms . D 
Thus various embeddings such as Tye. + Top , LH v6 + Lo c.on , 
LHv~ + T v-oH , and Ban + S v.6 are monadic , as they are full . D 
5.2. Comonads. The dual notion to that of monad is comonad; in fact, a 
comonad on a category C is defined to be a monad on the dual category 
L 
C* . Any adjoint pair F -1 U , U: X + Y , generates a comonad on X (as 
well as a monad on Y ) , since we have an adjointne?s U* -1 F* on the dual 
categories, where U* : X* + Y* is the obvious dual functor defined by 
U. The category of coalgebras over a comonad is defined dually - (X , ~) 
is an object if it is an algebra over the monad in the dual . We denote this 
category again by XT , although (X*T)* might be more accurate . 
Once again , there is a comonad sematical comparison functor ]!_ 
and F is said to be comonadic if £ is an equivalence . 
The question of the comonadicity of the free functors of §1 is not as 
simple as that of the monadicity of their adjoints . If we wish to use the 
dual of the Beck theorem , the extent to which these functors preserve and 
replect equalize1)s must be examined (since an equalizer is a coequalizer in 
the dual category) . This consideration is simplified by the following 
example . 
EXAMP LE. Let F : Set+ Vct.K be the free vector space functor of 1 . 2 . 
To show that F is comonadic we will examine precisely what the cotriple 
(T , TI , c) generated by the adjunction F -1 U is . According to the 
definition, T =FU : Vct.K + Vct.K , the counit of T is the counit of the 
adj unction , TV+ V , where cv[i A.v .J = f A.V . , and the 
1 1..,-i 1 i, i, 
comultiplication 
n 
I ;.. . v . (denote a typical i, ==z,, 
1 
A T-coalgebra will be 
(i) C o 
V ~ = lv ' 
so 
then V = V , . 
' 
n 
is the linear function taking L A.V. 
1 i,-i 
T
2
V 
n n 
element of by I µ . I ).. . . v .. ) . i, 1,J~J i=l j=l 
a pair ( V , s) where s . v+ TV is such 
' 
. 
that if s(v) - v' for V , V ' in V -
' ' 
n 
(ii) TIV o ~=Tso~ , that is , if s(v) = L A . v . , then l 1..,--Z., 
• 
n n 
> >.. ~ (v.) I ).. .v. , so that s (v.} for each . = = V. i, 
'-' i, i, i,=z, i, -J l 1 
and 
some J so ~(vi) = V. and V - L A .V. 
' ' 
-
~ 1.., i, 
to 
that 
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Let XV be the set of all V in V s uch that ~(v) = v , then XV 
is a basis for 
Fi = ~ Then 
V by (i) and (ii), and if i : X-+ U(V) is the embedding, 
f: V-+ V' is a coalgebra morphism if and only if it takes 
The semantical comparison functor T lJJ : Se.t. -+ Vc;t,K which 
takes a set X to (FX' iUF(X)) is therefore an equivalence of categories, 
and F is comonadic . 
NOTE. F does not preserve all equaliLers , although it reflects them. 
On the two-point set , consider the two automorphisms. D 
Now suppose that F: T-+ V is any of the free functors of (II*) from 
a top-category T to a category of topological vector spaces, and that U 
is the right-adjoint of F. A basis for V in V is an embedding 
X >---+ U( V) in T such that F X -+ V is 1-1 and onto. A T-basis for V 
is a basis X such that FX-+ V is an isomorphism. X will be a T-basis 
for V under some embedding if and only if FX and V are V-isomorphic. 
If T is the comonad on V generated by the adjunction, then if T 
is regarded as a comonad on the underlying category of vector spaces over 
K, we have just the same comonad we have already considered on VetK. So 
any coalgebra ~ : V-+ TV distinguishes a basis X for V, where X is 
the equalizer of U(V) u~ i UFU(V) in T , and a coalgebra map will be a 
. 
1,U(V) 
V-map which preserves this distinguished subset. V is then the subspace 
(under the embedding ~) of TV= FU(V) generated by X. 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for F 
as above. 
(i) F is comonadic. 
(ii) If X >---+ Y is an embedding in T, and . 'Z,S a 
T + V 
retract of FY 
V • 
. 
,z,n V , then FX ~ FY is an equalizer in 
(iii) If X >---+ Y 1,s a V-embedding, V = Im FX c FY , and 
(iv) 
FU(V) >---+ FUF(Y) 
an embedding . 
Suppose X T 
1,s an V-embedding, then . i.s 
is a basis for some V V such that 
for every f : X -+ U( V') , V' . i.n V, which is the 
restriction of some g : U(V)-+ U(V') to X, the unique 
linear extension f' : V-+ V' is in V. 
Then X . i.s a T-basis for V. 
Proof (ii) => (i). By the discussion above, a T-coalgebra 
has a distinguished basis . . X-+ U(V) Then Fi FX-+ FU(V) i. . . . . 
image V , which lS a retract (under 
€v ) of FU(V) • Therefore 
i : Fx-+ V is a 
comonadic. 
V-isomorphism, which suffices to show that F 
( V' 
has 
. is 
f,; ) 
as 
(i) => (iv). Given the situation of (iv), by hypothesis, the function 
f,; V -+ FU( V) which is the unique linear extension of 
X ~ U(V) UFU(V) . . V Since f,; satisfies the co algebra . lS ln • 
i.U ( V) 
axioms (it does so in VctK), (V, f,;) is a T-coalgebra, and by 
comonadicity FX ~ V is an isomorphism in V. 
(iv)=> (iii). Suppose FU(V) ~ FUF(Y) is a V-embedding. The 
V-arrow Fiy : FY-+ FUF(Y) then takes V into FU(V) (regarded as a 
. 
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subspace of FUF(Y)). If g: U(V)-+ U(V') is in T, then g' o Fiy lS 
. 
. i.y 
. V(V, V,) Now X 1., y UFy makes X into a basis for V If in . ~ • 
X is in X g ' 0 Fiy(~) = g' (x) = g(x) so that g' 0 Fiy is indeed the 
' ' 
linear extension of glx • By hypothesis, FX ~ FY is a V-embedding. 
(iii) => (ii) . If V is a retract of Fy , then FU(V) is a retract 
of FUF(Y) 
' 
and so FU(V) ~ FUF(Y) is an embedding in V • Therefore 
~ 
FX ~FY is an embedding , and is the equalizer of Fy ~ 
1 
Fy , where r 
is the retraction onto V. D 
The T-coalgebras are actually determined by (iv) above . This 
proposition begs the question - if X is a subspace of Y in T , when is 
the subspace of Fy generated by X a retract of FY in V? And also 
the extension question - when is FX a subspace of FY . in V ? 
5o3. Retraction o A partial answer to the first question may be obtained. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose is an equalizer in T. Let A.J X be 
the equivalence relation on Y identifying each point of X, and let 
q : Y-++ Y ' be the quotient of Y by "'x . Let e Fy + AY' be the 
cpx 
----+ AY', where 
4 
natural mapping which is the extension of Y ~ Y' 
x = q(X) , and cpx.(y ') = y ' - x as 1.,n 3. 8. Then e has a right-inverse in 
V if and only if the suhspace V of Fy generated by X is a retract of 
. 
-in V • 
Proof. If X is an equalizer, then q- 1(q(X)) = X, and the kernel of 
8 is V. If s lS a right-inverse for 8 , the function 1 - s8 lS a 
retraction onto V . Conversely, suppose r FY~ V is a retraction . 
Then (1-r) . 0 1., y takes y to FY 
' 
and vanishes on X • Therefore there 
. s AY' + FY . V such that z:; 0 cpx ( 1-r) 
. 
' by lS a unique . in 0 q = 0 'iy . 
the universal property of cpx • Since 8(V) = 0 e o r = 0 so 
' ' 
e o z:; :. cpx e (1-r) 
. e . cpx Since and 0 q = 0 0 1, y - 0 1, - 0 q q is epi - y - . 
¢x universal, e 0 z:; = 1 ' and z:; lS a right-inverse for e . Also 
z:; 0 e - 1 - r 0 - • 
So if V - Lf{ \J6 there is a decomposition FY rv V (±) Af' -
' 
. 
5.4. The direct-image functor o Now we turn to the extension question of 
preservation of subspaces for T and V. One case is taken at a time, 
beginning with SPCUJt and UPaift. All extension results depend on the 
following "direct image" construction. 
PROPOSITION. Suppose 
is a function form some set 
X , define a real function 
ft(cp)(y) = sup (cp(x)-d(f(x), Y)) 
xEX 
. 1.,S a 
y • 
on y 
if this 
semimetric space, and f : X + y 
If ¢ is a real-valued function 
by 
exists for all . supremwn y -in 
on 
Y • Then ft ( cp) -is the smallest real contraction on Y whose composition 
with f is ¢ • 
-is a senrime tric 
The supremwn exists if 
d ' on X such that for 
is bounded above , or if there 
x, x' Y , either 
d(f(x), f(x')) = 0 or d(f(x), f(y)) ~ d(x, y) (f is almost distance 
increasing), and cp is a contraction on X. 
Proof. For y and y ' in Y, 
5 
If t ( <P) ( y ) - ft ( <P) ( y ' ) I = I sup ( <P ( x) - d (f ( x) , Y) ) - sup ( ct> ( x) -d (f ( x) , Y ') I 
X X 
< sup ld(f(x), y')-d(f(x), y) I < d(y, y') , 
X 
so is a contraction. Also, for x' in X , 
ft(cp) (f(x')) = sup (cp(x)-d(f(x), f(x'))) = q>(x') . 
X 
If ~ is a contraction on Y such that ~of~ ct> on X, then for 
each x in X, q>(x) - d(f(x), y) S ~(f(x)) - d(f(x), y) S ~(y) , as ~ 
is a contraction, so ft(cp) S ~. 
The supremum obviously exists if ct> is bounded above, and if f is 
almost distance increasing and ct> is a contraction, then for fixed x0 in 
X , z in X and y in Y , 
so q>(x) - d(f(x), y) s ¢(x0) + d(f(x0), y) for any x in X, and the 
supremum exists. D 
The mapping t t :f+f from a subset of C(X) to SM(Y, R) is order 
and supremum preserving, but doesn't preserve much else. It is functorial 
on SM where defined, that is, if f Y + Z is a contraction, and 
(J t (ft ( p ) ) d f . d . . is e ine , it is equal to (go f)t(q>) : Z + R. It is called 
the direct-image functor because if y has the discrete metric and XA is 
the characteristic function of a subset A of X then ft (xA) . the 
' 
lS 
characteristic function of f(A) cY . 
COROLLARY 1. If X is a suhspace of (Y, d, a) in SP~, with the 
restriction pair, then any f: X + R in B(d, a) may be extended to a 
f t . ft ·. y _,,__ R unc wn -r in B(d, a) 
Proof. The embedding . 1., 
Then ft< .t( O - i, a 
X ~ y is distance preserving. 
i) s a , so is in B(d , a) • 
Let 
D 
This result has had a very chequered history. Variations on it have 
appeared independently in half-a-dozen different papers. McShane [a] was 
the first. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose X i,s a subset of a semimetric space (Y, d), 
and (d', a ') i,s a pai,r on X such that d ' < d Then there i,s a pair 
(d", a") on Y which restricts to (d', a') on X such that d" s d on X 
• 
Proof . Let (d " , a") - sup [aft ' ft) f or f in B(d ', a ' ) , where 
ft is defined a s above , and as usual d t(y , y ' ) - lft(y)-ft(y ' )I for y 
f 
and y ' in Y D 
THEOREM. The functors F : SPa.lJz. + SNv~R and F 
both preserve subspaces, and are comonadic . 
4 L 
Proo f . It is sufficient to show that if X is a subset of ( Y, d , a) 
in SPa,Ut , then p(d , a) on FX is the restriction of p(d , a) on FY 
(regarding FX as the subspace of FY generated by X ). 
By definition , the latter seminorm is supl(fiX) ' I , where f . y + R . 
is in B(d , a) But from Corollary 1 , this is sup I g , I , where g . X + R . 
. B(d , a) which is the former . The comonadicity of F is in , seminorm . 
comes from Proposition 5 . 2 . D 
This re s ult may also be proved from Theorem 2 . 7 . It is interesting to 
note that t hat result follows from the fact that R is a totally ordered 
ring , while the present proof uses the fact that R is a Dedekind - complete 
lattice-ordered ring . 
The functor AR : SM+ SNv~ R of 3 . 6 also preserves subspaces . But the 
functor Fe : SPa,Ut + SNv~C does not (Appendix) . 
5.5. Things be gin to go wrong once consideration is given to the action of 
F on other categories , since the functors to UPa.-i.JL mentioned in 4 . 4 do 
not necessarily preserve subspaces . There is extensive literature associated 
with this topic , from which we shall draw the main results . 
We begin with uniform spaces by stating a result due to Aronszahn and 
Panitchpakdi [a] . If d and d ' are two semimetrics on a set , we say d ' 
has a subadditive modulus of continuity with respect to d if there is a 
monotone sub dditive function a as in 4 . 3 such that a o d ~ d ' . 
PROPOSITION. If d and d ' are semimetrics on a set X such that 
d ' is uniformly continuous with respect to d , d ' has a subadditive 
modulus of continuity with respect to d if and only if 
lim sup ~;ex ,~) < oo . In particular, if d ' is bounde~it has a s ubadditive 
d(x, y)+oo x ,y 
modulus of continuity w~th respect to d . D 
Now suppo s e X is a subspace of a uni f orm space Y , and d ', d are 
uniformly continuous semimetrics on X, Y r espec t ively such that d ' has a 
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subadditive modulus of continuity p with respect to the restriction of d 
to X. Then the semimetric pod on Y restricts to a larger semimetric 
than d ' on X , so by 5.4, Corollary 2, there i s a semi metric d" on Y 
which restricts to d ' on X such that d" Sp o d, that is, d" is 
uniformly continuous on Y. 
COROLLARY. If X ~s a subspace of a uniform space Y and d ' ~s a 
bounded uniformly continuous semimetric on X ., there ~s a bounded uniformly 
continuous semimetric d" on Y which restricts to d ' on X • 
Proof. There is a semimetric d on X such that d ' is uniformly 
continuous with respect to d. By the above proposition , since d ' is 
bounded, it has a subadditive modulus of continuity with respect to d. 
Therefore it has an extension d to Y by the above discussion . If M 
is a bound for d ' , let d" = d I\ M , and we have a uniformly continuous 
bounded semimetric on Y extending d' . D 
Other proofs of this result have been given by Isbell [a] and [I, 
p. 42 J. It fails for• unbounded semimetrics. 
This gives an immediate result for the functor bll of 4.4. 
THEOREM o The bounded-uniform-cone functor bll: Un~ UPailt preserves 
subspaces. 
Proof. We are required to show that if X is a subspace of a uniform 
space y 
' 
then any bounded pair (d, a) on X 
' 
with d uniformly 
continuous, is the restriction of a similar pair ( d , ' a ,) on y to X . 
Form the coproduct in Un of y and one more point {a} 
• 
Then the semi-
metric d may be extended to a uniformly continuous semimetric on 
Spot X =Xu {a} by d(a , x) = (x) for x in X Now extend d to a 
bounded uniformly continuous semimetric d' on the whole space Yu {a} . 
Taking a'(y) = d '( a , y) for 
continuous pair (d', a ') on 
y in Y , we have a bounded uniformly 
Y , extending (d, a) . D 
It may be shown that the composite functor Fbll , with adjoint as in 
4.4, is comonadic , using 5 . 2 , or Theorem 5.4 and the Beck theorem 5.1 . 
5.6. Uniform spaces o DEFINITION. A subspace of a uniform space is 
uniformly P- embedded if every uniformly continuous semimetric on the 
subspace is the restriction of some uniformly continuous semimetric on the 
whole space . 
It is not usual for a subspace to be uniformly P- embedded . The 
integers are not uniformly P-embedded in the reals , since the metric lx2-y 2 1 
on Z cannot be extended to a uniformly continuous semimetric on R 
([I, p . 40]). However , dense subspaces and precompact subspaces have this 
property ([I, p . 18], Theorem 5.5). 
DEFINITION. An injective space in any of the concrete categories C 
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we have considered is an object C of C such that if i : X >---+- Y is any 
C-embedding, the restriction function C(Y, C) C(i,l) > C(X, C) is a 
surjection . 
An injective normed space is an injective space in Nv~ , and an 
injective metric space is an injective space in M (Isbell [b]). By 
Nachbin [a], every injective normed space is an injective metric space, and 
any normed space may be embedded in an injective one. 
LEMMA. Every Nv~-injective space is also LHv~-injective . 
Proof. If b : X >---+- Y is an LHv~ embedding, and f: X ~ N is an 
LHv~ arrow to some injective normed space, define a continuous seminorm p 
on X by p (x) = II f( x) II • Then there is a continuous semi norm p' on Y 
which restricts to p on X. On the normed space p '(Y) ( 0 . 3 ), extend 
the Nv~-arrow g , where go ¢p, = f, to a Nv~-arrow g1 • Then 
g 1 o ¢p, is the desired extension of f to Y. D 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for an embedding 
i X >->- Y bn Un: 
(1) 
(2) 
X bS uniformly P-embedded in 
TIX bS a subspace of IlY bn 
y . 
., 
UPMJL · ., 
(3) every p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subset of C(X) 
bS the image of a p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subset 
of C(Y) under the restriction C(i) : C(Y)-++ C(X) ; 
(4) FII.X bS a subspace of FJIY bn LHv~; 
(5) if N bS any injective normed space , the restriction 
Un(Y, N) Un(i,l) > Un(X, N) is surjective . 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). Corollary 1, 5 . 4 . 
The equivalence of (2), (3) and (4) follows from Theorem 5 .4, noting 
that the p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subsets of C(X) are precisely 
those sets which are subsets of some B(d , a) , for (d, a) in IlX, or, 
equivalently, they are the equicontinuous subsets of the dual of FilX . 
(4) ~ (5). According to Lemma 5 . 6 , if N is injective, then 
LH(Fy, N) ~ LH(FX' N) is surjective. Applying the natural isomorphism of 
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the adjunction gives the result. 
(5) ~ (1). If d is any uniformly continuous semimetric on X c Y , 
embed the metric space d(X) isometrically in a normed space (for example, 
Ad(X)), then embed this normed space in an injective normed space N. The 
quotient function ¢d: X + N (0. 2 ) has an extension to a uniformly 
continuous function h . y + N Defining d' (y' y ,) = llh(y) -h( y ')II . • 
y' y I in y gives the desired extension. D 
5o7• Convex subsets o DEFINITION. A point z is between two points 
and y in a semimetric space (X' d) if d(x, z) + d(y' z) = d(x, y) 
midpoint of x and y is a point z between x and y such that 
d(x, z) = d(z, y) . 
for 
X 
• 
Call a semimetric large-dyadic if every pair of points distant more 
than l has a midpoint. 
LEMMA. Suppose d' . a uniformly continuous semimetric on a subset 1...8 
X of a uniform space y • If there is a uniformly continuous semimetric 
A 
do y such that do 
. large-dyadic X and d (x X 1 ) < l implies on 1.,8 on 0 ' -
d'(x, x') < l 
- , for X and x' i..n X , then d' may be extended to a 
uniformly continuous semimetric on y • 
Proof. Suppose for any in N ' Since 
is large-dyadic, by iterated bisection we may find points . in 
such that 
- X ' 
n 
X 
n 
= X t 
' 
d0 ( X . , X . 1 ) S l 1., 1., - for ls i.. < n, and 
L d0 (xi-l' xi) = d0 (x, x') . Then d '(x, x') < n by hypothesis. Let d1 l 
be any uniformly continuous semimetric on Y such that d ' is uniformly 
continuous with respect to d1 . If d = d0 + d1 , 
d ' lim sup --;f S l , so by 
n~ 
Proposition 5.5, d ' has a subadditive modulus of continuity with respect 
to d. By 5.5, d' has a uniformly continuous extension to Y • D 
PROPOSITION. Any convex subset of a locally convex topological vector 
space is uniformly P-embedded. 
Proof. If d' is any uniformly continuous semimetric on a convex 
subset C of Y in LHv~ , there is a continuous seminorm p on Y such 
that p(x-x') S l implies d'(x, x') < 1 . Since ~(x+x ') is a 
p-midpoint of x and x' , the above lemma implies the result . D 
• 
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This proposition appears to be new, although I have seen much weaker 
related results. 
THEOREM. The functor FlI Un+ LHv-6 . not comonadi c. . 1,S . 
Proof. Let X be a subspace of y in Un which is not uniformly 
P-embedded. Let V be the image of FX 
. 
FY Since V a subspace, in • lS 
it is uniformly P-embedded in FY by the above proposition, so 
FU(V) >-+ FUF(Y) is an embedding. Since FX # V, F is not comonadic, by 
Proposition 5.2. D 
5.8. No characterization is known of the uniform spaces in which every 
subspace is uniformly P-embedded. Certainly there must be plenty of 
uniformly continuous semimetrics which are not large-dyadic if the space is 
not precompact. A partial result is known. 
DEFINITION. A uniform space X is called locally fine (or uniformly 
locally uniform) if any semimetric on X which is uniformly continuous on 
every set in any uniform open covering of X is uniformly continuous. 
Typical examples of locally fine spaces are precompact spaces and 
spaces with the fine uniformity aX, where X is a Tychonoff space. Any 
subspace of a locally fine space is locally fine. 
Isbell [I, VII] has studied locally fine spaces in some detail. The 
following result is important. 
THEOREM [I, VII.9]. If f X + C is a uniformly continuous function 
from a locally fine space X to a complete metric space C, and g: C + Y 
is any continuous function from C to a uniform space Y , then g O f 
uniformly continuous. D 
COROLLARY. EvepY suhspace of a locally fine space is uniformly 
P-embedded. 
. 
1,S 
Proof. Let f: X + C be any uniformly continuous function from a 
subspace X of a locally fine space X' to a closed convex subset C of 
some Banach space with norm II II . Let d be the bounded uniformly 
continuous semimetric on X defined by d(x, y) = l /\ IJf(x )-f(y) JI • By 
Corollary 5.5 there is a uniformly continuous semimetric d' on X' 
extending d'. If cpd' . X' + d' (X') is the uniformly continuous quotient . 
mapping of 0. 2 
' 
there is a continuous function fo ¢d 1 (X) + C such 
that fo o cpd' - f on X By Lemma 5 . 9 below , fo may be extended to a - . 
'o 
continuous function f' 0 on d' (X') . Then f' 0 0 cpd' lS an extension of f 
to X' , and it is uniformly continuous by the Theorem . We now have more 
than sufficient to prove X uniformly P-embedded in X' , by Proposition 
5 . 6 . D 
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Theorem 5 . 8 also ensures that C(X) will be a ring if X is locally 
fine , since composition with multiplication from K x K to K produces a 
uniformly continuous function . Locally fine spaces thus form a very 
restricted class of uniform spaces with properties very similar to fine 
spaces , and it has been suggested that their study belongs more properly to 
topology than to uniform spaces . We resume their consideration in §7 , where 
they appear to be the most suitable class of spaces for our purpose . 
5.9. Topological spaces o DEFINITION. A subspace X of a topological space 
Y is called P- emhedded if aX >-+ aY is an embedding in Un . 
By the last-mentioned result of Isbell , we then have that aX is 
uniformly P- embedded in aY , so X is P- embedded if and only if every 
continuous semimetric on X is the restriction of a continuous semimetric 
on Y • 
The following predecessor of the Dugundji extension theorem ([ZS , 
p . 365]) is of some vintage , being due to Hausdorff [a] or Bing [a] . 
LEMMA. Any closed convex subset of a Banach space is injective ~n the 
category of metric spaces and continuous functions . D 
THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent for an embedding 
i X >--+ Y in Tye : 
(1) 
(2) 
X . ~s P- emhedded in y . , 
every p- bounded equicontinuous subset of C(X) 
of a p- bounded equicontinuous subset of C(Y) 
restriction C(i) : C(Y) ++ C(X) ; 
(3) FilaX is a subspace of FIIaY ; 
(4) if B ~s any Banach space , the restriction 
Tye(Y , B) ~ Tye(X , B) is surjective . 
~s the image 
under the 
Proof . The proof is exactly as for Proposition 5.6 . D 
For many other equivalent conditions see Shapiro [a] , where the notion 
was defined , although implicitly mentioned by Dowker [a] and Katetov [a]. 
Sennot [a] and Smith and Krajewski [a] have recently provided improvements. 
The conditions (2) and (3) are new . 
It is not usual for a subspace to be P-embedded . Dowker [a} excited 
some interest among topologists in the early fifties when he discovered a 
criterion for every closed subset to be P-embedded . The introduction of 
category theory into topology has led to an exhumation of the result. 
DEFINITION. A family of subsets of a topological space is said to be 
discrete if there is a neighbourhood of every point meeting at most one of 
the sets. 
A topological space X is collectioru.uise normal ( Bing [a]) if for 
every discrete family of closed sets { C.} in X 
' 
there is a discrete 
'l, 
family of open sets { V.} . X such that v. =:) C. in • 
'l, 'l, 'l, 
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PROPOSITION (Dowker). A topological space i,s collectioru.uise nornul if 
and only if every closed subset is P-embedded. D 
COROLLARY. On the category of collectionwise normal spaces and 
continuous functions, FIIa preserves closed subspaces. D 
5ol0. Dense subspaces. Any P-embedded subspace is C-embedded, by Theorem 
5.8 (ii) or 5.4 Corollary 1. We look at the converse for dense subspaces. 
First recall some material from the theory of rings of continuous 
functions, as expounded in the book by Gillman and Jerison [GJ]. A 
z-filter on a Tychonoff space X is a filter (coideal) in the lattice Z 
of zero-sets of X A z-ul trafi l ter . a maximal z-filter. A • is 
z-ultrafilter is said to be fixed if it is the set of all zero-sets 
containing some point of X • On the set of all z-ultrafilters of X 
' 
denoted ax' we may construct a compact topology by taking 
{{S : Z ES} : Z E Z} as a basis for the closed sets in ax. Then X may 
be identified homeomorphically with the dense subspace of fixed ultrafilters 
in ax 
' 
and ax is the completion of X when X is given the weak 
uniformity by the bounded continuous real functions on X . If d is a 
continuous semi metric on X and D is a subset of ax containing X 
' 
then d extends to a continuous semimetric on D if and only if every 
filter in D . is d-Cauchy [GJ, 15.9]. 
A z-ultrafilter is called real if it is closed under countable 
intersections. A z-ultrafilter S is real if and only if every function 
in C(X) is bounded on a set in p , or if and only if S i s Cauchy in the 
weak uniformity by the real continuous functions on X. The set of all 
real z-ultrafilters in the topology inherited from SX is the real-
compactification of X, denoted UX , and is the largest space in which X 
is dense and C-embedded . The functorial and idempotent properties of U 
define the reflective subcategory of Ty~ consisting of real-com~act 
spaces . Continuous images and closed subspaces of real-compact spaces are 
real-compact. 
If BE BX is real, it will be Cauchy for a semimetric d on X if 
and only if it contains a set of d-diameter zero. So if d is a metric, 
B must be fixed. Consequently, any metric space X which is not real-
compact is not P-ernbedded in UX. 
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A set is said to have nonmeasurable cardinality (nmc) if it is real 
compact in the discrete topology; otherwise it has measurable cardinality. 
A countable set has nmc, and any product of nonmeasurably many sets of nmc 
has nmc. Any set of measurable cardinality is therefore inconceivably 
large; latest results have shown that such sets must be larger than the 
first inaccessible cardinals which might exist. However, the existence of 
these sets cannot completely be discounted. 
The following proposition is related to a theorem of Shirota [GJ, 
p. 229]. 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for a continuous 
serrrimetric d on X in Tye: 
( 1) d may be extended continuously to the who le of uX ; 
(2) the metric space d(X) is real-compact; 
( 3) the underlying set of d X) has nmc. 
Proof. (1) ~ (2). If d extends to continuous d' on UX, then 
d'(oX) is real compact , as a continuous image of a real-compact space. 
Since every point of d'(uX) has zero distance from some point in d(X) , 
by the above dis cuss ion, d(X) = d' ( UX) , and d( X) is real- compact. 
(2) ~ (3). If d(X) is real-compact, then every closed discrete 
subspace must have nmc, and so every discrete family of subsets must be of 
nmc (otherwise choose a point from each). Now d(X) has a basis B which 
is a countable union of discrete families ([JK, p . 127]) so this basis must 
have nmc. We may define a 1-1 mapping from d(X) to the set of subsets of 
B by taking X in d(X) to the set of its neighbourhoods in B • Thus 
d(X) has nmc . 
(3) ~ (1). If d(X) has nmc it is real-compact, as the continuous 
image of a real-compact discrete space. By the universal property of UX, 
extend the quotient ¢d: X ~ d(X) continuously to ¢d, on UX . Defining 
d'(B, B') = d(¢d,Cf3) , ¢d,(f3')) . gives a continuous s emimetric d' on ux 
which restricts to d on X • 0 
It is odd that the condition (3) has evaded the numerous researchers in 
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the subject, as it simplifies matters considerably. The equivalence of (1) 
and (2), and the following corollary, are well known. 
COROLLARY 1. 
compactification. 
Any space of nmc in 
0 
Tye. . 1,S P-erribedded in its real 
COROLLARY 2. If X is in Tye., an equicontinuous subset of C(X) 
is equicontinuous on uX if and only if it has nmc. 
Proof. If E c C(X) is equicontinuous on X, the metric 
dE = sup df* 
fEE 
is continuous on uX, where f* is the extension of the real 
function f to UX, and 
dE(X) has nmc, and so must 
c(dE(X)) , E has nmc. 
df*(x, y) = lf*(x)-f*(y)j as usual. Therefore 
c(dE(X)) . Since E may be embedded in 
Conversely, if E has nmc, the space dE(X) may be embedded in a 
nonmeasurable product of copies of K ' and so has nmc, therefore dE 
extends to a continuous semimetric d' E on ux. Since for each f 
. E ln 
we must have df* < dJ; {f* . f EE} lS equicontinuous on ux. 0 
' 
. 
CHAPTER 6 
INVARIANCE 
6.1. In the categories of UI~, we are concerned with the question of the 
isomorphism in V of FX and FY , for X and y in T 
' 
or with the 
alternative question of finding various T-bases for any free V in V • 
The main interest lies . determining which properties F (or A )-in are 
invariant for topological or uniform spaces. However, one result will be 
obtained which demonstrates the large number of T-bases in any T-free 
topological vector space. 
Call Cu' P) in UPCUJL wiital if the constant function 1 . u -+ R . 
. UPCUJL Equivalently, for some (d, a) . p is bounded away in in 
' 
a 
from zero. Or AU is closed in FU (3.6). 
LEMMA. If f and g are non-zero linear continuous functionals on 
L in LHv~, there is an automorphism ¢ of L such that f o ¢ = g. 
Any two closed hyperplanes in L are LHv~-isomorphic. 
Proof. Choose a point e in L where both f and g are nonzero. 
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is 
Define ¢(x) = x + (g(x)-f(x))f(e)- 1e for x in L • Then ¢ is linear 
and continuous, has a continuous inverse ¢ - l ( x) = x - (g ( x) - f( x)) g ( e) - le , 
is taken homeomorphically by ¢ to the and f o ¢ = g • 
kernel of f. 
The kernel of 
0 
g 
PROPOSITION. (a) If u . -in 
continuous linear fu:nctional on 
UPCUJL is u:nital, and 
FU , then if H = {~ E FU 
f is a:ny 
f( A) = 1} , 
there is a UPCUJL-basis for FU which is isomorphic to U and which is 
contained in H. 
(b) Unital U and V' ~n UPCUJL are F-equivalent if a:nd only if 
they are A-equivalent. 
Proof. (a) If f is a continuous linear functional on FU 
' 
then by 
the above lemma, there is an automorphism ¢ of FU such that f 0 ¢ = 
so that ¢ o iv takes u to a UPabt-basis of u contained in H . 
(b) Since FU is isomorphic in LHv~ to the direct sum AU EB K, 
for unital U , if U and U' are unital and AU rv AU' , FU and FU' 
are isomorphic. Conversely, since AU and AU ' are closed hyperplanes, 
1 , 
' 
they are isomorphic if FU and FU' are. D 
So topological (uniform) spaces are F-equivalent if and only if they 
are A-equivalent. 
6.2. To construct non-isomorphic F-equivalent topological or uniform 
spaces, the following method is useful. 
PROPOSITION. If X . . -is -in UPaA.A, and y 
X formed by identifying two points y and y 0 
is the quotient space of 
in X , then F y rv AX • 
Proof. Let f be any real-valued UPlUJt-arrow on X such that 
f(y) = 0 and f(yo) = 1 Define a function e . X-+ AX by . . 
e(x) = X - 7J..JJ + tcx) GL-~) for X in X • Then e lS a UPaA..Jc.-function 
(it . the composition of UPlUJt-functions), and 8(y) e (yo) is = = u.. - ~ • 
Let L be in LHvJ.> , and suppose n X -+ L is a UPlUJt-arrow 
satisfying n(y) = n (Yo) The function l:_: . X -+ L defined by • . 
C: (x) = n(x) - f(x)n(y) for . X , vanishes at and . . UPlUJt X in Yo is in 
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• 
Therefore there is a unique c_:' : AX-+ L in LHvJ such that c_:' o ¢ = l:_:. 
Then c_:' o 8 = n[c.:' ~-u..a +f(x) ut_-Uo)) = c;,(x)+f(x)r;.y = nx] , and c_:' is unique 
with this property. Therefore e is a universal arrow, and AX . lS 
LHv.6-isomorphic to F y • D 
It follows that no matter which two points in X we identify, we 
obtain F-isomorphic quotients. For example, given two disjoint intervals 
in the line, by identifying various pairs of points we can obtain a line, a 
T-shape, a cross, or a disjoint line and circle, all of which are Top-
nonisomorphic but F-equivalent. 
Incidentally, the proposition shows that any space of the form AX . lS 
isomorphic to some space of the form FY , which provides a converse to a 
result we have already seen in 4.5. 
A point X of X in UPa.ur. lS called isolated if the canonical map 
from X\ {x} + 1 to X in UPlUJt which takes 1 to X , where 1 
one-point set with the discrete cone of pairs , lS an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY. Any u UPCUJL F- isomorphic to some U' . -in i.s -in 
with an isolated point . Any topological space is F- isomorphic to a 
topological space with an isolated point . 
is the 
UPlUJt 
Proof. If U is in UPCUJL, let X = U + 1 • If we identify the point 
l with any point of U, we obtain U. If we identify two points of U 
we obtain a space Y with an isolated point l . Then U and Y are 
F-equivalent. If U has a topological cone of pairs, so does Y. D 
6 0 3. For topological spaces, the above technique may be generalized to 
manipulate infinite discrete subsets. 
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A subset S of T in Tye. is called pseudobounded if every continuous 
real function on T is bounded on S. 
PROPOSITION. If X is any Tychonoff space in which the set of 
nonisoLated points is not pseudobounded~ then X 'Z,S F-equivalent to a 
space which is not locally pseudobounded or first countable. 
Proof. Let x0 be the set of nonisolated points in X. If there is 
a continuous real function on X unbounded on x0 , then there is an 
infinite set of points D = {xi}: in 
unity {fi}: on X such that fi (xj) 
x0 and a locally finite partition of 
= cS.. (Kronecker delta) (since any 
'Z,J 
unbounded subset of R has this property) . 
The canonical map FD>-+ FX has a left-inverse; to wit, the extension 
00 
of the continuous function n : X + FD defined by n ( X) = L f. ( x) x. , for 
l 'Z, --i 
. x. So by Proposition 5. 3 , F X /",J FD (Jj I\Y where . X+ y X in 
' 
q . is 
quotient . Tye. obtained by identifying all the points of D Since in • 
. discrete and F coproducts , FD /",J F(D\{x1}) ffi K is preserves ' so 
So the space D\{x1} + Y is F-equivalent to X . We show the point 
d = q(D) in Y has no pseudobounded neighbourhood. If N is any 
ne i ghb ourh ood of D 
' 
then for each f. there must be a point y . in 
'l, 'l, 
q -l(N) \ D such that f . (y . ) t 0 X. not isolated . Since 
' 
since lS 
'l, 'l, 'l, 
X 
. Tye. there is function h . C(X) such that h. ( C) 0 and in a in = 
' 
h . (y . ) = i . f . (y . ) - l . 
'l, 'l, 'l, 'l, 
'l, 'l, 
00 
The function h = L h.f. vanishes on D , is 
l 'Z, 'l, 
unbounded on -1 q ( !v) , and is continuous, since the sum is finite on a 
the 
D 
. 
is 
neighbourhood of any point in . X . Therefore there is a function h1 in 
C(Y) such that h1 o q = h , and h is unbounded on N . 
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Now show Y is not first countable at d. If N. is any sequence of 
J 
neighbourhoods of d, then once again there are points u. 
J 
such that f. (y .) :/:. 0 , J J 
k . (y . ) = f . (y . ) - l and 
J J J J 
00 
k O q = L k .f • , {y E y 
1 J J 
contained in any N . • 
J 
and functions 
k .(D) = 0 • 
J 
k. in C(X) such that 
J 
Choosing a function k . ln C(X) 
k(y) < l} is a neighbourhood of d not 
0 
such 
It follows that first countability, metrizability, second countability 
and local compactness are not F-invariant properties . 
Some F-invariant properties of topological spaces are considered in 
§g. 
6.4. Projectiveso Obtaining significant results for F-isomorphism in 
SPlU.Jt seems to be a difficult task. One class of F-isomorphic objects 
deserves mention . 
DEFINITION o Call an arrow ¢: (X, d , a)+ (X', d' , a') in SPaAJt a 
supeI'mortphism if for each x' in X' there is x in X such that 
f(x) = x ' and a(x) = a(x') . Equivalently , for each one-point SPlU.Jt-
object 1 µ (3.11), the composition map SPlU.Jt (1 , x) µ (l,cp)) SPlU.Jt(lµ' X') 
is surjective. 
An object P of SPlU.Jt is projective if for every supermorphism 
¢: X + X' , the composition map SPCUJt(P, X) (l,¢), SPCUJt(P, X') lS 
surjective. So each one-point object is projective . 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for (P, d, a) 
in SPlU.Jt : 
(i) P ~s projective; 
(ii) B(d, a) is an order segment in C(P); 
(iii) P is a coproduct of its one- point subspaces ~n SPeu1t · , 
(iv) P has the order pair (da, a) , where ~(x, y) = a(x) + a(y) 
(4. 2 Example 4) . 
Proof. (i) ~ (iv) . Let X be the set P with the pair (~, a) . 
Then the canonical map X ++ P is a supermorphism , which must have a left-
inverse in SPai.Jt if P is projective . Thus X = P . 
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(iv)~ (iii) is immediate from the definition of coproduct (3.2). 
(iii)~ (ii). Suppose f: P + C is any function such that lfl Sa. 
Then f is a SPaAJt-function on every one-point subspace of P , so f is 
a SPaAJt-function. 
(ii)~ (i) . Suppose ¢ : (X, e, S) + (X', e', S') is a supermorphism, 
and 8 : P + X' is any SPaAJt-arrow. For each p in P there is a point 
"t;,(p) in X such that ¢ o "t;,(p) = 8(p) and S o "t;,(p) = 6' o 8(p) S a(p) . 
To show the function s (the Axiom of Choice is used here) is in SPaAJt, 
suppose f is in B(e, S) • Then If O s I S S o s S a , so f o s is in 
B(d, a) if this is an order segment. By 3.1, s is in SPaAJt. D 
The functor taking (X, d, a) to (x, da, a) defines a coreflection 
from SPaAJt to the full subcategory of projectives. 
Since F preserves coproducts, if P is projective, then F(P) is a 
coproduct of one-dimensional spaces in SNv~ • Thus two projectives are 
F-isomorphic if and only if their underlying sets have the same cardinality. 
6.5. Extreme points. The problem of when a space is F-isomorphic to a 
projective space may be solved for finite objects. A normed space of finite 
dimension n is isomorphic to a coproduct of n 1-dimensional spaces in 
Nv~ if and only if the unit ball is the absolutely convex envelope of 
exactly n points. By what has gone before the problem may be restated: 
for which metric spaces M with n points is the unit ball of /V.J the 
absolutely convex envelope of n - 1 points? This leads to the consideration 
of extreme points in the unit ball of Nd. 
Call a pair of points <x, y> in a metric space an extreme pair of 
points if there is no point strictly between them. 
PROPOSITION. If M is a metric space, the extreme points of the unit 
ball of AFf1 are precisely the points 
extreme pair of points in M • 
-1 d(x, y) (~-u), for <x, y> an 
Proof. Suppose for x, y in M there is a point z # x or y in M 
such that d(x , z) + d(z , y) = d(x, y) Then 
d(x,z) ( -1 ) d(z,y) ( -1 ) ( )-1( ) d(x,y) d(x , z) (x-~) + d(x,y) d(z , y) (z-1:L) = d x, y X-li_ 
and the latter point is not an extreme point of the unit ball of AM. 
Now suppose -1 d(x ' y) (x-u) is not an extreme point , so that 
n n 
X - ~ = t Ai~-~) where L IA.ld(x., y .) < d(x , y) and some x. , -
' l 'Z, 'Z, 'Z, 'Z, 
. 
not X y Applying the reduction method of Theorem 2.7, Y· lS or • 
'Z, 
n 
find that x - ~ = L µi ( ~-~) + ~-u)) , where each 
l 
m m 
µ. 
'Z, 
is positive, 
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or 
we 
Iµ.= i, 
l 'Z, 
Z. ":f X 
'Z, 
or y , and Iµ.(d(x, z.)+d(z., y)) S d(x, y). So we l 'Z, 'Z, 'Z, 
must have that for each . 'Z, , d(x, z.) + d(z., y) = d(x, y) • 
'Z, 'Z, 
0 
n-1 
COROLLARY. If M is a metric space with n points, Arf1 ~ L R 
l 
if and only if M has n - l extreme pairs. D 
EXAMPLE. For n = 4 , we can have metric space "shapes" 
• 
·-·--·-· 
·--·--· 
where lines denote extreme pairs, and other distances are taken to be the 
sum of the distances in the chain of extreme pairs joining the two points 
concerned. 0 
6.6. Tensor products. It would be desirable, if the category SPCUA were 
to have any sort of mass appeal to categorical topologists, for a notion 
of tensor product to be defined, similar to the notion of tensor product in 
SNv.6 , and preserved by F • For projectives , this lS possible ; if 
(x' Ji'' a) and (x I' ~I' a') are two projectives (6.4), then 
(YxX', daa ' 
' 
aa ') lS a projective, where aa'<x x' 
' 
) = a(x)a'(x') for an 
element ( X' XI ) of X X X' • Then this bifunctoria1 operation satisfies 
the requirements of Eilenberg and Kelly [a], making the category of 
projectives into a monoidaZ categornd [Mac L, VII] . 
. Any similar attempt fails for SPavt. If X and X' are in 
one might try embedding Xx X' in the seminormed tensor product 
and giving it the subspace structure, but this just doesn't work . 
trouble is that the comonad generated by F on SNvJ as in 5.2 is not a 
monoidal functor, in the sense of Eilenberg and Kelly [a] ([Mac L, p . 160]). 
However, it is the seminorm properties and not the topological properties 
which are at fault. A reasonable Fubini-type theorem holds on UPCUA. 
Recall that the (projective) tensor product , denoted M ® N , of two 
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locally convex spaces M and N, is the algebraic tensor product of M 
and N given the strongest locally convex topology such that the universal 
bilinear mapping ~: MxN + M ®N is continuous. That is, a seminorm p 
on M ®N is continuous if po~ is continuous. 
Hausdorff if M and N are. 
Then M ® N . is 
If X and Y are two topological spaces, then we have a Toyrarrow 
XxY (omitting as customary t he product 
preserving forgetful functor U: LHv~ +Ty~). This extends to a 
LHv~-mapping 8 from F(XxY) to PX® FY. But if X and Y are in 
UPCUA, and Xx Y is given the product cone, there is no reason why 8 
(defined as above) should be continuous. However, suppose every pair on X 
and Y is bounded. According to Schaefer [a, p. 94], there is a base of 
seminorms p on PX® FY such that p(~ ® ~) = p(d, a)(~)® p(d1 , a1 )C~_) ' 
for ~ E FX , E FY, (d, a) . X and (dl, al) y • H. a pair on a pair on 
If M is a bound for a and N a bound for a 1 , then for ( x, Y> and 
< 1 , 1 > in X x Y , we have 
p ( x ® y_ - x1 ® y_1) < p ( ( X-x1) ® y_ + £.i_ Q9 (u_-~)) 
= Nd(x, x1) + Md1 (y, y1) 
and p(x ® y) S Na(x) , so since N(d , a) + M(d1 , a 1) is a pair on X x Y , 
~ o (ix x iy) is a UPCUA-map, and 8 is continuous . 
Now 8 is 1-1 onto , since it has a (possibly discontinuous) inverse 
-1 8 : FX ©FY+ F(XxY) defined since , as is not difficult to show , the 
functors PX® F- and F(X x -) from Se,,t to Vc.,t are both left-adjoints 
of the functor Set(X, U-) taking Vc..t to Set (see [Mac L, p . 96]). 
Explicitly, define 
for 
_
1 [n m l G L A .x . ® L µ :µ -· -
1 i,--1., 1 Ju 
{x. }n c X and 
i, l {i .}m CY , J 1 
L A.µ.<x., y.> 
i, J i, J 
We wi sh to see if -1 8 is continuous . 
n 
If A = L A ,z. is a typical element of F z for any set Z , define 
- 1 1,--1., 
n 
= L 'A., 1 'l, (= p(d
1
, 1) (~) = sup If'(~) 1] . 
lflsl 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose (X, d, a.) and (X', d', a.') are in SPa...ui. Let 
(XxX', dvd', a.va.') be the produat of X and X' in SPa...ut (3.2). If 
A and A' are typical elements of AX and FX', respectively, then 
( i) p ( d v d ' , a. va. ' ) ( 8 - l ( ~ ® ~' ) ) < II A ' 11 • p ( d , a. ) ( A ) ; 
(ii) if x is in X, then 
p(dvd', a.va')(G(x ® ~')) < a(x) IIA ' II + p(d', a')(A'). 
n 
Proof. Suppose L A. ( X. -y.) 1 'l, q '=--1,. is an irreducible expression for 
n 
(2.7) such that p(d, a)(A) = L IA.ld(x., y.) (see 3.7). Suppose 
1 'l, 'l, 'l, 
m 
A 1 = I A~X~ . Then 
1 J-;J 
so that 
The proof of (ii) is similar . 
< I IA~I (I IA.ld(x., y.)] 
• J . 1, 1, 1, 
J 1, 
= IIA' II . p(d , a)(A) . 
D 
PROPOSITION. If X and Y are two unital spaces i,n UPa...ut with 
bounded cones, t hen F X ® F y '"" F(XxY) . 
Proof. We have only to show that the bilinear mapping 
-1 8 o ~ : FX x FY~ F(XxY) is continuous . A base for the cone of F(XxY) 
is provided by seminorms of the form p = p (dvd
1
, ava.
1
) for pairs (d, a) 
on X, (d1 , a.1) on Y. Furthermore , we may assume a~ 1 and a.1 ~ 1 , 
since X and Y are unital (otherwise add the pair (0 , 1)) . Let 
and y 0 be fixed points in X and Y • If A and A1 are points in FX 
and F y · respectively , let l1 = a ( x0) II A1 II + p ( d1 , a.1) 8_1) and let 
For any € > 0 , suppose p(d , a.)(µ-A) < 6~ 
pe-1 (E_ ® l-11 - ~ ® Al) s pe-1( (µ-~) ® Al) + pG-1 (~ ® ~1-Al)) 
s pe-1 ((µ-~-l '(µ-~)x) ® A1) + pe-
1 ((1 '( µ-~)x0) ® A1) 
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+ pe-1 (~ ® (µ l -Al -1 , (µ l -Al )~)) + pe-1 (~ ® (1 , U:.1-A1) Yo)) 
< : IIA1 1ia(~) + ~ M + '/; IP,lla ' (lfo) + ~ M1 1 1 
by Lemma 1 (i) and (ii) , noting that 1 is 
in B(d, a) and B(d1 , a1) 
s £: • 
Therefore -1 e o l/J is continuous, so that -1 e is continuous . 
To extend the result to uniform spaces, we need the following . 
D 
LEMMA 2. The bounded uniform pair f unctor bll : Un -+ UP(U)t of 4 .4 
preserves finite products. 
Proof. If X and Y are in Un , let ( d , a) be a bounded uniform 
pair on Xx Y. Let (n1d, n1a) be the pair on X; 
n1a( X) = sup a<x, y> • yEY 
Then, by [I, 3 . 20] , n1d is uniformly continuous on X, and is bounded . 
By symmetry, define (n
2
d, n
2
a) on Y with n2d uniformly continuous . 
on Xx Y , so that (d, a) . . is in 
the product cone . 
Conversely , bII(XxY) bllX x bIIY is in LJP(U)t , where 
and n2 are the projections. That is , the bounded uniform cone and the 
product cone are equal on Xx Y . D 
COROLLARY. If X and Y are unifo1'"'m spaces ., then 
FbII( XxY) rv Fbll( X) ® FbII( Y) • D 
NOTE. It does not seem to be generally realised that the algebraic 
tensor product of two vector spaces M and N is constructed as the 
coequalizer in Vc.tK of the diagram 
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where and are the counits of the adjunction and u is omitted, 
while g : FM x FN ~ F(MxN) is the map -1 8 o ~ above, making UF into a 
monoidal functor. This is a construction of some generality , working for 
many classes of universal algebras . 
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PART I I I 
FREE COMPLETE TOPOLOGICAL VECTOR SPACES 
Introduction 
M. Katetov [b] in 1964 was the first person to notice that for compact 
X , the space of Radon measures M(X ) on X , when given the topology of 
uniform convergence of the p- bounded equicontinuous subsets of C(X ) , was 
the completion of FX . This is a remarkable conception , for it permits the 
entire space of measures to be constructed simultaneously , knowing only the 
semimetric structure of X . It suggests that the traditional operator - norm 
topology on M(X) is only up to a point the correct one , and that the 
strongest locally convex topology on M(X) making &X continuous deserves 
much more attention than it has received . The need for scalarwise concepts 
in the integration of continuous vector valued functions on X is obviated 
by the topology , and an ent i rel y satisfactory Fubini theorem obtains [B . 5] . 
The Katetov theory is not , however , a panacea for the ills affecting the 
existence of measures on compact sets , since , as 7 . 9 shows , it is of just 
about the same degree of difficulty to uncover Cauchy filters on FX as it 
is to find CT-additive measures on subsets of X . 
Here we are concerned with the more difficult problem of extending the 
theory to noncompact spaces . For topological spaces , R. B. Kirk [a] has 
obtained the crucial theorem 7 . 7 (a) independently of the author . However , 
the present approach differs from Kirk ' s in three important respects ; 
firstly , the proof is based on a new representation theory for ideals in 
C(X) , secondly , we have extended the results as far as possible to uniform 
spaces , and lastly , we have managed to come to terms , in 7 . 7 (b) , with the 
abnormal behaviour exhibited by sets of large cardinality . 2 
In this part , we consider only real and C(X) , although this is 
not strictly necessary (9 . l) , and X will always be a uniform space , since 
quite a bit of structure is needed for the machinations of 7 . 1 . It seems 
that locally fine uniform spaces are the natural domain of noncompact 
integration , rather than Tychonoff spaces ; theorems 5 . 8 and 7 . 6 give reason 
enough . Like Katetov and Kirk , our main functional analytic tool is the 
completion theorem of Grothendieck . 
2 It should be noted that Kirk uses the term "nonmeasurable cardinality" in 
a much stronger sense than does the author (5 . 10) . 
7.0. THEOREM [K, p . 270] . Let E be a locally convex Hausdorff space, 
and let U be the set of equicontinuous subsets of the topological dual 
E'. Then the completion of E is naturally isomorphic in LHv~ to the 
A 
space E of all linear functions on E' which are weakly continuous on 
A 
every set ~n U, when E is given the topology of uniform convergence on 
the sets in U . 
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CHAPTER 7 
MEASURE SPACES AND COMPLETION 
7.1. Lattice ideals. The book [GJ] is concerned with a representation theory 
of ideals in rings of continuous functions on a topological space. There is 
a similar representation mechanism for vector spaces of uniformly continuous 
functions, not so well known. Ring-theoretic methods are no longer 
applicable, since the space of uniformly continuous scalar-valued functions 
may not be a ring. Instead we turn to vector lattice methods. Some of the 
following ideas are based on material in Samuel [a], Fenstadt [a], Hager 
[a], and particularly [GJ, 2L], where the notion of e-filter is developed. 
Proofs entirely analogous to those of the above authors are not repeated. 
If X is a uniform space, an ideal in the vector lattice C(X) will 
mean a vector lattice ideal not containing the unit function 1 That . . is, 
an ideal is a subspace I of C(X) such that 1 f I and if lfl < lgl -
for g in I 
' 
then f is in I • We call an ideal I unital if lfl I\ 
in I implies that f is in I Every ideal which is prime is unital. 
Any vector lattice ideal C in the ring C*(X) of bounded uniformly 
continuous functions on X is a ring ideal, since if !fl s A for some 
1 
constant function A , and C , then < \lgl , and fg is in g . . is in lfgl 
C . Such an ideal is sometimes called an absolutely convex ideal in C*(X) 
In this case, let Jc= {f E C(X) : !fl /\ 1 EC} • Then Jc is a unital 
ideal, since 
(i) lf+gl I\ 1 s 2 (Clflvlgl) /\ 1) s 2 Clfl I\ 1 + I gl /\ 1 ) 'so if 
f and J . f + g . g are in 
' 
SO is 
' C 
(ii) if A > 1 and f is in J , then IAfl /\ 1 < \( lfl /\ 1 ) -
' C 
and \f is in J C 
Of course if lgl /\ 1 S lfl in J , then g is in J 
C C 
Conversely , if 
J is a unital ideal, and C - J n C*(X) , then J = J 
C 
EXAMPLE. The sum I+ J of two lattice ideals I and J is always a 
lattice ideal, since if lfl s Iii + ljl for i 
1 et t in g h = ( f I\ I i I ) V - I i I , I h I S I i I , so 
easily verified that If-hi = ( lfl-lil) v O , so 
in I, . J in J, then, 
h is in I, and it is 
that f-h E J, and f is 
in I+ J . However , the sum of two unital ideals may not be unital. On 
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the nonnegative reals with the euclidean uniformity , let S1 be the subset 
of even nonnegative integers and let S 2 be the set of odd integers and 
zero . If J . = { f E C (R ) 
-i + 
. 
-i = 1 , 2 , then each J . 
-i 
is 
a unital ideal consisting entirely of bounded functions . But if X is the 
identity function on R , it is easily seen that X A 1 EI+ J , but X 
+ 
is not , since it is unbounded . D 
A maximal ideal in C(X) is a lattice ideal maximal with respect to 
the exclusion of 1 . Since any such ideal is prime , it is unital . A 
function f in C(X) is contained in no maximal ideal if and only if it is 
bounded away from zero (if f is contained in no maximal ideal , !fl A 1 
is contained in no maximal ring ideal in C*(X) and so is a unit there) . 
Such an f is called a unit . 
If f is in C(X ) and E: > 0 
' 
let E (f) be the set 
€ 
{x EX ltcx) I < E: } If I is any lattice ideal in C(X ) , then - . 
{Ec(f) f EI , E: > o} is a Z-filter , which we call E(I) , on X ([GJ , 
215]) . Conversely , if F is any Z-filter on X , then 
{f E C(X) : EE:(f) E F for all E: > o} is a unital ideal , denoted +-E ( F) 
An ideal I is called an e- ideal if E+-( E(I) ) =I . Intersections of 
e-ideals , and any maximal ideal is an e - ideal . Similarly , a Z-filter F 
is called an e- filter if E (E+- ( F)) - F ( N . B. Samuel [a] showed that -
E(E+-( F)) is the set of all sets of the form {x . d(x , F) < l} for some . 
uniformly continuous semimetric d X and some F . F . ) on in 
A maximal e-filter is called an e - ultrafilter . An e - filter will be 
an e-ultrafilter if and only if E+-( F) is a maximal ideal . A typical 
• 
e - ultrafilter is the set X of all zero-set neighbourhoods of a point X 
in X , and such an ultrafilter is termed fixed or convergent . If B is any 
e-ultrafilter , and f f(B) R is C(X) , then the filter-base . . is in on 
convergent to a number f*(B) if and only if f is bounded on some set in 
S . Clearly , f*(B) = 0 if and only if f is in E+-(B) . Denote the set 
A A 
of all e-ultrafilters on X by BX , then we have an embedding X ~ BX 
• taking a point x to x . Every f in C*(X) has an extension 
A A f * : BX~ R • If BX is given the weak uniformity by the set of functions 
{f* : f E C*(X)} , then it is a compact uniform space in which X , equipped 
with the weak uniformity a by the functions in C*(x) 
' 
is dense. 
A 
Therefore Bx is the Samuel compactification [I , p . 23], or compact 
reflect ion , of X . The filter B on X is then the trace of the filter 
• A B in Bx on X . Any function f in C(X) has a unique extension 
f* : SX ~ R+ , where f*(S) = 00 if f is unbounded on all sets in 
A. SE SX. The correspondence ff---* f* preserves all vector lattice 
operations where defined. 
If A is any subset of C(X) A. +-'let Hull A= {SE SX Ac E (S)} . 
A. +-
If B is any subset of SX, let Ker B - n E (S) . Thus 
SEE 
Ker(Hull A) is the intersection of the maximal ideals containing A . It 
A. 
is not difficult to show that if B c SX, Hull(Ker B) is the closure of 
A. 
B, and for this reason SX is said to have the hull-kernel topology. 
C(X) has a number of natural topologies. The uniform topology on 
C(X) is a metrizable group topology which has as a basis at zero all sets 
of the form {f: lfl < E} for E a constant function. The lattice 
operations, and multiplication by a fixed scalar, are continuous in this 
topology, but it is not a vector space topology unless X is precompact. 
The set of units in C(X) is open in the uniform topology, since if 
lfl ~ E and lf-gl < ~ 2 ' 
entirely of units. C*(X) 
lgl ~~'so 
is closed in 
f has a neighbourhood consisting 
C(X) . The closure of any lattice 
ideal is again a lattice ideal. Since the closure of an ideal containing no 
units contains no units, every maximal ideal is closed in the uniform 
topology. There are criteria for a unital ideal to be closed, bearing some 
similarity to work by Nanzetta and Plank [a]. 
PROPOSITION. Let J be a wiital ideal in C(X), where X is in 
Un. Then J = E+-(E(J)) = Ker(Hull J) . An ideal is an e-ideal if and 
only if it is an intersection of maximal ideals, or if and only if it is 
closed and unital. 
Proof. (i) J c Ker(Hull J) , since any intersection of maximal ideals 
is closed. 
(ii) Show E+-(ECJ)) C J . If f is in E+-(ECJ)) , then for any 
£ > 0 there is a g in J and 8 > 0 such that E (f) = E8 (g) . Let £ 
h = f V E + f I\ ( -e:) Then 0-llgl > lhl I\ 1 since h # 0 implies -
' 
lgl > 8 Since J is unital, h is in J Also lh-fl < E so that f - -
' 
lS in J . 
(iii) Show Ker(Hull J) c E+-(E( J)) If f is in every maximal ideal 
containing J , then for £ > 0 , the function h = lfl /\ E - E is in no 
maximal ideal containing J. By Zorn ' s lemma , no ideal can contain h and 
J, so there is a A> 0 and J in J such that Alhl + j ~ l Therefore 
h cannot vanish on Ek(j) , and so E (f) =:) Ek(j) , and E (f) is in E(J) . 
2 £ 2 £ 
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Therefore f is in E+(E(J)) 
The last sentence of the theorem is immediate. D 
7.2. The compact-open topology. If X is a uniform space, let k be the 
topology on C(X) of uniform convergence on compact subsets of X. This, 
like the pointwise topology p, is a vector lattice topology on C(X) . 
Any k-closed ideal J is unital, since if lfl Al is in J, so is 
fn = (f An) v (-n) for each n in N , since lfnl < n( lfl Al) , and 
f + f uniformly on compact subsets of X. Since k is weaker than the 
n 
uniform topology, the k-closure of any ideal is an e-ideal, by Proposition 
7.1. The following result is well-known for fine spaces. 
PROPOSITION. The k-closure of an ideal I in C(X) is equal to 
Ker(Hull In X) . An ideal is k-closed if and only if it is an intersection 
of fixed maximal ideals. 
Proof. Any fixed maximal ideal is of the form {f E C(X) : f(x) = O} , 
where x is some point of X , so is clearly p-closed and therefore 
k-clo sed . So Ker(Hull In X) is k-closed and contains I 
If f is any function in C(X) vanishing on Hull In X and K is 
any compact subset of X, let M be a bound for f on K and let 
A 
K' = K\E (f) £ . Then K' and Hull I are disjoint and closed in SX, so 
there is a function 
g(Hull I)= 0 . But 
g in C*(X) such that 
IC lfl A M)g-lfl I s £ 
0 < g S l , g(K') - l and 
on K, so that lfl is in the 
k-closure of Ker(Hull I) . Therefore I c Ker (Hull In X) c I. D 
Another very important result on C(X) concerning the k-topology is 
the Ascoli theorem, which we state here in a strong form due to Arens, or in 
a more explicit form to Grothendieck ([K, p. 266]). 
THEOREM [I, p. 51]. If F is a family of precompact suhsets of a 
uniform space X covering X , and C(X) is given the linear topology T 
of uniform convergence on the sets in F, then a subset of C(X) is 
precompact if and only if it is p-bounded, and equicontinuous on every set 
in F. On such sets in C(X), T coincides with the p-topology. D 
7.3. If X is any uniform space , let M(X) denote the dual of the space 
(C(X), k) According to 2.4, the points of FX are the p-continuous 
functionals on C(X) , so that if we give M(X) the topology of uniform 
convergence on p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subsets of C(X) , there 
is an embedding FX >-+ M(X) By Mackey duality , in this topology the dual 
of M(X) is C(X) , so that FX is dense in M(X) , since if f E C(X) 
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vanishes on X it must vanish on ~l(X) • This gives the action on objects 
of a functor M : Un~ LHv~ • If f: X + X' is an arrow in Un, then 
C(f) : C(X') + C(X) is R-continuous, and takes uniformly equicontinuous 
subsets of C(X') to uniformly equicontinuous subsets of C(X) . Then the 
dual (adjoint) mapping C(f) * : M(X) ~ M(X ') is continuous ([K, 22 . 2]). If 
we take M(f) = C(f) * , M is then functorial . 
Where no ambiguity arises , we shall regard X as a uniform subspace of 
. 
MCX) under the embedding -ix X ~ FX c M(X) . 
PROPOSITION. (a) X is a weakly closed subset of M(X) (and FX). 
(b) If X is a closed uniformly P-errbedded subspace of X' 
then the closed subspace of M(X') generated by Xis isomorphic to 
Un , 
M(X) . 
Proof. (a) If µ is a point in the weak closure of X in M(X) 
' 
then µ must be a lattice homomorphism of C(X) taking 1 to 1 
' 
since 
every point of X is. Therefore Kerµ is a R-closed ideal in C(X) 
' 
and as such fixed by Proposition 7.2. Therefore µ is . X is in • 
(b) If i X ~ X' is the embedding, the morphism 
C(i) : (CCX'), aj + (CCX), aj is a quotient map (see, for example , Ptak 
[a]), and every P-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subset of C(X) is the 
image under this map of a similar subset of C(X ') , by Proposition 5.6. So 
by [K, 22 . 2] , the adjoint mapping M(i) embeds M(X) as 
{µ E M(X ') : µ(Ker X) = O} , which is just the closed subspace of M(X') 
generated by X. D 
If X is a topological space, we will use the abbreviation M(X) for 
M(aX) ; thus M(X) is the dual of (CCX), R) . 
7.4. Real ideals. A maximal ideal M in C(X) is termed real if it is a 
maximal lattice ideal. By Birkhoff [a, p . 350], M is real and only if it 
is a hyperplane in C(X) . Every fixed ideal is real . 
1 E+C a) An e-ultrafilter S is reav if µ is real. 
Denote by uX the uniform space X given the weak uniformity u by 
C(X) . The following result is proved entirely analogously to [GJ, 5. 7 , 8 .4, 
15 . 13] . 
PROPOSITION. An e-ultrafilter S is real if and only if every f in 
C(X) is bounded on a set in S , or if and only if f*(S) is finite for 
all f -in C(X) . "' If uX denotes the set of all real e- ultrafilters in 
"' f* : ux + CR, e) "' sx equipped with the weak uniformity by the functions 
7 L. 
A for all f 1.,n C(X) , then ux 1,s the completion of uX . D 
A A 
We call uX the real-completion of X. The map * C(X) ~ C(UX) of 
7.1 , taking f to f* , is an isomorphism of vector lattices (and, if C(X) 
is a ring , a ring isomorphism) . We identify C(X) with C(UX) under * 
when it is convenient to do so . 
A set of functions F in C(X) is called uniformly locally finite if 
there is a uniform covering of X such that only finitely many functions in 
F are nonzero on any set in the covering . 
If f is in C(X) , let (f) denote the smallest lattice ideal 
containing f, that is (f) = {g E C(X) : 3A > 0 such that lgl S Alf!} 
THEOREM. If X is a uniform space, let V be any absolutely convex 
subset of C(X) . Suppose 
(i) V absorbs uniformly null sequences, 
(ii) any sequence of functions which 1,S uniformly locally finite 
with respect to the uniformity . absorbed by V • lj 1,S 
A 
Let J = {f E C(X ) (f) C V} Then J . e-ideal, Hull Jc lJX . 1,S an . • , 
V 1,S a (ccux)' k)-neighbourhood of zero. 
Conversely , any (C(uX), k)-neighbourhood of zero satisfies (i) and 
(ii). 
Proof. 
x E (a) , 
Therefore 
(a) J is an ideal, since if a 
y E ( b ) , th en x + y = ~ ( 2 x+ 2y ) 
(a+b) c (a) + (b) c V, and a+ b 
and b a re in J , and 
is in V by convexity . 
is in J. 
Of course , if lzl S Albl for b in J and A> 0 , then 
and 
(z) c (b) c V , so z is in J. Clearly J is the largest lattice ideal 
contained in V 
(b) Suppose f is any function in C(X) . We show that one of the 
functions f = lflvn - n , n E N , is in J. If not , there are functions 
n 
gn E (fn) for each n in N such that gn f V Only finitely many gn 
are non-zero on the lJ-uniform cover {En(f)}:, so the set {ngn}: of 
functions in C(X) is u-uniforrnly locally finite . By (ii) there is A> 0 
such that {ng} c AV , and for n >A , g EV , since V is circled , 
n n 
giving a contradiction . 
Also J is unital , since if !fl A 1 is in J , lfl I\ n Sn( lfl I\ 1) 
is also for each n in N , and lfl = lflAn + lflvn - n must be in J 
if is . 
'/ 3 
( c) J is uniformly closed . Suppose J + J 
n 
uniformly, where 
{jn}: c J. Choose a subsequence {jk}: such that ljk-jl S k-2 . Then 
{k(jk-j)}; is uniformly null, so by (i) is contained in AV for some 
A > o 
in V Consequently Jc V and J = J, since the latter set is an ideal. 
Therefore J is an e-ideal, by Proposition 7.1. Furthermore, every 
function in C(X) is bounded on a set in E(J) , by (b), so that every 
maximal ideal containing J must be real, and Hull J is a compact subset 
"' of UX . 
(d) Now V must absorb the uniformly bounded order segment [-1, l] 
in C(X) .since otherwise for each natural number n there is a gn in 
[ -1 , l J such that -2 n g 
n 
is not in V, and V cannot absorb the null 
sequence {n-1gn}00 • Therefore there is a O > 0 such that the order 
segment [-0, o] lS contained in V. 
Suppose lf*I < to on Hull J, where f is in C(X) . Then if 
g = fv~ + fA[- ~) , 2lg-fl S O , and g* vanishes on Hull J , so g 
is in Ker(Hull J) = J. Therefore f = t(2(g-f)+2g) is in V. So V 
contains {t E C(X) : lf*(Hull J)i S ~} , and is a (c(GX), k)-neighbourhood 
of the origin. 
"' Conversely , if Kc UX is compact and o > 0 , then 
W = {f E C(X) : lf*(K)I < o} absorbs a set F if and only if F* is 
uniformly bounded on K, where F* = {f* : f E F} If f is uniformly 
"' bounded on X, it is uniformly bounded on UX and K, so W satisfies 
( i) . 
{f*} 
n 
If {f} is any U-uniformly locally finite sequence of functions, 
n 
"' is uniformly locally finite on UX, since if V is a uniform cover 
"' of ux , V = { V : V E V} is a uniform cover of UX ([I, p . 17]), and if a 
function f vanishes on V c X, f* - "' must vanish on V c uX. But any 
locally finite sequence of functions on a compact set is finite , so all but 
finitely many f* n vanish on K, and {f*} n is uniformly bounded on K D 
If X is locally fine (5.8), then any uniformly locally finite set of 
functions on X is uniformly equicontinuous, since it is uniformly equi-
continuous on every set of a uniform cover of X. A uniformly null 
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sequence is always uniformly equicontinuous. This enables us to combine (i) 
and (ii) as follows. 
COROLLARY l ( Nachbin [b J). On a locally fine uniform space X , any 
absolutely convex set bn C(X) which absorbs p-bounded uniformly equi-
continuous sets is a (c(uX), R)-neighbourhood of zero, and conversely. D 
Nachbin in fact proved the result for fine spaces and absolutely convex 
sets which absorb order segments in C(X) . But the proof is similar, as 
any p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous set B is contained in an order 
segment [-a, a] , where a= sup b 
bEB 
is in C(X) . 
The techniques used here are sufficiently strong to enable us to 
immediately prove another theorem of Nachbin [b, Theorem l], after a 
preliminary Lemma, which we also use in 7.6. 
"' LEMMA. Let X c A c ux , where X . locally fine, and let f: bS 
be a continuous function to a metric space M , which has a uniformly 
continuous restriction fr If 
. 
any compact subset to x. K bS of 
f( K n A) is precompact in M , and K n X is precompact in X • 
A -+ M 
"' ux, 
Proof. Let g be any continuous real function on M. Then go f 
r 
is uniformly continuous on X, by Theorem 5.8. On A , the continuous 
functions (go fr)* and go f must be equal, since both agree on X. 
Since (go fr)* is bounded on K, g must be bounded on f(K n A) . So 
this set is a pseudobounded subset of M, and must be precompact (see [GJ, 
15.16(2), 15.15(6)]). 
Now Kn X has precompact image in d(X) for any uniformly continuous 
semimetric d on X, so it is precompact. D 
COROLLARY 2. If X bS a locally fine uniform space, any R-barrel in 
C(X) is a neighbourhood of zero in the topology To of uniform convergence 
of precompact subsets of X . Any bounded subset of the dual M( X) of 
(CCX), aj bS absorbed by the weakly closed absolutely convex envelope of 
some precompact subset of X, and so is precompact in the topology of 
uniform convergence on µ-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subsets of C(X) . 
Proof. Let B be any barrel in Q. Then since the µ-closed absolutely 
convex envelope of any uniformly equicontinuous µ-bounded set is Q-compact 
(it is R-precompact by the Ascoli theorem 7.2, and µ-compact), B absorbs 
uniformly equicontinuous µ-bounded sets by the Banach-Mackey theorem 
A ([K, p . 252]) . By Corollary 1, there is Kc UX and o > 0 such that 
Ker K is the largest ideal contained in B , and 
N = {f E C(X) lf*(K)I ~ o} is contained in must be 
k-closed, since B is , 
a precompact subset of 
and by Proposition 7.2, 
X by Lemma 7.4, and 
Bo But Ker K 
K=KnX . But Kn X 
N = {f E C(X) : I f(K n X) I < o} , 
so B is a T 0-neighbourhood of O • 
If B is a bounded subset of M(X) , then the polar BO in C(X) 
k-closed and absorbent , so there is a precompact subset P of X and 
8 > 0 so that oP0 is contained in B , by the first part (regarding p 
. 
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is 
. is 
. ) -1 00 00 
as a subset of M(X) as in 7.3. Then 8 P :=) B :=) B , so that B is 
00 
absorbed by the closed absolutely convex envelope P of P in M(X) • 
But this set is precompact , by [ K, 20.6], as P is. D 
If B is a bounded subset of M(X) , where X is any uniform space , 
we call the set Kn X in the proof of this result , the support of B , so 
Ker(supp B) is the largest Ck-closed) ideal contained in BO • Thus 
supp B is precompact if X is locally fine , although there seems to be no 
guarantee of this otherwise . 
COROLLARY 3o A bowided subset B of M(X) , for X any uniform 
space, is equicontinu.ous if and only if supp B is compact . 
Proof. Suppose B 
{fEcCx): lfCK)I ~o} 
is equicontinuous in M(X) • Then BO contains 
for some compact subset K of X and some o > 0 • 
So supp B must be a closed subset of K , since 
is compact . 
0 Ker K c B , and supp B 
Conversely , any compact subset K of X is equicontinuous in M(X) , 
SO is Koo and any set which it absorbs . 
of compact support is equicontinuous . 
By Corollary 2 , any bounded set 
D 
7.5 0 It is not difficult to see , as in [GJ , 15 . 9] , that if A is a subset 
A 
of BX containing X , and if d is any uniformly continuous semimetric on 
X , then d extends to a continuous semimetric on A if and only if every 
filter in A is Cauchy with respect to d . The set of e-ultrafilters in 
A SX which are Cauchy with respect to every uniformly continuous semimetric 
on X is complete in the uniformity given by extending every such semimetric 
A ([GJ , 15 . 9c]) , and we term this uniform space X , the completion of X . 
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EXAMPLE lo Call a semimetric d on a set X of countable character 
if the metric space d(X) is separable. If X is a uniform space, let eX 
be the set X equipped with the uniformity e given by the uniformly 
continuous semimetrics on X of countable character. Then e is stronger 
than u , since every semimetric of the form df, for f in C(X) , is of 
countable character. We may therefore identify C(X) with C(eX) under 
the isomorphism * In fact, if F is any countable uniformly 
equicontinuous subset of C(X) , sup df is uniformly continuous and of 
fEF 
countable character. Therefore the completion ~X may be embedded as a 
A 
topological subspace of uX with a stronger uniformity. 
PROPOSITIONo Any 
C(X) is equicontinuous 
identified with C(eX) 
p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subset 
on compact subsets of eX (where C(X) 
under * ) . 
F of 
. 1.,8 
Proof. The p-closure F of F 
p-compact by Ascoli's theorem (7.2). 
in C(X) is equicontinuous, and 
Any countable subset of F . lS 
uniformly equicontinuous on ex' therefore on ex' and so is relatively 
R-compact on eX. Therefore F is countably compact in (c(eX), R) • If 
i: K ~ eX embeds a compact subset of eX, the mapping 
C(i) : (c(eX ), R) ~ (C(K), R) defined by restriction is continuous, there-
fore C(i)(F) is countably compact and so compact, since the latter 
topology is metrizable. By Ascolis' theorem, C(i)(F) is equicontinuous. 
That is, F is equicontinuous on K • 0 
EXAMPLE 2o Call a semimetric X on a set X of nonmeasurable 
character if the metric space d(X) has nonmeasurable cardinality (cf. 5.10). 
We quote Shirota's theorem ([I, p. 130]). 
THEOREM o If X 1.,n Un is locally fine (5.8), and d is a uniformly 
continuous serrrimetric on X of nonmeasurable character, then 
has nmc, every point of Gx is in 
d extends to 
0 A all of uX . Thus if X A x. 
Another way of formulating this is as follows, in line with 5.10. 
COROLLARY o If X is a locally fine uniform space, a uniformly equi-
continuous subset 
has nmc . 
"' E of C(X) is equicontinuous on ux if and only if E 
Proof. If E c C(X) has nmc, the uniformly continuous semimetric 
sup df is of nonmeasurable character, and by Shirota ' s theorem is the 
fEE 
A 
restriction to X of a continuous semimetric d on uX. But then we must 
have df* S d on A uX, therefore {f* : f E E} is equicontinuous . 
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A 
Conversely, vX is real-compact as a topological space by [GJ, 15a21], 
and so every equicontinuous subset of C(X) has nmc, by 5.10 Corollary 2. D 
If X is any uniform space, let mX be the set X given the uniformity 
m by the uniformly equicontinuous semimetrics of nonmeasurable character 
on x. By the discussion above and Shirota 's theorem, every point of 
A 
vx 
A 
is in the completion mX, and conversely, since m > e > v • D 
NOTE. Examples 1 and 2 together show that if X is any topological 
space which has a continuous semimetric of measurable character on it, then 
there are discontinuous real functions on the real compactification 
A 
UX = vaX which are continuous on compact subsets of UX and on X. In 
fact, if E is any p-bounded equicontinuous subset of C(X) of measurable 
cardinality, and S is any point of uX at which E is not equicontinuous, 
the function f on UX defined by f(y) = sup (e*(y)-e*(S)) , for y in 
eEE 
uX, is such a function. This generalises a result of Comfort ([a, p. 115]), 
who showed that if X is a discrete topological space of measurable 
cardinality, then UX is not a k'-space; that is, there are real 
discontinuous functions on uX which are continuous on compact subsets. 
7.6. It is desirable to be able to distinguish which ideals in C(X) 
A 
correspond to closed subsets of X, in analogy with Proposition 7.2. This 
may at least be done for metric spaces . 
THEOREM. Let X be any metrizable uniform space with metric d. The 
following statements are equivalent for an e-filter F on X; 
(i) F is an intersection of Cauchy e-ultrafiZters; 
(ii) if E C(X) . such that (d, a) . . a 1.,S 1.,8 a semi,norm 
E+(F) B(d, a) . p-closed in B(d, a) ; n 1.,8 
(iii) for each E > 0 , 
for all . X i,n 
Proof . ( i) => (ii) . 
on C(X) . Since B(d, a) 
A A 
p-compact, so that p = p 
F 
E 
Let 
is 
on 
there . 1.,8 
and F 
A 
p be the 
uniformly 
B(d, a) 
F . F such that i,n 
E 
i,n F • 
weak topology by the 
A 
equicontinuous on X 
A 
since p is stronger 
A 
. pai,r, 
d(x, F) < 
points of 
' 
it is 
than the 
separating topology p. For each point q of X 
' 
the ideal E+ (p) 
E 
A 
X 
is 
A + p-closed, and so is E (F) , as an intersection of such ideals . Therefore 
+ E (F) n B(d , a) is p-closed in B(d, a) . 
(ii)=> (iii) . Let d ' be the semimetric d Al 
contained in some B(d, a) ; for example, a= dx + l 
Then B ( d ' , 1 ) 
for some x . in 
. is 
x. 
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For any subset A of X 
' 
let d' A be the real contraction 
dA(X) = d'(A, x) for X in X For every F in F 
' 
d' F is in 
+ B(d, a) n E ( F) 
' 
so the function sup a; is also, as a pointwise limit of 
FEF 
functions in this set, by hypothesis. For any k > E > 0 let 2 -
' 
F = E (sup d ') . 
£ £ FEF F 
Then F 
E 
is in F 
' 
since F is an e-filter, and if X 
is in F d(F, x) S E for all F in F If E > t let F = Fk 
' 
. -
' 
. 
£ E 2 
(iii) ~ ( i) . First show that for each . F and s' > 0 there X in 
' E 
is a Cauchy e-ultrafilter p containing F such that d*(p) S E + E, . 
X 
Choose a point xl in F s'/4 such that d(x, x1) < E + s'/4 
Inductively, choose a point X F for each n . N such that in in 
n+l £'4-n 
d(x X ) < E 13-n Letting E - 3 , -n {E (d ) r shrinking . - - E 3 
' ' 
is a 
n+l' n 2 n n n 1 £ X 
sequence of sets, each member of which meets every member of F. 
Fu {E n(d n)}
00 
1s a Cauchy filter on X which has a limit p 
E X 1 
A 
Since d(x, x) < E + s' for all n and lim x - p in X, 
n n n-+m 
d* (p) S E + E ' • 
X 
Therefore 
A 
in X. 
Now let f be any function in C(X) such that f* vanishes on the 
A 
set of cluster points of F in X. For each E > 0 there is o > 0 such 
that d(x, y) < 20 implies lf(x)-f(y)I::: £ , for x and y in X. For 
each X in Fo 'choose p ~ F in 
lf(x)-f*(p) I = lf(x) I ::: £ , so that 
A 
A 
X such that 
E (f) is in 
E 
d*(p) So ; then 
X 
F • There fore 
E+C F) = n E+(p) , where 
e-ultrafilters. 0 
F c p EX, and F is an intersection of Cauchy 
It is unfortunate that this technique is not available for arbitrary 
uniform spaces . However , there is a consolation result . 
COROLLARY. If X is a locally fine uniform space, suppose K ~s a 
A 
compact subset of the real-completion uX. 
and only if Hull Kn E is p-closed in E 
equicontinuous subset E of C(X) . 
A 
Then K is contained in X if 
for every p-bounded uniformly 
Proof. For the sufficiency, let d be any uniformly continuous semi-
metric on X . Then the quotient mapping ¢a : X ~ d(X) extends to a 
/'. A 
function ¢* d uX + ud(X) Then K' = cj)d(X) is a compact subset of 
ud(X) . Now c(cpd)-1 (Hull K) = Hull K' c C(d(X)) , so Hull K' n B(d., a) 
is p-closed in B(d., a) for any a, since B(d, a) is p-bounded and 
uniformly equicontinuous on X and the composition mapping c(cpd) 
p-cont inuous. 
. is 
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Let L = K' n d(X) ; then by Theorem 7.6., Ker L = Ker K' , so that L 
is dense in K' , Also L = ~d[~J-1 (d(X)) n x) , so by Lemma 7.4, L is 
precompact in d(X) . Since Lis complete, it must be compact, and 
K' =LC d(X) This implies that every e-ultrafilter in K is d-Cauchy, 
A 
and since this is true for any d, Kc X, and we are finished. 
A 
Conversely, if Kc X, any uniformly equicontinuous p-bounded subset 
"' 
of C(S) is likewise on X, so is relatively p-compact, as in Theorem 
7.6 (i) =>(ii). So p = p on E, and (Hull K) n E is p-closed in E .D 
7.7. We are now ready to prove the completion theorem. 
THEOREM. Let X be a locally fine uniform space. 
/'. A 
(a) Fx = M(X) ; 
A A (b) F(mX) - M(mX) ; 
where equality refers to the na.tural isomorphism of the functors involved on 
the category Lfi,i.ne. of locally fine spaces and uniformly continuous .maps . 
Proof. (b) The equicontinuous subsets of the dual of F(mX) are 
precisely the p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subsets of C(X) of nmc, 
by Corollary 7.5 and 4.4, and these sets are p-bounded and uniformly 
"' equicontinuous on mX, by Corollary 7.5. By Ascoli's theorem, on these sets 
the (c(;;x), R) topology and the p-topology of C(X) coincide. Every 
"' functional in M(mX) is therefore p-continuous on these sets , so by 
A 
Grothendieck's theorem 7.0, M(mX) is contained in the completion of 
A A A 
F(mX) , F(mX) c M(mX) c F(mX) . If µ is any functional on C(X) which 
is p-continuous on p-bounded uniformly equicontinuous subsets of nmc , then 
the polar µO = {f E C(X) : jµ(f)I S l} must absorb all p-bounded uni f ormly 
equicontinuous sets , so is a (c(uX), R) neighbourhood of zero, by 7.4, 
A A 
Corollary 1. Therefore µ lS in M(uX) 
' 
and M(ux) lS complete. 
C(X) "' (a) Since and C(X) have the same uniformly equicontinuous 
A 
"' 
A 
sets, as before we have Fx c MCX) c Fx . If µ is ln FX., then the polar 
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0 µ has p-closed intersection with any p-bounded illliformly equicontinuous 
subset E of C(X) ; so does the largest ideal J contained in 0 µ (If 
j 0 -+ j pointwise, where {j0} c J n E, suppose 1¢1 S \ljl . If e EE, 
let e = ( ¢ /\ I e I ) V - I e I ' then F = {e : e E E} is p-bounded and 
uniformly equicontinuous. Then pointwise in F, and each 
0 in J. Therefore is in µ ' so (J.) 0 d . c µ , an J is in J • ) 
A 0 
By Corollary 7.6, Hull Jc X, and using Theorem 7.4, µ is a 
(C(X), Q)-neighbourhood of zero. So µ is in M(X) . The naturality of 
the isomorphism is demonstrated in the following result. D 
. is 
Let CLv-0 be the category of complete (Hausdorff) locally convex 
linear spaces and linear maps. Let CRS be the full subcategory of real-
complete spaces; according to 5.10, C in CLv~ is in CRS if and only if 
every seminorm on C is of nonmeasurable character, or equivalently, if and 
only if every equicontinuous subset of the dual has nmc. We can phrase 
Theorem 7.7 rather more precisely. 
A A A 
PROPOSITION. (a) Both X >--+ FX >---+ FX and X-+ X-+ M(X) are 
universal arrows from X to the forgetful functor D : CLv~ -+ Un , where X 
is locally fine. 
A A A 
(b) Both X-+ mX-+ F(mX) and X-+ mX-+ M(mX) are universal arrows 
from X to the forgetful functor D* : CRS -+ Un , where X is locally fine. 
A A A 
Proof. M(X) and M(mX) are complete by Theorem 7.6, and F(mX) is 
in CRS by Theorem 7.5, since every equicontinuous subset of the dual 
C(mX) has nmc. If C . is any space in CLv~ , and f: X-+ C 
continuous, then 
(i) f has a unique extension f' : FX-+ C in LHv~ and 
then a unique extension J j : F X -+ C ; 
A A (ii) f has a unique extension f X -+ C 
' 
then a unique 
A 
extension f' . FA -+ C and since FA is dense in . X ' X 
A 
a unique extension from ~l( X) to C . 
is uniformly 
linear 
A 
M(X) 
' 
Therefore both composite arrows in (a) are illliversal . The proof of (b) is 
similar, since if C is in CRL , any f: X-+ C in Un is still 
uniformly continuous as a filllction from mX to C. D 
That the isomorphisms of Theorem 7 . 7 are natural follows immediat ely 
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A 
from the universality above (see §1). We may feel justified in calling FX 
the free complete locally convex topological vector space on X. The sign 
f A is then the natural isomorphism associated to the adjunction F ---10 
7.8. The space M(X) has a universal property worth noting, since it is 
often used in vector-valued integration on noncompact spaces. 
PROPOSITION. Let X be any uniform space. 
A (i) f\l (X) is the union of th,e closed subspaces of FX generated 
by compact subsets of X; that is, M(X) = U M(K), where 
K runs through all compact subsets of X. 
(ii) If f: X ~ P is any uniformly continuous function from X 
to a locally convex space P such that for every compact 
subset K of X, f(K) has a relatively compact absolutely 
convex envelope in P, then f has a unique extension to a 
continuous linear mapping ff M(X) ~ P. 
Proof. (i) Every element of ~l (X) has compact support K , and so is 
contained in the closed subspace of M(X) generated by K, by 7.4, 
Corollaries 2 and 3. But this space is isomorphic with M(K) , by 
Proposition 7.3. Since by Theorem 7.7, M(K) is complete, it is closed in 
A 
(ii) The function f extends uniquely to f' . FX ~P and thence . 
' 
A A A 
to f . FX ~p If µ . M(X) let K = supp µ . then ;\µ is in . is in 
' ' 
00 00 A 
K for some A > 0 
' 
as in 7 .4 Corollary 2. The image of K under f 
is the closed a.c.e. of f(K) A in p, since it is compact, but this is 
contained in p A -lA by hypothesis. So f(µ) = ;\ f()..µ) E p. The restriction 
A 
of f to M(x) is the desired unique extension ff D 
Note that for any µ in M(x) , we have 
µ E llµll(supp µ)OO - llµllf(supp µ) , 
where I denotes the closed absolutely convex envelope, by Corollary 3, 
7 .4, and llµII = sup lµ(f) I , as usual. Therefore µ is a limit of 
If Isl 
elements 
n L A . x . 
1 i,-i 
in F , where 
X 
and 
7.9. The connection with measure theory. If X is a Tychonoff space, then 
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given µ in M(X) , we know by the Riesz representation theorem that µ 
may be represented by a regular Borel measure of compact support on X. We 
"' know also from Theorem 7.7 that µ E FX, so there must be a net of elements 
in FX converging to µ . The following is an explicit representation of 
such a net . 
PROPOSITION. 
µ = 1 im{I µ (A . ) i ( a . ) : A E A, A = { A . : J - 1, ••• , n} , and 
1 J J J 
a. E A ·} J J 
where A is the set of all partitions of X into µ-measu:Pable sets, 
ordered by refinement. 
Proof. We may as well assume that each partition contains the 
complement of suppµ , and regard the limit as taking place in 
M(supp µ) . The net converges weakly to µ by the Riesz representation 
theorem, so it will suffice to show the net is Cauchy, since M(supp µ) is 
complete. 
Let B be a bounded equicontinuous subset of C(X) , and suppose 
£ > 0 . Let d be the continuous semimetric on X defined by B, and 
suppose lµ(l)I = A ER . There is a finite covering of suppµ by open 
-1 £A , and, taking intersections, a finite partition sets of d-diameter 
{A. : j = 1, ... , n} 
J 
of suppµ into Borel sets of d-diameter less than 
-1 £A . For a., b. EA., J J J 
n 
L µ(A.) (f (a.) -f (b .) ) 
1 J J J 
< E: , for all f . in 
and it follows that the net is Cauchy. D 
A similar approach be made to vector valued integration, . may using 
7. 8. Suppose f: X -+ p is a continuous function as in Proposition 7.8 
We may form the integral of f with respect to µ as follows. Let 
µ(f) lim{i f(a)µ(A) :A E A, A = A. . 1, , .. , n} The net = . J - is . -J 1 
Cauchy, and converges since it is contained in A(f(supp µ)) 00 c P, and 
this set is compact by hypothesis . In the manner of 7.8, /f(µ) = µ(f) 
defines a continuous linear function from f·l (X) to P . 
B ' 
(b) • 
Furthermore , µ defines a continuous linear functional on Top(X, P) 
when this is given the compact-open topology , for suppose lf(supp µ) I < 1 , 
then lµ(f)I < A because each term in the limit is . Since suppµ is 
compact , µ is continuous . 
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CHAPTER 8 
PROPERTIES OF THE COMPLETION 
8.la Closures. As usual, a measure µ in M(X) , for x uniform, is 
nonnegative if µ(f) ~ 0 whenever f ~ 0 . 
PROPOSITION a (a) The closure of the positive cone (2.9) of FX 
M(X) is equal to the set of nonnegative measures in M(X) • 
(b) The closure of /\X (4.5) in M(X) is the set 
{µ E M(X) µCl) = o} • 
. 
~n 
Proof. Since both the positive cone and /\X are convex in M(X) , 
their closure is equal to their weak closure ([K, p. 2452). Each point 
measure in F; is nonnegative, so each measure in the closure must be also. 
If µ is not in the closure of F;, then by [K, 17.5] there is f in the 
dual of M(X) such that f(F;} ~ 0 but f(µ) < 0 • Therefore µ is not 
positive. 
For (b), if f in C(X) vanishes on /\X it must be constant, so that 
f vanishes on the closed hyperplane {µ E M(X) : µ(l) = o} • Therefore 
this set is the closure of /\X. D 
We write AX for the kernel of the functional fl on M(X) • If X 
is locally fine and complete, then by (b) and 7.7, AX is the completion of 
l\X. 
8a2o The strong topology. The strong topology on M(X ) lS as usual, the 
topology of uniform convergence on the R-bounded subsets of X. If X . is 
locally fine and complete, then by Theorem 7.7 and a result of W. Robertson 
([K, p . 210]) , the strong topology is complete. If X is compact, the 
strong topology is just the usual operator-norm topology on M(X) • 
00 
A measure µ in M(X) is atomic if µ = L Ai~ , where {xi}~ is 
1 
00 
relatively compact and L !Ail < 00 , with convergence taking place in the 
1 
usual topology . 
n 
Then L A.X. converges to µ in the strong topology as 
1~ 
n + 00 • Conversely , suppose µ is the strong limit of a sequence {µn}: 
of atomic measures . Then if X is locally fine and complete, 
00 
supp({µn}l u {µ}) is compact, by 7.4, Corollary 2, so we can regard the 
strong convergence as taking place in M(K) , for compact K, as in 7.8. 
By [HR, 19.15] we have the following result. 
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THEOREM. The set of atomic measures in M(X) is the strong sequential 
closure of FX in M(X), if X is a complete locally fine uniform space.D 
This result has several applications. A topological space X is 
scattered if every subset has an isolated point. 
PROPOSITION [ZS, p. 338]. 
only if every measure in M(X) 
A corrrpact space 
is atomic. D 
X is scattered if and 
COROLLARY. A compact space X is scattered if and only if the strongly 
closed absolutely convex envelope of X in any corrrplete locally convex 
space in which X is embedded is compact. 
Proof. If X is scattered, suppose f: X >-+ L embeds X in L in 
CLv.6 Let ff . M(x) >-+ L be the continuous extension of f to M(X) . . . , 
then ff is continuous when both M(X) and L have the strong topologies 
( [K' p. 257]). If rx is the a.c.e. of X in FX 
' 
then rx is 
strongly dense in its (compact) closure by Theorem 8.2 and Proposition 8.2. 
Therefore ff(rX) is strongly dense in Jf(rX) . But the latter set is 
compact, as a continuous image of a compact set, and so must be the closed 
a.c.e. of X in L . 
Conversely, if rx is strongly dense in rx , then every measure in 
M(X) is atomic by Theorem 8.2, and X . scattered. D is 
Note that if X is scattered and compact it is sufficient that L . in 
LHv.6 be strongly sequentially complete . order for continuous f: X+L in 
to have a continuous linear extension over M(X) . 
803. Free Banach spaces. If D is any set, then as usual let l 1(D) be 
00 
the Banach space of formal sums A = I A • d. ' with 
- -i-i l 
00 
II A II = I I A. I < 00 providing the norm, for 
- 'i l 
Alternatively, 
l 1(D) is the space of absolutely summable functions on D , or the 
coproduct in Ban of D copies of the scalar field ([ ZS , p. 198]). It i s 
not difficult to see that ! 1 (D) is the completion of the free normed 
space [FD, p(d1, 1)) of 3,10, so that any function from D to the unit 
ball of a Banach space B may be extended uniquely to a linear contraction 
from l 1(D) to B ([ZS, p. 198]). For this reason, l 1(D) is known as 
the free Banach space on D, although this is something of a misnomer . 
Now if D can be given a compact topology, and ~1 (D) is given its 
strong Banach space norm, then the map from l 1(D) to M(D) obtained by 
extending . i, D defines a Ban-isomorphism of l 1(D) with the strong closure 
of FD in M(D) , by 8.1, as is very well known. 
Let D+ be the one-point compactification of the set D 
discrete topology. Then D+ is scattered, so every measure in 
a unique representation as 
00 
00 
L A.d. + A~ , where 
1 'l,--'l,, 
LA.+ A = 0 , by Proposition 8.1. Therefore the 
1 'l, 
00 
cp; . t 1(D) + A(D+) defined, for A= L A.d. in . - 'l,--'l,, 1 
00 
and 
linear . mapping 
l 1(D) ' by 
has 
<P ' (A) = L A .d . - II All££ , is an isomorphism, and II ¢00' (_A) II = 211 All • This, by 00 - 1 'l,----1, -
an indirect method, shows the familiar result that l 1(D) is isomorphic to 
the dual of + c 0(D) = C0(D) , the Banach space of all functions on D 
vanishing at infinity (see [ZS, 7.2.5] and [K, 14.7] for details, also 
Edwards [a, 1.2.5]). 
Conversely, by varying the topology of l 1(D) we give it new universal 
properties; those of A(D+) . 
PROPOSITION o Give l 1(X) the topology by all serrrinoy,rrzs p such that 
poi vanishes at infinity on D. 
weaker than the free noy,rrz topology. 
compact. D 
Then this topology is complete and 
In it the wiit ball of l 1(D) is 
This enables us to tidy up and improve the proof of a familiar result 
([K, p. 249]). 
COROLLARYo 
sequence {xn}: 
The strongly closed absolutely convex envelope of a null 
i,n a locally convex topological vector space L which i,s 
00 
strongly sequentially complete is compact, and consists of all LAX 
1 
n n 
with 
00 
LIA I S 1 • 
1 n 
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Proof. This follows essentially from Corollary 8.2, since {x} u {o} 
n 
is scattered. The function N + L defined by the sequence {xn}~ may be 
extended to a continuous linear map f 1 + L when f 1 = f 1 (N) has the 
above topology. The image of the unit ball of f 1 must be the closed a.c.e. 
of {xn}:, since it is compact, and the result follows. 0 
NOTE. It is easy to show that any function f: D + L taking the set 
D to a bounded subset of a strongly sequentially complete topological vector 
space L in LHv~ has a unique strongly continuous linear extension 
f': f 1(D) + L. This may be interpreted as saying that every bounded 
function is integrable with respect to atomic measures. Or phrasing this 
in the language of 4.5 and 4.4, FbllaD rv f 1 (D) in LHv~, where aD is 
the discrete uniformity on D. 
8.4. It must be becoming apparent, from Corollary 8.2 and Proposition 8.3, 
that one of the main uses of the Katetov theory developed in §7 is in the 
study of closed convex envelopes of compact subsets of locally convex vector 
spaces. We include another sample result. 
DEFINITION. The weight of a topological space X is the smallest 
cardinal of a basis for X. 
A uniform space is m-complete, where m is some cardinal, if every 
Cauchy net of cardinality Sm is convergent . 
If a compact infinite suhset X of L . ~n LHv~ has PROPOSITION. 
weight m, and L m-complete, then the closed absolutely convex 
envelope of X in L is compact and of weight m. 
Proof. By [ZS, 7.6.4], there is a uniformly dense subset G of C(X) 
of cardinality Sm . Since G separates points in the compact unit ball 
rx of M(X) , the weak topology by G , which has weight Sm, agrees with 
the topology of 1X. Therefore every point of 1X is the limit of a 
Cauchy sequence of cardinality s min the absolutely convex envelope rx 
of X in Since L is m-complete, the injection from X to L may 
be extended to a continuous map ¢ : rx + L which preserves convex 
combinations . Then ¢Crx) must be the closed a.c.e. of X . in L , since 
it is compact . By [ZS, 7.6.6], the weight of ¢(1X) must be equal to m .0 
This result shows incidentally that the weight of any compact subset of 
M(X) , for X compact, must be less than or equal to the weight of X, 
since any such set is absorbed by rx, by 7.4, Corollary 2. 
Recall that a compact space is metrizable if and only if it is second 
countable . 
COROLLARY. K 
. . 
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complete L 1,.n 
If 
LHv-6 
1,.s any compact metrizable subset of sequentially 
then the closed absolutely convex envelope of K 1,.n 
L is compact and metrizable . D 
This bears some relation to a result of Granirer and Varadarajan , which 
essentially shows that any metrizable bounded subset M of a complete 
locally convex space is contained in a cone which admits a stronger complete 
metrizable locally conve x topology agreeing with the topology of ~1 (see 
Kirk [a , 8 . 12] ) . 
8.5. The Fubini theorem. The theory we have developed is particularly 
suited to establishing a meaningful notion of the tensor product of 
measures . 
If L and M are two locally convex linear spaces , the complete 
A 
tensor product , denoted L ® M , of L and M is the completion of L ® M 
(6 . 6) . 
If X and y are two uniform spaces , with y precompact , and X X y 
has the product uniformity , we have a separately continuous bilinear map T 
from rvl( X) X ~l( Y) to M( X X Y ) , which is given . conventional notation by ln 
T( µ' v) ( f) = Jcf fdv)dµ for f ln C(X X Y) and µ E i"1 ( X) \J E M(Y) 
' ' A 
In our scheme , we define T as follows : 1,.XXY X X y-+ M(X X Y) (the 
completion) , being uniformly continuous , defines an adjoint map 
T : X -+ Un(Y , M(X x Y) ) , taking X to a uniformly equicontinuous subset , 
and uniformly continuous when the latter space is given the complete vector 
topology of uniform convergence on Y (see [I , pp . 44 , 49]) . By 7 . 8 , T 
has a continuous linear extension T": M(X)-+ Un(Y , A(X x Y)) . But for 
each µ in M(X) and y in Y , we must have supp T(µ)(y) c supp µ x {y} , 
so that T(µ) takes values in M(X x Y) . Also for every compact subset K 
of Y , we have supp T(µ)(k) c suppµ x K , for each k in K , so that 
T(µ)(K) is equicontinuous in M(X x Y) by 7 . 4 Corollary 3. By 7.8, 
T(µ) defines a continuous linear function from M(Y) to M(X x Y) . Taking 
T(µ , v) = T(µ)(v) for µ in rvJ(X) and v in M(Y) , we have a separately 
continuous bilinear map as required (cf . Schaefer [a, p . 90]). We wish to 
show that T is in fact continuous , as in 6 . 6 . ' 
LEMMA. Suppos e (d , a) is a pa1,.r in IIX and (d
1
, a1) 
. . 
1,.s a pa1,.r 1,.n 
IIY • Let p = p(dvd1 , ava1J 
in ~1( Y) , then 
on M(X x Y) . If µ is 1,.n A(X) and \J . 1,.S 
(i) pT(µ, v) s p(d , a)(µ) . llvll ; 
(ii) if x ~s ~n X , pT(x, v) < a(x) llvll + p (d1 , a1) (v) • 
Proof. By 8 .1 and 7.8, choose nets and v -+ v 
E 
such that 
.::,8 
II v II s llv II E for all E . For each v , we E 
have 
p l im T ( µ .t , v ) O u E 
- lim pT(µ.t, v) < O u E by Lemma 1, 6.6, 
= llvEllp(d, et)(µ) . 
Therefore pT(µ, v) = lim pT(µ, v ) < llvllp(d, et)(µ) . 
E 
E 
The proof of (ii) is similar. D 
Now, in exactly the manner of Proposition 6 .6 and Corollary 1, we are 
able to show that if both X and Y are precompact, then T is continuous 
on M(X) x M(Y) . 
Conversely , suppose X and Y are compact . Then the continuous 
function X X y 
ixxiy 
~l (X) x M(Y) ~ M(X) @ M(Y) , where is the 
universal bilinear mapping, may be extended to continuous linear 
,A 
8: M(X x Y)-+ M(X) ® M(Y) . Also T must f actor 1.IDiquely through ~, 
since fl (X x Y) is complete, giving us an inverse to 8 by the universal 
properties of ~ and . 
~XxY. 
THEOREM. If X and Y are two compact spaces, then 
"' M(X) ® M(Y) ~ M(X x Y) . 0 
8.6. The separate Fubini theorem. I wish now to mention a batch of the most 
important theorems in analysis. These are strictly beyond the scope of this 
thesis, and deserve far more space than the summary treatment given here . In 
each of its forms , which may be proven equivalent using only the elementary 
theory of topological vector spaces , the result represents one of the very 
rare cases of something for nothing in mathematics . 
In its simplest form , the result is the classical Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem. More involved are its corollaries , the Riesz 
representation theorem (see Glicksberg [a]) and the Grothendieck criterion 
for weak compactness in C(X) ([K, p . 325]). Especially sophisticated are 
the Eberlein-Smulian theorems [K, p . 314] , and the stronger Kre in theorem. 
d9 
This result, developed by Banach , Krein , Phillips and Grothendieck , is 
remarkable in that it converts a result heavily based on order procedures 
into a result about general topological vector spaces , where lattice 
properties are anything but evident. So an apparently extraneous property 
like the order structure of the reals has ramifications across the whole of 
analysis, and into areas where it should not be expected to persist. 
Grothendieck [a], in his proof of the Krein theorem, must surely be the 
first author to use truly categorical methods in analysis. We mention 
several results which may be deduced from [K, p. 325] . 
PROPOSITION. (a) Suppose X is compact and LE LHv~ . Let w denote 
the weak topology on Top(X, L) when it is given the topology of uniform 
convergence on X. Let p denote the product topology on Top(X, L) when 
L is given the weak topology. Then a subset of Top(X, L) is w-compact 
if and only if it is p-compact and uniformly bounded on X . The latter 
condition holds if the subset is contained in a p-compact absolutely convex 
set, and if L is complete, the converse implication is .true. 
(b) (see Kirk [a, 10.5]). If X in Un is complete and locally 
fine, and if FX is given the Mackey topology for the dual pair 
(FX' C(X)) , then the completion of FX is M(X) with the Mackey topology.D 
The result (b) follows from [K, p. 325, p. 252 , p. 210] and 7.7. 
V. Ptak [b, c] has given an illuminating discussion of the Krein theorem 
and other related matters. Instead of using the complete vector lattice 
procedure mentioned above, he uses a combinatorial method reminiscent of 
Theorem 2.7 in that it uses the linearity of the order on R. A strong 
form of the Krein theorem will now be proven. 
THEOREM. Suppose X and Y are compact sets and L is complete in 
LHv~. Then any separately continuous function ¢ : Xx Y + L with bounded 
irrage admits a unique separately continuous bilinear extension 
¢ , : M( X) X M( y) + L • 
Proof. Suppose first that L is a Banach space C(E) , with E 
compact. The function ¢ defines by adjointness a continuous function 
qi : Xx E + (c(Y), p) (for any finite subset F of Y , cp(X, F) is 
compact, so the evaluation cp(X, F) x E + R is jointly continuous and 
bounded). Therefore by Proposition (a), qi(X x E) has weakly compact 
closed a.c.e. in (c(Y), k) . 
By Theorem 8 .5 we may extend qi to a continuous pointwise linear map 
<I>': M(X) x E-+ (C(Y), w), where w is the weak topology by M(Y). For 
each µ in M(Y) , we have , by composition , a linear map M(X)-+ C(E) , so 
we have a bilinear map <P' : M(Y) x M(X) -+ C(E) For each \) in f"l (X) , 
this gives a continuous function M(Y)-+ C(E) , when C(E) has the 
P-topology, and <P ' extends <P . 
By interchanging X and Y, we get a bilinear map 
<P' M(X) x M(Y)-+ C(E) with similar properties. But then we must have 
l 
<P' - <P{ since both extend <P continuously to (C(E), p) . Therefore <P 
is separately continuous . 
Now suppose L is arbitrary. Embed L as a closed subspace of a 
product n c(xi) 'where K. 1, ranges through the weakly closed equi-
continuous subsets of the dual of L • If TI. is the ith projection, then 
1, 
TI. o ¢ admits a separately continuous bilinear extension. Let <P' be the 
1, 
product map of all these extensions, ¢': M(X) x M(Y)-+ nc(K.) . 1, Then 
¢' is separately continuous bilinear, and Im <P' lies in the closed 
subspace generated by ¢(Xx Y) , and so in L • D 
The unfamiliar result, (a), and (b}, can be used to shorten the proof . 
The theorem can be stated in a tensor product fashion similar to 8.5, but 
the result is a bit ad hoc. 
8.7. Separation. Recall that the kernel of a set of seminorms p on a 
vector space L is the set of l in L such that p(l) = 0 for all p 
in p . 
PROPOSITION. If {(d., a.) . EI} . any cone of . . . 1, 1,S se,m,norm pai,rs . 
1, 1, 
. i,n 
IlX , where X is uniform, let p. = p(d., a.) 1, 1, 1, for each 
. 
1, I 
Then the kernel of 
i,n Fx . 
{p.} in M(X) i,s the closure of the kernel of 
(2.5). 
{p.} 
1, 1, 
Proof. Clearly the kernel of {p.} 
1, 
is closed in M(X) . To show the 
kernel in is dense , it is sufficient , using [K , 20. 3] , to show that the 
subspace L = U B(d ., a.) 
I i, i, 
of C(X) is k-dense in its p-closure in C( X) • 
But this follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem ([GJ , 16 . 3]), since L 
is a sublattice of C(X) . D 
COROLLARY. If a pair (d, a) on uniform X i,s such that d . i-s a 
metric and a> o , then p(d , a) 1,s a norm on M(X) . There is a 
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continuous norm on M(X) if and only if X has a weaker metric uniformity .D 
This corollary, essentially due to Michael [b] , shows that if X is a 
metrizable topological space , every compact subset of M(X) is also 
metrizable . This we have already seen in Corollary 8 . 4 . 
8.8. Simultaneous extension. The Dugundji extension theorem can be stated 
succinctly within our notation . 
DEFINITION. If X is a Tychonoff space , let CX denote the convex 
envelope of iX(X) in FX, with the induced topology . 
Recall that a function between convex sets is affine if it preserves 
convex combinations . For any convex subset C of a locally convex space 
L, and for any continuous function f X + C , there is a unique continuous 
affine map f' : CX + C such that f' o ix= f; in fact just take the 
restriction of f' : FX + L • For this reason we ·call CX the free convex 
locally convex set on X. For reasons we have seen so often (1.3), C 
defines a left adjoint to the forgetful functor from the category of convex 
subsets of locally convex spaces and restrictions of continuous linear maps 
to Tye. (cf. [ZS, 23 .5]). 
. 
PROPOSITION. Let X ;!:-+ Y be a subspace of Y . i,n Tye. • Then 
every continuous function from X to a convex subset of a locally convex 
Hausdorff space has a continuous extension over Y if and only if the map 
Ci : CX + CY has a continuous left inverse. 
Proof. Suppose ix: X + ex has a continuous extension to Y . By 
the universal property of CY we have a continuous affine map r CY+ CX 
such that r o iy o i = iX. So r o Ci o iX = iX, and r o Ci= 1 , 
by universality . 
Conversely , let r : CY+ ex be a continuous retraction. If 
f: X + C is a continuous function to a convex set , f ' or o i,y is the 
desired continuous extension over Y . D 
Now we have a simple form of the Dugundji theorem ([ZS, 21.1 . 42) . 
COROLLARY. If X is a subspace of a metric space Y , CX i,s a 
retract of CY . D 
In a similar fashion , we have FX a topological summand of FY if X 
is a topological subspace of metric Y (compare 5 . 3) . 
What in many ways are stronger results than these have been obtained by 
9 2 
E. Michael ln his study of carriers and continuous selections . (If X and 
y are ln Tye. 
' 
a lower serrricontinuous carrier from X to y lS a subset 
E of X X y such that the projection 1Tl . E -+- X lS onto and open • A . 
selection for E lS a left-inverse to Til . ) 
Denote by ex the closure of ex in M(X) ; then e is functorial 
on Tye.. The following two results may be easily deduced from Michael 
[a, d] . 
THEOREM o (a) Let X and Y be metric spaces, and suppose ¢ : X-+- Y 
is a continuous onto open mapping with corrplete fibres. Then ecp : CX -+- CY 
has a continuous affine right-inverse. 
(b) Suppose X is a convex closed metrizable subset of a corrplete 
locally convex space. Then for any open onto affine map ¢: X-+- Y with 
closed fibres and for any continuous function g : P -+- Y , with P para-
corrpact and Y a convex subset of L in LHv~, there is a continuous 
function f: P-+- X such that cp o g = f D 
The strong result (b) amounts to a projectivity property for M(X) 
with X paracompact . 
COROLLARY o If ¢ : F -+- G is a quotient map for Frechet spaces , then 
for any linear continuous g M( X)-+- G with X paracorrrpact, there is 
linear continuous f: M(X)-+- F such that cp of = g. D 
809. Invariance. We conclude the chapter by mentioning a few invariant 
properties. 
A 
We say two topological spaces X and Y are F-equivalent if the 
A A 
completion F(X) is isomorphic in LHv~ to F(Y) • This essentially means 
that X cannot be distinguished from Y by the vector space of maps to 
A 
complete linear spaces . A property of topological spaces is F- invariant if 
A 
when X has it and Y is F- equivalent to X, Y has it . Obviously , 
A 
F-invariance implies F-invariance (6.1). 
A A 
a o Pseudocompactness is F-invariant. In fact , if FX is identified 
A 
with FY under an isomorphism , with Y pseudocompact , then Y is absorbed 
by the closed absolutely convex envelope of a closed compact subset s of 
A 
ux by 7.4 Corollary 2 and 7 . 7 . But since y is total in FX s - ux 
' ' 
-
and X is pseudocompact . 
We can do rather better than this . If m lS any uncountable cardinal, 
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we say X in Tye is pseudo-m-compact if for every continuous semimetric 
d on X , the metric space d(X) has weight < m . The following criteria 
are not difficult to establish (cf . 5 . 10 and 7 . 5) . 
PROPOSI TION o The following statements are equivalent for X . -in 
and uncountahle m : 
(i) X is pseudo- m- compact; 
(ii) every p- bounded equicontinuous subset of C(X) has weight 
< m in the p- topology ; 
"' ( iii) for every continuous serrrinorm p on F X , the normed space 
p(Fx) has weight < m. D 
"' From (iii) it follows that pseudo-m- compactness is F- invariant . 
b . In 6 . 3 we saw that weight was not invariant . But for compact 
"' spaces , weight is F- invariant by 8 . 4 . 
c . There are a number of ways of showing that scatteredness is 
"' F- invariant for compact spaces ( [ ZS , 19 . 7 . B(F ) ]) . 
"' 
Tye 
d . Note that X is discrete if and only if FX is quasibarrelled 
([K , p . 301]) if and only if the strongly bounded set {f : lfl ~ l } in 
C(X) is equicontinuous . Kelley and Namioka [a , p . 120] showed that FX is 
metrizable if and only if X is finite . 
We would like to generalize this result . If m is any infinite 
cardinal , a Tychonoff space X is m-discrete if any intersection of m 
open sets is open in X . 
PROPOSITION. The following statements are equivalent for X -in Tye : 
(i) X -is m-discrete ; 
(ii) C(X) -is m- complete in the p- topology ; 
"' (iii) every ba:rrel in F(X) which is the intersection of m 
closed ahsolutely convex neighbourhoods of zero is open . D 
"' From (iii) , m- discreteness is F- invariant . 
e . It is an open question whether compactness, countable compactness, 
pseudocompactness , real- compactness , paracompactness and normalcy are 
F- invariant . The first question in particular needs settling . 
CHAPTER 9 
VARIATIONS ON A TH EME 
There are three ways in which our constructions mi ght be generalised ; 
vary the field K, give X more structure , or consider suitable 
subfunctors of F and M • 
J 4 
9.1. Alternative rings. One of the original reasons for performing this 
s tudy was t he author ' s interes t in a l ternative bases for analysis ; for 
example , analysis over the p - adic fie l ds or over nonstandard models of t he 
reals . If K is any topo l ogica l r ing with a class of topological modules 
A which have some sor t of dua lity structure , and X is some topological 
space with sufficient l y many con t i nuous functions to K , we can construct 
the free K- module on X as in 1. 2 , give it the strongest A-topology such 
t hat X + FK (X) is continuous ( if topo l ogies i n A are closed under 
suprema) , take the complet i on, and see what happens . This works well if K 
i s a finite field , X i s zero-di mens i onal, and A is the class of 
topological Abelian p - groups with bases of open subgroups (see Markov [ b ]) ; 
a l so if K is a p - adic number field and A is the class of module 
topologies defined by nonar chimedean seminorms p with p (AX ) = II Ajjp (x) 
for A a p - adic number and II II the p - adic norm . 
One may argue that i n §7 we used vector lattice methods extensively , s o 
that we would expect K to have some order structure . But thi s device was 
mainly necessary to deal with general uniform spaces , and if X is a 
topological space , 7 . 4 and 7. 6 can be established using only ring methods . 
I n particular , we can establi sh complex integration theory without ever 
performing the division into real and complex parts which has become so 
standard , just as we established elementary real integration without 
mentioning nonnegative measures . 
A more substantial objection lies in the failure of t he order- fre e 
methods to establish the Riesz representation theorem . Although one can 
imagine life without nonnegative measures , it is almos t barbaric to i magi ne 
integration without the pointwise convergence theorems . Until s omeone can 
develop a new interpretation of the ideas mentioned in 8 . 6 , s uch divers i ons 
from the mainstream of mathematics can have curiosity value only . But it 
still seems to me that the method I have suggested is the most elegant 
method of handling nonstandard measure theories , including Banach- algebr a 
valued integration , and especially for C(X)-valued integration , f or , 
according to Mulvey [a], the rings C(X) and their quotients are the 
intuitionistic models of the reals, and will respond to categorical 
\ 
prodding in a similar fashion to the reals. 
:; 5 
9o2o Alternative structures. In particular , we are interested in the case 
where compact X has the structure of a topological semigroup . According 
to Theorem 8 . 5 , the multiplication m : Xx X + X may be extended to a 
unique continuous bilinear map: 
* : M(X) X M(X ) + M(X) . 
A little juggling of uniqueness shows that * is associative , and 
commutative if m is, while any identity for m remained an identity for 
* . So M(X ) is a topological algebra over the reals . If µ, v are in 
M(X) , then µ * v is the convolution of µ and v (this corresponds 
with the usual notion). We shall show that (M(X), *) is the free locally 
convex algebra on the semigroup X. 
PROPOSITION o Any continuous fwiction f from a compact serrrigroup 
(X, •) to a complete locally convex topological algebra (C, •), 
satisfying the homomorphism condition f(x•y) = f(x)•f(y) for x, y in 
X , has a wiique extension to a continuous algebra homomorphism from M(X) 
to C . 
Proof. Let ff: M(X) + C be the unique linear continuous extension 
of f. In the following diagram of bilinear maps, both composites agree 
on Xx X , and so the diagram commutes : 
M(X )xM(X) ffxff> cxc 
l* if 1· M(X) ~ C 
• 
This is just the statement that ff is an algebra homomorphism . D 
An interesting variation would be to consider the strongest locally 
m-convex topology on M(X) such that ix is continuous (a locally 
m-convex topology has a basis of seminorms p satisfying 
p(µ * v) < p(µ)p(v) for each µ and v in M(X)). If this topology is 
complete , M(X) would then be the free complete locally m-convex algebra 
on X . It may be shown that if X has a base of translation-invariant 
semimetrics d and M(X) is locally m-convex , then X has at most one 
d-accumulation point for each d . Consequently , if X is a group , it must 
be finite . 
I believe that the free topology on the semigroup algebra M(X) 
deserves more attention. It could almost certainly find application in 
functional analysis. 
REMARK. In connection with other free topologies on FX , some 
attention has been paid to the strongest vector topology, not necessarily 
locally convex , on FX, for X discrete (see Kelley and Namiok a [a, SE]) . 
It is known that this topology is not locally convex unless X is countable . 
However, there seems to be little point in considering this concept, as no 
new duality can arise. 
9.3. Subfunctors. In 2.9, 8.8, 8.3 and 4.5 certain fundamental subsets of 
FX and M(X) were considered, and in some cases it was shown that their 
construction had functional properties • We refer to the positive cone 
the convex envelope CX of X . in FX, the absolutely convex envelope 
of X, the closures of these sets in M(X) , and the unit ball of the 
Banach space z1 (x) • Even these spaces have not been much studied as 
rx 
algebraic entities. The first three are particularly interesting ; they 
define functors F+, C and I on Set which give left-adjoints to a 
forgetful functor from a suitable category of subsets of vector spaces and 
restrictions of linear maps. According to 5.1, each adjunction defines a 
monad on Se:t. Swirszcz [a, b] and Semadeni [a] have used involved 
categorical methods to demonstrate that none of the forgetful functors in 
question is monadic. But according to the Lawvere theorem 5.1, each monad 
corresponds to a suitable variety of universal algebras, and it seems to me 
that the correct method of procedure is simply to write down the varieta l 
equations and take it from there. 
We will now indicate, with a minimum of detail , how the main notions of 
geometry may be deduced from the simple algebraic theory ; proofs will be 
available elsewhere . It is regretted that no time is available to develop 
the topic further , as the approach is novel and fruit ful , and in the spirit 
of the main body of the thesis. 
The first definition is fairly natural . 
DEFINITION. A (convex) cone is a semimodule over the semiring of non -
negative reals . That is, a cone is an Abelian semigroup X with i dentity 
0 , together with a monoidal (left) action of the nonnegative reals , such 
that both distributive laws are observed, 0 is invariant, and Ox= 0 for 
all x in X. 
- I 
A cone is a group if and only if it is a real vector space . At the 
opposite extreme , a cone is called proper if it has no nonzero units . As is 
well known for semigroups, a cone can be embedded in a vector space if and 
only if it i s cancellative; that is , if x + y = x + z , then y = z , for 
any x, y , z in X. Two of the more pathological examples of cones are 
the reals with ordinary positive multiplication but with the addition changed ; 
(a) the blocked cone , with X + y = X for X positive and y 
negative , and otherwise addition as normal ; 
(b) the reversal cone, with X + ( -y) - X + y for X and y -
' 
positive , and otherwise addition as normal. 
DEFINITION. A convex set is a set X together with a family of 2- ary 
operations pA on X, one for each real A in [O, l] , such that the 
following axioms are satisfied for all X and A, . x, y' 2 ln µ in 
[ 0' l] . . 
(1) (identity) P1 (x' y) - X . -
' 
( 2) (symmetry) pA(x, y) = Pl_A(y, x) . 
' 
( 3) (reflexivity) pA(x·, x) - X . -
' 
(4) (assoc iativity) 
p A+µ (p A/ ( A+µ ) ( X ' y), 2) - pA(x , Pµ/(1-A)(y, 2)) -
for A + µ S 1 and A t 1 . 
Note that the number of axioms is less than the number of vector space 
axioms. This is because convex sets are rather simpler . 
Any convex subset of a vector space is a convex set under the operations 
pA(x, y) =AX+ (1-A)y . But a convex set can be embedded as a convex 
subset of a vector space if and only if it is cancellative; that is, if 
p (x' y) = p (x 2) for any x, y, r r ' z in X implie s that y = z or r = 1 
Convex sets which are not cancellative are the two - point set {O, l} 
' 
with 
p ( 0 ' 1) - 1 for r t 1 the three-point set { 0 ' ~ ' l} with -
' ' r 
p (x' y) - ~ for r in Co , 1) and the blocked space ~ which lS the -
' 
~ 
' r 
interval [ -1, l] in the blocked cone (a) . 
Any convex set X can be embedded in a cone K(X) 
' 
let K(X) be the 
set X X R+ with all points ( X' 0) identified; define r(x, s) - ( X' rs) -
and ( X' s> + ( y ' t) = <ps/(s+t)(x , y) , s+t> 
' 
for any r , s, t ln [O, l] 
. 
• 
and x , y in X Most of the following ideas have cone analogues . 
A function f between convex sets X and y . affine if it is a lS 
universal algebra morphism ; that lS , Pr(f(x), f( X ' )) = f(pr(x, X r )) for 
' 
all r in [O , l] and x , x ' in X A congruence on a convex set lS an 
equivalence relation ~ on X such that if x ~ x ' and y ~ y ' , then 
in [O , l] and , X , X , y, y ' in X. 
Any equivalence class for a congruence is called a manifold ; if the 
congruence is maximal it is called a hyperplane . A typical example of a 
manifold is an ideal ; a subset I of X is an ideal if for x in X , y 
in I and r # l , p (x ' y ) 
r 
lS ln I · 
' 
defining X ~ y I if both are in 
I , we have a congruence . An ideal is prime if its complement is convex ; 
then the complement is called a support manifold . If a single point is a 
support manifold , it is called an extreme point . The intersection of all 
the nontrivial ideals in X is called the interior of X; it may be 
empty . If it is equal to X then X is open ; the interior of X is 
open . 
We say y lies between x and z in X if p ( X ' z) = y 
r 
for some 
r in [O , l] . A convex set Y is a line segment if for any three points 
in X , one lies between the other two . A subset of X is a line if it is 
a maximal line segment . Any line has two ends (this is just a directional 
notion) . An endpoint of a line segment Y is an extreme point of Y . A 
line may have at most two endpoints ; if every line in X has two endpoints 
then X is closed . 
The following results obtain 
THEOREM. Let X be a convex set . 
(a) Every ideal bn X bS an intersection of prime ideals . 
(b) If S bS a set, CS' is the free convex set on S • 
(c) Through any two distinct points bn X there is a wibque line 
interior; various pairs of endpoints may be chosen (if necessary) to make 
it into a line . X is cancellative if and only if there is only one way to 
do this, for various line interiors bn X . 
(d) If a line segment is not cancellative, it has at most three points . 
(e) The smallest rm:nifold conta.ining a subset S of X is the wiion 
of the interiors of the lines passing through pairs of points in S . 
(f) The interior of X is the set of points which lie bn the interior 
of every line passing through them . It is cancellative . D 
' 1 
EXAMPLE. In the blocked space 3 , the extreme points are {-1 , O, l} . 
The interior of H is (0 , 1) . Through any two negative points we have 
the unique line [-1 , O] . Through the point s ~ ' l we have the line 
interior (0 , l] , and any point in [-1 , O] can be chosen for an 
endpoint . D 
It is the convex sets which are not cancellative that are unfamiliar 
objects of study , but this does not mean they should not be studied . The 
situation in the geometry of convex sets at present is just as if all ring 
theorists refused to admit the existence of other than integral domains . Of 
course integral domains are interesting , but they do not form an algebraic 
variety . The same is true of convex sets , in the usual definition . 
9.4. Other convex sets. An ab solutely convex set is best defined as a 
convex set with an action of the scalar unit ball (which is a convex monoid) , 
and a distinguished zero point invar i ant under the action . 
It satisfies the axioms 
(1) 
(2) P (µx , vx) = p (µ , v) x, r r 
(3) Ox= 0 
' 
for all x , y in X , scalars µ , v and r in [O , l] An absolutely 
convex set will be cancellative if and only if the scalar action is faithful . 
It is isomorphic to the unit ball of a normed space if and only if it is 
closed and cancellative . rs is the free absolutely convex set on the set 
s . 
These algebras , along with the algebras associated to the l 1-unit ball 
functor (the gonad monad?) have been studied by Semadeni [a] . The latter 
objects are essentially absolutely convex sets with an (infinitary) action 
of the unit ball of l 1 ; Semadeni has named them cowitable absolutely 
convex sets . 
Putting topologies , especially compact topologies , on our convex sets 
is also a fruitful business . Swirszcz [b] has done this with some success . 
One of the throwoffs of this kind of thinking is a duality which I consider 
to be the main one of analysis , expressed by the Banach- Alaoglu theorem . 
This is the duality between compact absolutely convex sets and cancellative 
closed countably absolutely convex sets , or in conventionc:-1 terms , the duality 
between the unit ball of a Banach space and the unit ball of its dual . The 
duality may be roughly regarded as an analogue to the Pontrjagin duality 
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between compact and discrete groups . It contains the Gelfand-Mazur duality 
and the duality between compact convex sets and bocofoids 3 ([ZS, 23 . 3]) . 
9.5. Epilogue. There are still a number of areas which have not been 
properly investigated . In fact , much of the material of §8 and §9 falls 
into this category . Kirk [a] has investigated to a limited extent , for X 
A 
in Ty~ , the spaces FbllaX, that is, the completion for the bounded cone . 
Some of the Fubini theorem results suggest this will be interesting. Another 
subject which needs more work is ordinary integration of the functions 
vanishing at infinity on a locally convex space X. In line with 8.3, this 
is the study of ACX+) . 
Probably several other tensor product formulae like 8.5 can be 
obtained; for example , something linking the dual of Top(X, B) with 
A 
M( X) ® B' , for X compact and B a Banach space. But the vital 
omissions which prevent the establishment of §7 as an alternative integration 
theory is the lact of a really adequate description of measurable functions, 
and ignorance of the role of subsets of X which are not closed in 
determining the structure of M(X) . Nevertheless, it could be that the 
Katetov theory is the measure theory of the future. 
3 Bocofoids [ZS, p . 236] may be given an internal definition , in line with 
our program . A bocofoid is a Banach space whose unit ball has a point x 
such that the intersection of the supporting hyperplanes through x is just 
{x} . 
APPENDIX 
SOME COMPLEX COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We mentioned in 2.7 and 3.7 that the euclidean metr ic on t h e c omplex 
numbers had certain unpleasant properties. We jus ti f y t hat a ssertion. 
.1 1. 
EXAMPLE l (Aronszahn and Panitchpakdi). Let R = {l, µ, v} d enot e 
the three complex roots of unity with the euclide an metric e . Le t a be 
the constant function of value /3 R then (e' a) - on . is a seminorm 2 ' 
s But there way the injection . s >--+ C can be pair on is no 1., . . . 
extended to a contraction on Spot S =Su {a} 
' 
whe re this metric space i s 
defined as in 3.4. Therefore C is not an injective me tric space (5.4). 
It follows also that ACS has linear contractions (i') which cannot be 
extended to F X, so that Pe is not the restriction of p( e , a) to l\S , 
C 
contradicting 3.7. In fact, since 1 + µ + v = 0 , we have 
A = 1 + vµ + µv in AS , but p e ( ~) = 2 /3 , p ( e, a) ( ~_) = 3 D 
This example may be extended to arbitrary semimetric s pa ces as follo ws . 
PROPOSITION. Let 
points of X, so that 
(X, d) be any semimetric space. If 
~ = p_ + µq + vr is in AC ( X) , where 
are as above, then pd(~ = inf (d(p, x)+d(q, x)+d(r, x)) • 
xEX 
p, q, r 
µ and 
Proof. For any x in X , we have ~ = (p_-x) + µ(q__-x) + v(r-x) , 
so certainly pd(~) S d(p, x) + d(q, x) + d(r, x) , by 3 .6, since 
are 
V 
lµI = lvl = 1 The only proof I know of the converse i nequa lity i s a very 
lengthy reduction method along the lines of Theorem 2.7 (c), and i s no t of 
sufficient interest to justify inclusion. 0 
So now we are allowed to use expre s sions in t he inf i mwn tak ing va lues 
outside s upp A (2.7). If X is th e comp l e x nurnLe r s wi th zero r emo v ed , and 
p, q, r are the points of S, the infimum abo ve can n ever be atta i ned . A 
similar counterexample shows that, in the comp l e x c a se , p(d , a ) does not 
reach the infimum of 2.7 (3). 
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